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GUARANTEES OF RETIREMENT ANNUITIES

THURSDAY, APRIL 5, 1990

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, DC.
The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:14 a.m., in

room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Lloyd Bentsen
(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Also present: Senators Pryor, Packwood, Heinz, and Duren-
berger.

[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]
[Press Release No. 11-18, Mar. 7, 19901

SENATOR BENTSEN ANNOUNCES HEARING ON GUARANTEES OF RETIREMENT ANNUITIES;
BENEFITS PAID BY INSURANCE COMPANIES SHOULD NoT BE AT RISK, CHAIRMAN SAYS

WASHINGTON, DC-3enator Lloyd Bentsen (D., Texas), Chairman, announced
Wednesday that. the Senate Finance Committee will hold a hearing next month on
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation insurance of retirement annuities provided
by insurance companies.

The hearing will be held on Thursday, April 5, 1990 at 10 a.m. in Room SD-215 of
the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

"I am concerned V at the pension benefits of American workers and retirees
should not be jeopardized when their pension benefits are being paid by an insur-
ance company, instead of by their former employer directly ,h rough a pension plan.
I intend to make sure that their retirement security is not ait risk. But recent con-
cerns over the financial status of certain insurance compani _s have raised questions
about whether retirement annuities purchased from insurance companies by pen-
sion funds have the same protection under the Employee Retirement Income Securi-
ty Act of 1974, also known as ERISA, as pension benefits paid by the plan directly,"
Bentsen said.

"As one of the original authors of ERISA, I believe we need to clear up this
matter to provide peace of mind to active employees, retirees and their families,"
Bentsen said.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. LLOYD BENTSEN, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM TEXAS, CHAIRMAN, SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

The CHAIRMAN. This hearing will come to order.
ERISA passed the Senate by a unanimous vote back in 1974. But,

as one of the authors of that legislation, I want to tell you it wasn't
all that easy. There were a lot of hurdles to jump. For 7 long years,
Senators Williams and Javits had tried to get ERISA through the
Senate. It was reported by the Labor Committee. But then it was
not acted on by the Finance Committee. So when I joined the com-
mittee in 1973, I prevailed on the chairman to set up a subcommit-
tee on pensions. We went to work on ERISA, and we were able to
act on it.



One of the reasons that it was enacted, and that Congress agreed
to it, was the belief that American workers were entitled to the
pension benefits they had been promised. I knew of one instance
back in Houston, where a particular chain of companies had a 30-
year vesting requirement. The company could wait until the 29th
year and fire the worker to deny him pension benefits; and there
were cases where that had happened. That was a fundamental flaw
in the law, which we corrected.

The other major reform we made was that, if the company went
broke, there would be a guarantee that would protect that pension.
I can recall when we were talking about setting the amount of the
payment that the employer would ibake to the PBGC, they came in
and recommended to me that it be 50 cents per employee. I said,
well, I have had some experience in that business and have found
that the actuaries sometimes are wrong. So why don't we just go
for broke and double that and make it a whole dollar. And that is
what we did. I have forgotten what the number is now, but it is far
higher.

Senator PACKWOOD. $16.00 now.
The CHAIRMAN. $16.00 now they tell me.
But, what happens when a company turns its pension funds over

to an insurance company? Let's say that insurance company went
out and bought a bunch of junk bonds to get a high rate of return,
allowing it to make unrealistic bids on annuities in order to take
over the pension business. What would happen if that insurance
company went broke?

Will those benefits be insured by the PBGC? I do not want to
wait until we have a crisis before trying to come to some determi-
nation on that question. That is one of the concerns we will be ad-
dressing today, because the American workers should not have to
be concerned about receiving pension benefits they are entitled to.
We want to give them some peace of mind. Their pension checks
ought to be in the mailbox month after month as promised.

I hope this hearing will shed some light on that.
I now defer to my colleague, Senator Packwood.
[The prepared statement of Senator Bentsen appears in the ap-

pendix.I

OPENING STATEMENT OF 1ION. BOB IPA('KWOO). A U.S. SENATOR
FROM ORE(ON

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As I told you, I
have to go to a doctor's appointment. I'm going to leave after this
opening statement, but I share your views and would like to make
one or two additional points.

There is no question but what this committee wants to make
sure that what we intended in ERISA works. If you earn a pension,
you have a right to expect you will receive that pension. The Gov-
ernment wants to do as much as it can to ensure that retirees' pen-
sions are paid. But I think I want to be careful, Mr. Chairman, of
getting ourselves into an S&L situation whereby the Pension Bene-
fit Guarantee Board guarantees all pensions. Insurance companies
would then feel free to go out and speculate because we are going
to take care of their pension obligations.



The CHAIRMAN. I could not agree with you more on that, Sena-
tor.

Senator PACKWOOD. So it is a thin line between saying to retir-
ees, the Government will make sure your pension is guaranteed,
without at the same time saying to insurers or employers that no
matter what insurers or employers do with pension monies, the
Government will cover all their mistakes.

If we say that, then I hesitate to think what kind of speculation
we might encourage because people won't worry about it, thinking
Senator Bentsen said he will take care of it.

So I am going to follow these hearings with interest and I apolo-
gize that I have to leave now.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me say, Senator Bentsen did not say he was
going to take care of it. What we are trying to do today is get some
answers and get the recommendation of experts.

Thank you very much.
This morning we have Mr. James Lockhart, who is the Executive

Director of the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation.
Will you proceed'?

STATEMENT OF JAMES 13. I)CKIART III, EXE('UTIVE I)IIRECTOR,.
PENSION BENEFIT (;GARANTY CORPORATION, ACCOMPANIED)
BY CAROL (ONNOR FLOWE, GENERAL COUNSEL
Mr. LOCKHART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me to

appear before you today. I am pleased to be here to discuss the
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation and Pension Annuities. The
PBGC insures defined benefit pension plan participants against
loss if their are underfunded defined benefit pension plan his ter-
minated.

We are a Government corporation that provides vital insurance
protection for 40 million active and retired American workers in
about 100,000 defined benefit pension plans. Companies that spon-
sor these plans pay for this protection through their premiums.

In 1989 we reduced our deficit by 30 percent, but it still stands at
$1 billion, without any reserves for LTV Corporation. We expect
the Supreme Court to rule in that case by June. A loss could more
than double our deficit and, even worse, set the stage for "copycat
cases." As the graph over there of' our 10-year forecast shows, our
future is difficult to predict. There are three scenarios there; and
the range from the optimistic to the pessimistic forecast is almost
$10 billion. In the optimistic forecast we see about a $1 billion sur-
plus after 10 years; and in the pessimistic we should see almost an
$8 billion deficit.

To try to prevent that pessimistic case, we have adopted a tough
negotiating posture and loss prevention strategy. The President's
budget discusses two topics that affect our future. They are
"hidden Pacmen" and "moral hazards." Hidden Pacmen are Feder-
al liabilities that are not fully visible, including the $820 billion of
pension liabilities that we insure. These liabilities are backed first
by well over $1 trillion in plan assets and. then the net worth of the
plan sponsors. The real exposure to the PBGC is approximately
$20-30 billion in underfunded plans concentrated in the auto, steel
and airline industries.



A "moral hazard" occurs if an insured is willing to take a higher
risk if he knows that the insurance company will pay. Another
moral hazard occurs when a Government insurance company in-
sures losses over which it has no regulatory control. As the budget
states, and I quote, "A 'moral hazard' should be balanced by con-
trols or offsetting incentives."

Now turning to the subject of annuities purchased from insur-
ance companies, we are concerned that retirees receive sound an-
nuities and we are taking steps to ensure that that happens. We
are also concerned about the potential for another hidden Pacman.
If we were to insure without proper premiums and regulatory con-
trol over insurance companies, large losses could occur.

When a fully funded defined benefit pension plan terminates, the
plan administrator must provide annuities from an insurance com-
pany to all participants and beneficiaries, unless they elect a lump
sum distribution. Many ongoing plans also purchase annuities for
retirees. The annuity requirement was adopted so that participants
would have the option of receiving their benefits as a lifetime
monthly income.

We know of no one who has lost benefits from annuities pur-
chased upon plan termination. Insurance companies are subject to
State regulation and now, with the recent addition of Wyoming, 45
States have guarantee arrangements. These arrangements are not
prefunded and do have limits. Nevertheless, in the one major
case-Baldwin United-the insurance industry and the States of
Arkansas and Indiana made sure that all annuity holders were
paid in full.

It is our legal analysis that Title IV does not authorize us to
guarantee annuities. An earlier statement was made without the
benefit of this afialysis. In a January 1981 Preamble to a regulation
on termination procedures, we responded to a comment by indicat-
ing that the agency would pay guaranteed benefits if an insurer de-
faulted and the State insurance funds did not cover the loss.

After questions were raised about the statement, the Administra-
tion made a proposals, in 1983 and 1985, to add language to Title
IV clarifying that PBGC did not guarantee annuities. The legisla-
tive history does not explain why it was not adopted, nor does the
history indicate any disagreement with the clarification. We be-
lieve that if Congress had intended us to insure annuities, it would
have expressly said so.

Title IV provides that the only "insurable event" is termination
of a plan. When an underfunded plan terminates, PBGC is re-
quired to pay guaranteed benefits. When a fully funded plan termi-
nates, the Plan Administrator certifies to us that he has distribut-
ed assets to satisfy all benefits. If the Administrator makes an
error and does not correct it, we will then pay guaranteed benefit.
Once the correct distribution is made, the agency is no longer
liable.

We do not receive premiums for these annuities, and insuring
them would add up to $50 billion in additional exposure. Our insur-
ance might give the plan sponsor an incentive to buy the lowest
acceptable quality annuity, or for the insurance company to invest
in lower quality assets. As the insurance companies are regulated



by the States, the Federal Government would have no power to
regulate the annuity company.

The creation of a sound Federal insurance program for annuity
companies raises many complex and contentious issues that should
not be underestimated: How can we set risk adjusted premiums
with-no loss experience; how do we identify and handle the $50 bil-
lion in annuities already in place; how would we integrate a Feder-
al program with the existing State guarantee arrangements; what
priority should our claims against an insolvent insurance company
have; what impact would the guarantee have on the marketplace;
what guarantee limits should be set.

The answer is that the guarantee function should be left at the
State level. If arrangements are not adequate, the States and the
industry should be encouraged to make the guarantee arrange-
ments acceptable.

We want retirees to receive a safe annuity. The Plan Administra-
tor's selection of an insurer is a fiduciary responsibility subject to
Title I of ERISA, which is enforced by the Department of Labor.

We are working with Labor to ensure that the fiduciary stand-
ards are followed. And as a first step, the PBGC and PNBA are re-
quiring sponsors to inform us of the annuity company they will use
before the termination is completed. We will incorporate this re-
quirement into new regulations. Labor will investigate selections
where appropriate. In addition, we are considering standards for
Plan Administrators to follow in the selection of an insurance com-
pany.

We are committed to the long-term health of the private pension
system. We will enforce standards to encourage sponsors to pru-
dently select annuity providers. We will remain tough in prevent-
ing unwarranted claims and protecting participants. In this way,
we will continue to protect the insurance fund and the nation's re-
tirees.

Thank you for the opportunity to speak before the committee. I
welcome any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Lockhart appears in the appen-
dix.]

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Lockhart.
It concerns me that we do not have direct supervision over the

insurance companies. That job is left to the States. There is sub-
stantial variance among the States in the level and degree of su-
pervision.

I can recall starting a life insurance company back in Texas in
1954, the worst time I could have started one. At that time, there
were all kinds of reports of fraud. I immediately decided the thing
for me to do was to buy a company in a State that had a reputation
for being very conservative, and I merged my Texas company with
it. Since then, Texas has made major changes in its supervision.

The variation in supervision from State to State disturbs me. I do
not see any way that the Federal Government, at this point, is
going to substitute Federal supervision for State supervision.

What I am probing for is what happens when the individual ben-
eficiary has had absolutely no say in the choice of the company
that is carrying his annuity. That is not an easy issue to resolve.
That is the purpose of this hearing.



Mr. LOCKHART. I agree with you. It is not an easy question. I
think you have to go back again to the standards of Title I of
ERISA where there are requirements, fiduciary standards in
ERISA. An Administrator choosing an annuity has to follow those
standards. And I think generally it has worked out well.

As I said in my testimony, there is no loss experience in this
area.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, let mp give you another example. You
talked about the funds set up in a number of States to protect
against this situation. I know that, in one of the States that set up
such a fund, sorrie companies went broke. Yet, they have paid no
claims against the Fund, and they have been resisting such claims.
Again, that concerns me.

But let me ask you about a 1981 PBGC regulation, which stated,
"In the unlikely event that an insurance company should fail and
its obligations cannot be satisfied, the PBGC would provide the nec-
essary benefits."

Would you expand on that for me?
Mr. LOCKHART. Yes. That is the Preamble to the 1981 regulation

that I mentioned. It is a Preamble and, therefore, it does not have
legal standing.

As I said in my testimony, we feel that that statement was made
in error. We are putting out a new regulation. It went out for com-
ments in 1987 and should be out this fall; and there certainly will
not be a preamble like that to the new regulation.

The CHAIRMAN. Are you an attorney?
Mr. LOCKHART. No, sir. My general counsel is sitting next to me

though.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, you attorneys continue to amaze me the

way you split hairs on some of these things. [Laughter.]
As one who has a license, I can say that.
Senator Durenberger?

OPENING STATEMENT OF 1lON. IAVE I)URENBERGEIR. A U.S.
SENATOR FROM MINNESOTA

Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much;
and thank you for your comments. I just want to say why I'm here.
Not because it is a really exciting subject. It is not. I do not know
how we can fill up a room on this subject with so many interesting
looking people. But I am here because you are here, Jim; and I am
here because I am also on Labor and Human Resources, which is
the other half of' the pension business.

But principally I guess I am here because I spent a year of my
life-and part because I am on this committee, I guess-as a
member of the Pepper Commission. And out of that came a strong
interest in income security reform generally. In other words, how
are we going to guarantee 20 years from now the medical, long-
term care, all the rest of those things? And don't we have a system
that got built in the 1940s predicated on the prices of the 1950s and
the 1960s that is kind of out of hand. So anyway, that is why I am
here.



Specifically, though, with regard to the insurance company annu-
ity issues, do you have a system now or a set of criteria now that
are used for rating insurers that you have confidence in?

Mr. LOCKHART. We have set up a procedure with the Department
of Labor, the Pension Welfare Benefits Administration, which has
responsibility for Title I of ERISA and we have agreed to criteria.
When a plan intends to terminate, the plan administrator must
submit information to us. And we are requiring plan administra-
tors to tell us what insurance company they are going to use. If
there is a questionable insurance company we will send it to the
Department of Labor for possible investigation.

Senator DURENBERGER. Now what is a questionable insurance
company?

Mr. LOCKHART. We are reviewing some internal guidelines I do
not want to spell out at this point.

Senator DURENBERGER. You do not want to'?
Mr. LOCKHART. No, sir. Because I think it could have some

impact on the marketplace at this point. They are preliminary
guidelines, and we want to work through the system before we pub-
lish them. That is why I said in my testimony that we are thinking
of coming up with specific guidelines that we would publish. But at
this point we are using working criteria.

It really is a combination of credit ratings from several of the
various credit rating agencies, as of the initial cut off list for refer-
ral to PWBA. And then PWBA will then use those referrals and
decide whether it is appropriate to investigate.

Senator DURENBERGER. Are you contemplating looking at all
beyond the credit ratings at the nature of the investments that
some of these insurance companies are making? I am thinking, of
course, about speculative real estate, junk bonds, that sort of thing.
Are you going to take this another step?

Mr. LOCKHART. It certainly has been suggested. But one of the
issues is that we have 50 States looking at that. They have long
sets of procedures. We would have to recreate all this at the Feder-
al level. So we would prefer to try to set up criteria. I mean, the
obvious criteria would be to have an acceptable State guarantee
fund. That would be, to us, the best thing.

Beyond that, we would then look at perhaps credit rating of in-
surance companies. If we felt that was not acceptable, we would
have to go to the kind of detail that you are suggesting, Senator.

Senator DURENBERGER. When we see your rating system, what
might we see in there by way of a future protection? I could see a
situation which you could pick &, AAA rated 1990 company. But
how are we going to know whether or not in 1994, 1998, 2005, you
know, that sort of thing, it is still a AAA company and what role
do you see in that whole process?

Mr. LOCKHART. That is a difficult issue. The rating agencies in
theory are trying to look-ahead and they are trying to predict the
future. But it is difficult. You can have a change of management.
You can certainly have a change in the marketplace, which the
junk bond situation had. And there is really no protection against
that kind of change. I think it is up to the State regulatory authori-
ties to stay on top of these companies to make sure that these
events do not occur.



Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
The leadership has called a meeting that I have to attend. So I

would like to call the next three witnesses as a panel so I will have
an opportunity to hear them. So I would ask Mr. Bywater to please
come forward and Mr. Crites, and Mr. Minck.

Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Chairman, I have a statement that I
would appreciate being able to insert in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. That will be done.
[The prepared statement of Senator Durenberger appears in the

appendix.]
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. What we have set out to do here is to try to get

the viewpoint of all the interested parties. First, we heard from the
Executive Director the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation. And
next, Mr. Bywater, who is the president of the International Union
of Electrical Workers, is testifying on behalf of the AFL-CIO; Mr.
Dennis Crites is a member of the National Legislative Council of
American Association of Retired Persons, from Norman, OK; and
Mr. Richard Minck is the executive vice president of American
Council of Life Insurance from Washington, DC.

Mr. Bywater, would you lead off, please.

STATEMENT OF WILLIA'M H. BYWATER, PRESIDENT, INTERNA-
TIONAL UNION OF ELECTRONIC WORKERS, WASHINGTON, DC,
ACCOMPANIED BY MEREDITH MILLER, ASSISTANT )IRECTOR,
DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYEE BENEFITS, AFL-CIO, AND JAMES
MAURO. COUNSEL, INTERNATIONAL UNION OF ELECTRICAL
WORKERS, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. BYWATER. Senator, I just want to say your opening statement

i-as excellent. We totally agree with you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. BYWATER. My name is Bill Bywater and I appear before the

committee on behalf of the AFL-CIO and the IUE and the workers
we represent at the Louis Allis Division, Magnetek Corporation
plants in Milwaukee and New Berlin, WI whose retirement securi-
ty is threatened.

We are grateful for the opportunity to appear today and for the
Finance Committee's interest in determining whether benefits pay-
able under retirement annuities by insurance companies are guar-
anteed by the Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation. We main-
tain that current law requires that the PBGC guarantee pension
benefits payable by annuities. Plan participants and beneficiaries
would also benefit from an inquiry into the consequences of compa-
nies which purchase annuities as a device to milk pension plans for
the benefit of financial manipulators.

A dramatic example of the manipulation of the pension funds to
the detriment of the beneficiaries continues to unfold at the Louis
Allis plants represented by the IUE. While this potentially tragic
situation is typical of others where annuities have been purchased
from a financially troubled Executive Life Insurance Company of
California, linked to Drexel Burnham Lambert and its "junk-bond"
dealings, in other ways the Louis Allis story dramatically differs.



The AFL-CIO and the IUE have in other forums, supported the
basic right of workers to have a voice in the investment of their
pension assets as -. ,flected in H.R. 2664, introduced by Congress-
man Visclosky. We also appreciate the efforts of various Senators
to stem the tide of employer seizures of the assets of so-called over-
funded pension plans.

Magnetek was created in 1984 by the much publicized high-yield
or junk bond department of Drexel Burnham Lambert in Holly-
wood, CA fur the express purpose of purchasing the Magnetics Di-
vision of .-. tton Industries. Drexel Burnham not only created the
funding device for underwriting the company, but became, and has
remained, a principal owner of Magnetek.

At the time of its organization, more than 10 percent of the junk
bond underwriting of Magnetek was purchased by the Executive
Life Insurance Co. of California another interest with close ties to
Drexel Burnhain and, perhaps, the country's largest purchaser of
junk bond issues.

Shortly after taking control of the over-funded Louis Allis Divi-
sion employees' pension plan, now called the "Magnetic General
Retirement Plan," which had assets of approximately $23 million,
covering more than 1200 employees, the new company made no
contributions to the plan, even though employees were required to
contribute between 2 and 4 percent of their annual earnings. Mag-
netek's Pension Plan Trustees, including at least two associated di-
rectly with Drexel Burnham, reached an understanding with Exec-
utive Life Insurance Company which has resulted in the transfer of
approximately $25 million from the pension plan to Executive Life
Insurance in return for annuity contracts covering accrued past
service liability prior to July 1, 1988. Despite the protests of the
IUE, the growing concern of Louis Allis employees for the safety of
their retirement income and the deepening crisis in the junk bond
market and the affairs of Executive Life Insurance Company; Mag-
netek has continued to sell off pension plan assets to Executive
Life in exchange for annuity promises-and I emphasize promises.

It is important to note that Magnetek has never terminated this
pension plan. It kept the shell to transfer monies to a principal
stockholder, Executive Life. This was done to avoid scrutiny by the
Federal regulators into these transactions, and to continue to col-
lect contributions from Louis Allis workers for the purpose of satis-
fying the underfunded liability of pension plans covering other ac-
quisitions Magnetek has made in recent years.

Furthermore, the committee should be aware that all of these
steps, which are of vital significance to Louis Allis employees, were
taken by the Company, without the knowledge of the beneficiaries
of these plans or the Unions which represent them. On the con-
trary, requests for information about these transactions have been
met with misleading and inaccurate statements to the Union.

It has also caused alarm among the beneficiaries of the Plan,
that despite the approximately $25 million which has been trans-
ferred by Magnetek to Executive Life since 1985, no annuity certifi-
cates have been issued to IUE-represented employees or retirees
and nothing more t:an a bare-bones insurance proposal and accept-
ance exists to substantiate the transaction between Magnetek and
Executive Life.



Magnetek has advised the IUE that the $25 million in annuity
contracts with Executive Life are no longer reported as plan
assets-or, for that matter as plan liabilities-and no premiums
are being paid to the P13GC on these amounts. This, we believe, is
totally V,,rong. Consequently, largely for these reasons, it has been
the position of the U.S. Department of Labor and the PBGC that
this type of annuity contract is not protected by the PBGC and
that should the position of Executive Life Insurance continue to de-
teriorate and the annuities dishonored, Louis Allis employees
would not have recourse under PBGC protections.

Therefore, our concerns for the security of' paid for retirement
benefits are deepened by the Federal Government's disinclination
to guarantee these benefits. For decades the IUE and its local
Unions have established a pension program which will permit our
members to retire with financial security and dignity through
hard-fought negotiations.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bywater, if' you would summarize because I
want to hear the other witnesses.

Mr. BYWATER. Okay. Well what it comes down to, sir, is that we
feel these abuses cry out for congressional scrutiny and legislative
action. And the IUE and the AFL-CIO welcome the opportunity of
working with you to develop programs to give workers a voice in
running their pension plans and in preventing the type of manipu-
lations we have experienced.

Thank you very much.
The (1IAIRNIAN. Thank you.
IThe prepared statement of' Mr. Bywater appears in the appen-

dix.]
The CHIAIRMAN. I)r. Crimes, if you would give us your testimony,

please.

STATEMENT OF DENNIS M. WRITES, 11I.i)., MEMBER, NATIONAL
LEGISLATIVE ('O'N('IL,. AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF YIETIREI)
PERSONS. NORMAN, OK. A('COMPANIEI) BY )AVII) CERTNER,
LE(,ISIA'tIVE REPRESENTATIVE

Dr. CITES. Thank vou. My name is Dennis Crites and I am a
member of the AARP National Legislative Council. With me is
David Certner of the AARP Federal Affairs staff. AARP is pleased
to testify today on the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation's pro-
tection for retirement annuities.

The PBGC was created as part of the ERISA to ensure that par-
ticipants of' defined benefit pension plans would be guaranteed
promised benefits, at least up to the specified maximum level. The
PBGC provides protection if a company cannot meet its benefit ob-
ligations. Pension plans do not, however, always pay benefits di-
rectly to retirees. Often a plan purchases annuities from an insur-
ance company which in turn provides the benefits.

Our Association believes that current law also requires the
PBGC to guarantee retirement benefits that are paid through an
insurance company. While this issue has not been tested, the Asso-
ciation believes the following references compel this result.

First, the basic thrust of ERISA is to ensure the payment of
promised benefits. Consistent with this goal, the PBGC was cre-



ated. In particular, one of the explicit statutory purposes of the
PBGC is to "provide for the timely and uninterrupted payment of
pension benefits."

Second, the PBGC itself, in regulations published in 1981 stated
that if an insurance company failed and the insurance industry
could not satisfy the obligations, then the PBGC would provide the
necessary benefits.

Third, Congress affirmed this position in the 1986 Single- Em-
ployer Pension Plans Amendment Act by obligating PBGC to con-
tinue its guarantee if all benefits were not paid. These reasons,
considered in the context of ERISA's intended benefit protections,
make it clear that the original PBGC benefit guarantee must con-
tinue.

It is incongruous to say that the basic PBGC guarantee is lost
merely because an insurance carrier is the vehicle chosen to pro-
vide the guaranteed benefits. While no insurance carrier has yet
failed to make an annuity payment, the importance of the contin-
ued PBGC guarantee has recently been highlighted. In particular,
some have questioned the financial soundness of certain insurers,
especially those with large junk bond holdings or other declining
investments.

This situation has been exacerbated by the past decade's unprec-
edented raid on pension assets. In these pension stripping termina-
tions for reversions, assets intended for" future retirement security
revert to the employer, while past liabilities are currently provided
by the purchase of annuities.

The employer in this situation has a financial incentive to pur-
chase annuities from the least expensive and often the least secure
insurance carrier in order to maximize the reversion amount. Al-
ready over $20 billion has been taken from pension funds and over
2 million workers and retirees have been affected.

The Association recommends three steps to better ensure prom-
ised benefits for workers and retirees. First, this committee may
need to clarify that current law does require the PBGC to guaran-
tee insurance annuities. To prevent undue financial exposure for
PBGC, State reinsurance systems should remain the first line of
guarantee. This committee should consider requiring that pension
annuity carriers be backed up by State reinsurance systems.

However, the PBGC must remain the ultimate guarantor that
benefits will be paid. -If PBGC is exposed to additional risk, then an
additional premium should be assessed. This could be collected
from an ongoing plan or collected as an additional amount upon
plan termination.

Second, PBGC, working with the Department of Labor, should re-
quire pretermination review of the choice of insurance carrier. The
Department of Labor should vigorously enforce the fiduciary duties
of prudence and diligence in the employer's choice of an insurer.

Third, terminations for reversions which reduce assets intended
for retirement benefits and increase the purchase of annuities
should be restricted.

The Association believes these changes will better secure the
payment of promised retirement benefits and fulfill the PBGC
mandate to guarantee these benefits.

Thank you.



The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Crites.
[The prepared Statement of Dr. Crites appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Minck.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD V. MINCK, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESI-
DENT, AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LIFE INSURANCE, WASHING.
TON, DC, ACCOMPANIED BY PAUL REARDON, DIRECTOR OF IN-
VESTMENT RESEARCH
Mr. MINCK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, gentlemen.
I am Richard Minck, executive vice president of the American

Council of Life Insurance. With me is Paul Reardon who is our di-
rector of investment research. We both appreciate the opportunity
to discuss the security of retirement annuities issued by life insur-
ance companies.

To put my statement in some context, it is important to note
that all of a life insurance company's general account assets, in-
cluding its surplus, stand behind all of its general account promises
and guarantees. A question of the soundness of annuity guarantees
cannot be separated from the issue of the soundness of our business
as a whole.

That business is basically sound and secure. Our companies have
a long history of making conservative long-term investments and
our investment portfolios are widely diversified. Obviously, all com-
panies are not of the same strength and financial condition. And,
as is true in all segments of the business community, a handful of
companies may have taken more risk than is wise. But just as
clearly, there is no emergency which threatens the annuity guaran-
tees our companies have made.

Our statement discusses in some detail the current financial
status of the life insurance business and the protections that are in
place to ensure that we are appropriately managing our affairs so
as to be able to carry out our contracts. It also describes current
actions by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners
and by committees of the ACLI to determine if any added measures
need to be taken to protect the public's trust in us.

I would like to briefly summarize a few more key points that are
made in the statement and I hope the statement will be included in
the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, that will be done.
Mr. MINCK. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Minck appears in the appendix.]
Mr. MINCK. Unfortunately, there is a catchy phrase on Wall-

street-namely "junk"-being used to describe a broad array of
bonds. Many of these issues are appropriate and profitable compo-
nents of a well managed portfolio. They can, as a small addition to
a more conservative bond portfolio enhance the average yield with-
out much increase in risk. Investment managers, including life in-
surers, buy them because they are sound investments and such
issues provide access to capital for some of America's most promis-
ing growth companies.

There are only about 800 corporations in the U.S. that can issue
investment grade bonds. So that whatever the rest of the corpora-
tions issue is included in this label of "junk".



Of the general account assets of life insurance companies about
3.5 percent are invested in this whole array of less than investment
grade bonds. If you had a large drop in values in this bond market,
it would have a limited impact on the life insurance business and
on the people that it serves. Currently bonds in default constitute
about an eighth of 1 percent of general account assets.

Now a severe drop in market values might occur if you had
either a severe recession or rampant inflation. Our economists do
not think either of those is on the immediate horizon. But just as
actuaries are sometimes wrong, economists have occasionally been
optimistic too.

Our business is closely supervised by the States, as is explained
in some detail in the statement. The primary purpose of the regu-
lation is to ensure company solvency. This is not a static system.
Many changes have been made to strengthen the system in recent
years. There are better laws, larger staffs, increased use of comput-
er technology, and more urgency.

The combination of well-managed, conservative investment prac-
tices and State supervision and guarantees has produced an un-
blemished record since the enactment of ERISA. As Secretary Dole
observed, not one retiree or beneficiary has lost a penny of retire-
ment benefits provided by annuities issued by life insurers. The
public's confidence it will continue this record is terribly important
to us. Keeping the trust of the public is necessary if we are to
remain in business.

We cannot, of course, guarantee a perfect record for all compa-
nies forever. But we do not see an immediate crisis. We think there
is no need to take precipitous action now, particularly action that
might cause significant or needless dislocations in our business or
in the operations of the PBGC. We think time needs to be taken to
examine the problem. And if there is a serious problem that needs
action, then to design an appropriate response. We think that anal-
ysis has not been done yet.

We have a chief executive officer group studying the question.
Their report will be available before the end of this year; and we
think it will make a valuable contribution to the process.

We thank you for the opportunity to testify this morning. Mr.
Reardon and I will be glad to try to answer any questions that you
may have.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Minck, I am going to have to leave because
of my other meeting. Senator Pryor will be residing.

I would certainly agree with you that the vast major of insur-
ance companies are sound and prudently managed. Did I under-
stand you to say that the average amount of so-called junk bonds
held by insurance companies was 3.5 percent?

Mr. MINCK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Well I think that that would certainly come

within the province of the prudent man rule. As far as I am con-
cerned, they can put it in gold, stock or whatever they wanted to, if
it was 3.5 percent of the portfolio. But if you have one company
that has 30 percent of its assets in junk bonds, making up that av-
erage of 3.5 percent, then that company is in real trouble and that
is not prudent management. That is what concerns you.
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And then we have the debate here-Mr. Bywater believes there
is a legal obligation in the regulations for the PBGC to insure these
contracts. On the other hand, Mr. Lockhart is contending that that
is not the case. So obviously, the legal question involved will take
some time to resolve.

The question to decide is whether we take care of this problem
by more vigorous management by the PBGC to ensure that these
policies are held by companies that have been prudent and are sol-
vent or by having the PBGC guarantee these annuities. I am trying
to hear from both sides of the argument so that we can better re-
solve how to address this problem.

Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Bywater, have you made your statement yet?
Mr. BYWATER. Yes, I have.
Senator PRYOR. You have made your statement. Mr. Minck has

made his statement. Dr. Crites has not made his statement, I be-
lieve.

Dr. CRITES. No, I have made it, sir.
Senator PRYOR. Oh, you have made it. Well I am sorry I missed

hearing from the AARP. Now, are there other panelists that have
not yet made their statement?

[No response.]
Senator PRYOR. I was going to yield to Senator Durenberger but I

see that he is gone. So I will yield to myself here for a few ques-
tions. [Laughter.]

Mr. Minck, let me ask this question of you. I do not think the
Congress right now, as an institution, grasps the magnitude of
what we are talking about here. I am not saying we are in a crisis.
What I am saying is we want to prevent a crisis. What should the
Congress do? How should we address this issue? Should we do noth-
ing'? Should we let things percolate, or should we take action at
this time?

Mr. MINCK. Senator Pryor, our view is that the problem is inti-
mately tied up with the solvency of life insurance companies and
that traditionally has been the concern of the States, both in their
regulatory side from preventing insolvencies and in the guarantee
fund area to clean up after those relatively few insolvencies that
occur.

The number of insolvencies per year of life insurance companies
in the last decade has arranged about 20 or so. Last year there
were, I think, 36, of which perhaps 18 were in one State. None of
them, I believe, involved losses to policyholders.

Whenever a company goes insolvent there is a large body of
assets that are the first source of payment to the people with
claims. Beneficiaries and policyholders are in the prime situation
for being repaid from these assets. Creditors, including the Federal
Government and the State Government, stand behind the benefici-
aries. The stockholders stand at the very end. If you do catch an
insolvency immediately after it occurred, there is very little in the
way of losses for policyholders on beneficiaries to be made up by
guarantee funds.

But, solvency is a matter that has been of concern to the life in-
surance business. We have formed a board level committee last



year to start working on it. They have done a fair amount of work.
We think their analysis will be complete before the end of the year.

The NAIC, the State regulators, are also concerned. They are
working on the problem. They are having a meeting this month, in
fact in the coming week, to make some suggested changes in mat-
ters related to solvency.

I guess my advice to the Congress would be to let those two
things play out. Because I think that you will see improvement and
changes within the year and I do not see there being a catastrophe
in that time frame.

Senator PRYOR. In those cases where insurance companies have
become insolvent, have the States been able to come forward and
pay the claimants 100 percent through reinsurance or some other
means?

Mr. MINCK. Typically the process is that the State conservators
would attempt to find companies to reinsure blocks of the business.
That often occurs. To the extent that there are still benefits to be
paid in those States with guaranty fund laws, a guaranty fund pays
the remaining benefits. There are some four or five States that do
not have guaranty fund laws yet.

Senator PRYOR. I would like to ask about those four or five
States. I would like to ask this question: That is, should the PBGC
prohibit the purchasing of annuity contracts from those companies
in those States?

Mr. MINCK. Well, again, there are some complications. Because
there are two general forms of State laws. One covers purely the
people that live in the State, so that if a company from a State
without a guarantee law were to become insolvent the guarantee
laws of the State in which the people who had purchased the con-
tracts live would step up and pay the benefits.

Correspondingly, some of the States have laws that guarantee
benefits promised by insolvent companies from those States wher-
ever the contract holders live.

So I think if you were to go into something like that you would
have to look very closely and more careful distinctions. Again, I
think that any time you reduce the number of participants in the
market you may be doing some damage to the market.

Senator PRYOR. The reason I am moving over here, is that I
think this microphone is better. I have always wondered how the
Chairman preempted the rest of us. I see he has the loudest micro-
phone. I have just discovered a secret here. [Laughter.]

Dr. Crites, you are our good neighbor to the west. Arkansas and
Oklahoma have always been good neighbors and I know that we
have thousands of retirees in our States. They are becoming nerv-
ous about these pension funds. They are beginning to see informa-
tion that gives them the jitters about their retirement checks and
whether or not these funds are guaranteed.

How deep is this sentiment out there?
Dr. CRITES. I have no way of measuring precisely how deep this

sentiment is. There is a growing uncertainty and question, howev-
er, as the newspapers are filled with references to maybe one or
two insurance companies that are inducing a precarious condition.

Certainly on the part of the employees of firms where there have
been reversions, where there is the possibility of a takeover, there



is great, great concern about the guarantee of their retirement ben-
efits.

Senator PRYOR. There is great concern. Would you say the con-
cern is growing at this time?

Dr. CRITES. I would say it is growing. And on the part of employ-
ees where they see their company at risk, it is a very great con-
cern.

Senator PRYOR. Mr. Bywater has talked, I think at length in his
statement-I do wish I could have heard your statement, Mr.
Bywater-about those situations where pensions were actually at
risk. And when the claimant actually had to seek their pension or
seek the sum they were owed. What happens in the court system?
How long does it take such a claim to be processed? How long does
it take a retiree to receive his or her funding?

Mr. BYWATER. Well so far the retirees that we have now have
been paid. Our concern is about the future.

When I heard Mr. Minck testify and say that the economists are
saying everything looks rosy for the foreseeable future, you do not
base a pension plan on a matter of a few years ahead. You base it
on a matter of 30 years or more, when you are talking about pen-
sion plans. Our people are very much concerned about the junk
bonds that are in effect backing up the pension plans of these indi-
viduals.

The fact is that our members have paid into that pension plan.
Their money has been used. And when we try to get information
from the company about this, they are very evasive. It took us
months to get information from the company. They did not notify
us that they are selling off to Executive Life Insurance Company.

And as you know, and I am sure you have read in the paper, I
would say they are on shaky ground-Executive Life Insurance
Company. I hope they do not collapse for the sake of our own
people, but there is no guarantee there. I think that something has
to come out of Congress that will guarantee to the workers of this
country that there is no way that they are going to lose their pen-
sion benefits.

Once those people lose their pension benefits, they wind up on
relief. And that means the States then have an obligation to take
care of them, and the Government. That becomes -something that is
saddled on all taxpayers and that is not fair either.

So I do not see any comfort, for example, in life insurance com-
panies saying, well only 5 percent of the companies go down the
drain. That 5 percent that goes down the drain, those people that
are affected, you tell them, hey, the other 90 percent are doing
great, they are going to get their money. That does not help them
any.

We have to have a system that is going to protect all workers. I
think one of the guarantees of a system that would protect the
workers is that workers themselves could be involved as being di-
rectly involved in a pension plan themselves and where the assets
go and so forth. That is certainly something we want to see
changed in the law.

Senator PRYOR. Recently the Inspector General for the Depart-
ment of Labor was very critical of his Department for the lack of



proper enforcement and aggressive enforcement of the fiduciary
rules and regulations of ERISA.

I wonder if any members of the panel this morning might like to
comment on the Inspector General s recent findings.

Ms. Miller?
Ms. MILLER. Yes. We are very much concerned about those find-

ings in terms of the personnel and the number of resources that
are devoted to that. I think that the question becomes even if in
the enforcement area we beefed up the number of folks who were
monitoring and policing pension plans, there still remains, unfortu-
nately, in this area that we are dealing with today, the issue of
what is it that they should be guaranteeing, what is it that makes
a good and secure annuity, and whose obligation is it.

So while we are very much concerned about enforcement we are
unclear, that unless we get some clear resolution from Congress
that supports our position that these annuities are already guaran-
teed by the PBGC, that that might help.

Senator PRYOR. Any other comment on the Department of
Labor's Inspector General's report?

Mr. CERTNER. I would just add to that that one of the things that
we have called for is increased Department of Labor enforcement
of the insurance guarantee, to make sure that the insurance com-
pany from which the annuity is purchased is on sound footing.

Now the Department of Labor may be able to do that with
stepped up enforcement at this point in time. However, even a
company that may be on sound financial footing today, 5 years
down the road may not be. And there is nothing the Department
could do to prevent that situation from happening. That is why it
is important to affirm that the PBGC guarantee continues.

Senator PRYOR. Has the issue of the PBGC guaranteeing insur-
ance annuities ever been litigated in any court?

Mr. CERTNER. Not to our knowledge.
Dr. CRITES. Not to our knowledge.
Senator PRYOR. If it were to be litigated, how long would it take?
Mr. CERTNER. Well it certainly would not be desired if the out-

come was a losing one for the retirees. We would like to clarify this
issue up front before someone is at risk.

Mr. MAURO. Senator Pryor?
Senator PRYOR. Yes, sir.
Mr. MAURO. We are faced with that possibility, as the represent-

ative of the employees at Magnetek. Heaven help us that we ever
get to that point. But I do not think there is a lawyer in this room
that would think that a final decision in a case like that would be
decided in less than 5 or 6 years. And-in the meantime, those em-
ployees are without pension benefits. And as President Bywater
mentioned, they are on welfare or they are the wards of the State
or the Federal Government.

Senator PRYOR. If such a case were pending for a period of 5 or 6
years, what sort of concerns would run through the retiree commu-
nity? Would there be increased uncertainty until the courts finally
decided?

Mr. MAURO. I think, Senator, there is increased uncertainty that
exists right now. When daily the retirees of companies that are
participants in the junk bond process are reading that their insur-



ance companies that insure their annuities are on the verge of po-
tential collapse. That would just exacerbate the problem if it
would, in fact, happen and litigation were brought.

We would hope that Congress would act to avoid that and to
avoid-I believe Mr. Lockhart mentioned-the hidden Pacmen. It is
our members and the retirees of our companies that are the ones
that are going to be eaten up by this process, unfortunately, as well
as major portions of the Federal budget.

Senator PRYOR. Mr. Minck, do you have a comment on this?
Mr. MINCK. I have one observation. First of all I would like to

make clear what I did say about insolvency rates, I listed some-
thing like 36 companies of becoming insolvent last year. That in-
cludes some property and casualty companies. It amounted to
about 1 percent of the companies and I think none of them were in
this market and nobody lost anything from these insolvencies
either in annuities of in other coverage.

I think I would also like to make it clear that we are very much
concerned that nobody ever lose anything. We want every pension-
er to get every dollar coming to him. I think our interests are iden-
tical with the other witnesses from that point of view.

I think one reason that the question of whether the PBGC guar-
antee annuities has never been before a court is that nobody has
ever lost anything. There has been nothing that would get you into
court. And again, we would hope that that would continue to be
the case.

And lastly, the reason I mentioned the economic situation look-
ing fairly good was in the context of Congress perhaps not having
to do anything this week or this month, but perhaps waiting to see
how the changes being worked on by the States and the insurance
companies worked out, so that you knew what it was you were
trying to fix. Because it-is a fluid situation and factors are chang-
ing.

Senator PRYOR. I have exhausted my questions this morning. I
really appreciate all of our witnesses. I wonder if there are any
final comments by any of the witnesses.

[No response.]
Senator PRYOR. We appreciate this very distinguished panel

coming before the Finance Committee. This will contribute a great
deal to the debate and to our further understanding of this issue.

We thank all of you and our committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, the hearing was adjourned at 11:10 a.m.]



APPENDIX

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITrED

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR LLOYD BENTSEN

ERISA passed the Senate by a unanimous vote in 1974. But as one of the authors
of that legislation, let me assure you that it wasn't easy. There were a lot of hurdles
to jump. Senator Javits had been trying to get pension legislation enacted for 7 long
years. When I first joined the Finance Committee in 1973, enactment of ERISA
became my highest priority. Working with Jake Javits and Harrison Williams of
New Jersey, who was then Chairman of the Labor Committee, we jumped all those
hurdles. The Senate passed the bill in 1973 and President Ford signed the bill in the
Rose Garden on Labor Day of 1974.

The reason ERISA was enacted was that enough members of Congress agreed on
this basic point: American workers are entitled to the pension benefits they have
been promised all of the pension benefits. They shouldn't be denied their pension
because they got fired the day before becoming vested. They shouldn't be denied it
because their employer didn't fund the plan and later went bankrupt.

That was and continues to be the fundamental goal of ERISA-making sure
people get the pension benefits that they are due, and the Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corporation has helped guarantee that. The PBGC was established, according to
ERISA, to provide "for the timely and uninterrupted payment of pension benefits to
participants and beneficiaries." The PBGC guarantees that if a company goes broke,
the worker who earned a pension will get it.

But what happens when a company turns its pension funds over to an insurance
company? Recently, concerns over the financial status of some insurance companies
have raised questions about the soundness of the retirement benefits those insur-
ance companies have been entrusted to provide. This in turn has raised another
question: will those benefits be insured by the PBGC if the insurance company
folds?

I don't want to wait until a crisis arises for an answer to those questions. Wheth-
er pension benefits are handled directly by a pension plan or through an insurance
company, American workers and retirees should not have to worry about whether
they'll be receiving what is rightfully theirs.

We need to clear up this matter and provide peace of mind to active employees,
retirees and their families. People shouldn't have some insurance company telling
them their pension check is in the mail. Pension checks should be in the mailbox-
month after month, just like they've been promised. I hope today's hearing ;ill
begin to shed some light on this issue.

Attachment.

PRESENT LAW AND ISSUES RELATING TO PENSION BENEFIT GUARANTY
CORPORATION GUARANTEES OF RETIREMENT ANNUITIES PAID BY IN-
SURANCE COMPANIES

[Prepared by the Staff of the JOINT COMMI11EE ON TAXATION. April 4, 1990, JKX-10-9Il

INTRODUCTION

The Senate Committee on Finance has scheduled a public hearing on April 5,
1990, on Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) guarantees of retirement
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annuities paid by insurance companies. This document,1 prepared by the staff of the
Joint Committee on Taxation, provides a description of present-law provisions and a
discussion of related issues.

The first part of this document is a summary. The second part is a description of
present-law rules. The third part is a discussion of issues related to PBGC guaran-
tees of retirement annuities paid by insurance companies.

I. SUMMARY

Background
A plan of deferred compensation that meets the qualification standards of the In-

ternal Revenue Code (a qualified plan) is accorded special tax treatment under
present law. Employees do not include qualified plan benefits in gross income until
the benefits are distributed even though the plan is funded and the benefits are
nonforfeitable. The employer is entitled to a current deduction (within limits) for
contributions to a qualified plan even though an employee's income inclusion is de-
ferred.

Qualified plans are broadly classified into two categories, defined contribution
plans and defined benefit pension plans, based on the nature of the benefits provid-
ed. Under a defined benefit pension plan, benefits are specified under a plan formu-
la. Benefits under defined contribution plans are based solely on the contributions
(and earnings thereon) allocated to separate accounts maintained for each plan par-
ticipant.

The qualification standards are generally defined to ensure that qualified plans do
not discriminate in favor of highly compensated employees. They also define the
rights of plan participants and beneficiaries and place certain limits on the tax de-
ferral possible under qualified plans. In additioni-the Code imposes minimum fund-
ing standards on defined benefit pension plans that are designed to ensure that such
plans have sufficient assets to pay promised benefits.

Use of annuity contracts issued commercial insurers
There has been recent concern about the security of pension plan benefits provid-

ed through commercial annuities. Commercial annuities may be purchased by or for
a plan in several contexts. For example, an annuity contract may be purchased as
an investment asset, annuity contracts may be used to entirely fund-plan benefits,
annuity contracts may be distributed to retiring participants, and annuity contacts
may be purchased to provide benefits upon termination of a defined benefit pension
plan.

Plan termination insurance program
Under present law, the Pension Benefit Guaranty corporation (PBGC), a Federal

corporation within the Department of Labor. provides insurance for certain benefits
under defined benefit pension plans in the event the plan is terminated at a time
when plan assets are not sufficient to pay plan benefits. The PBGC generally guar-
antees nonforfeitable retirement benefits up to a certain dollar amount ($2,164.77
per month for 1990).

To help cover the cost of the guarantee program, premiums are charged with re-
spect to covered defined benefit pension plans. A flat-rate premium of $16 per par-
ticipant applies to all single-employer defined benefit pension plans. In addition, un-
derfunded plans are required to pay an additional premium of up to $34 per partici-
pant based on the amount of underfunding. An individual who has received an ir-
revocable commitment from an insurance company (i.e., an annuity contract) to pay
all the benefits to which the individual is entitled under the plan is not considered a
participant for PBGC premium purposes, so that no premiums are assessed with re-
spect to such individuals. In addition, premiums are not required to be paid after a
plan has terminated and plan assets have been finally distributed.

A defined benefit pension plan may be voluntarily terminated by the employer or
involuntarily terminated by the PBGC. A plan may be terminated by the employer
only in a distress termination or a standard termination. A standard termination is
permitted only if the plan has sufficient assets to satisfy all benefit liabilities under
the plan. One of the requirements for a standard termination is that plan benefits
be provided for through the purchase of annuity contracts or otherwise as permitted
by the plan and regulations.

I This document may be cited as follows: Joint Committee on Taxation, Present Lau and
Issues Relating to Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation Guarantees of Retirement Annuities
Paid by Insurance Companies (JCX-10-90), April 4, 1990.



The PBGC currently takes the position that the PBGC guarantee does not apply
to annuity contracts that have been distributed pursuant to a plan termination. 2

There is some support in present law both for the position that such contracts are
subject to the guarantee and for the position that they are not.
Standards for fiduciaries and insurance companies

The Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) imposes standards of con-
duct on plan fiduciaries. These rules require, among other things, that a plan fiduci-
ary act solely in the interests of plan participants and beneficiaries. Under present
law, the choice of an insurance company to provide annuities for pension plan bene-
fits is subject to ERISA's fiduciary rules.

Federal law does not contain any specific restrictions on standards on the compa-
nies that issue pension annuities. However, such companies are subject to extensive
State regulation.

Issues
The possible extension of Federal guarantees to commercial annuities used to pro-

vide pension benefits raises a number of issues, including (1) the appropriate scope
of guarantees of pension benefits, (2) whether the Federal government or the States
should provide the guarantees, (3) the pricing of insurance of pension benefits, (4)
the problems that result from inadequate pricing, and (5) possible alternatives to an
expanded Federal guarantee program.

II. PRESENT LAW

A. BACKGROUND

In general
A plan of deferred compensation that meets the qualification standards of the In-

ternal Revenue Code (a qualified plan) is accorded special tax treatment under
present law. Employees do not include qualified plan benefits in gross income until
the benefits are distributed even though the plan is funded and the benefits are
nonforfeitable. Tax deferral is provided under qualified plans from the time contri-
butions are made until the time benefits are received. The employer is entitled to a
current deduction (within limits) for contributions to a qualified plan even though
an employee's income inclusion is deferred. Contributions to a qualified plan are
held in a tax-exempt trust.

Qualified plans are broadly classified into two categories-defined contribution
plans and defined benefit pension plans, based on the nature of the benefits provid-
ed.

Under a defined benefit pension plan, benefits are specified under a plan formula.
For example, a defined benefit pension plan might provide a monthly benefit of $10
for each year of service completed by an employee. Benefits under a defined benefit
pension plan also may be specified as a flat or step-rate (i.e., increasing with years
of service) percentage of the employee's average compensation or career compensa-
tion. Benefits under a defined benefit pension plan are funded by the general assets
of the trust established under the plan; individual accounts are not maintained for
employees participating in the plan. Benefits under defined contribution plans are
based solely on the contributions (and earnings thereon) allocated to separate ac-
counts maintained for each plan participant. There are several different types of de-
fined contribution plans, including money purchase pension plans, target benefit
plans, profit-sharing plans, stock bonus plans, and employee stock ownership plans
(ESOPs).

Qualified plans are required to meet certain standards under the Code, including
rules designed to prevent discrimination in favor of highly compensated employees,
rules defining age and service requirements participants can be required to satisfy
before becoming plan participants, and rules regarding the rate that benefits accrue
(i.e., are earned) and become vested.

In addition, under the Code and ERISA, certain defined benefit pension plans are
required to meet minimum funding standards. These standards are designed to
ensure the benefit security of participants by requiring that the plan contains suffi-
cient assets to meet plan obligations as they become due. These standards were sub-
stantially modified by the Pension Protection Act of 1987. Among the provisions of
the Pension Protection Act was a requirement for an additional minimum funding

2 The guarantee does not apply to contracts issued to retiring participants before termination
because the guarantees do not come into operation until there has been a plan termination.



contribution for plans that have current liabilities in excess of their assets (i.e., un-
derfunded plans).
Use of ann ui t' con tracts turrha sed th rough com nertial insutrers

Commercial annuity contracts may be selected or purchased by plan fiduciaries
for several reasons. An annuity contract may be purchased as a plan investment.
For example, certain plans are funded solely through the purchase of insurance con-
tracts (see, e.g., ('ode secs. .112(i) and 403(b)). Similarly, in the case of a defined con-
tribution plan, an annuity or guaranteed income contract may be offered as an
option in a plan that allows the participant to make investment decisions with re-
spect to his or her account under the plan (e.g., qualifed cash or deferred arrange-
ments under section .10l1k) of the Codel.

In addition, an annuity contract may be purcha:-d to satisfy the liability of a
plan to a participant who has retired or otherwise separ ited from service. The con-
tract may be distributed to the participant. Annuity contracts are also used to satis-
fy plan liabilities at the time a plan terminates.

B. TERMINATION INSURANCE PROGRAM AND TIlE PENSION BENEFIT GUARANTY
CORPORATION

In general
The Pension Benefit Guaranty ('orporation (PBGC), a Federal corporation within

the departmentt of Labor (I)1,). was created in 1974 by the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act IERISAI in order to provide an insurance program for benefits
under certain defined benefit pension plans maintained by private employers in the
event a plan is terminated at a time when the plan does not have sufficient assets
to provide benefits promised under the plan. Thus, the PBGC guarantees the pay-
ment of certain benefits in the event of the termination of a defined benefit pension
plan with assets insufficient to satisfy benefit liabilities. The plan termination may
be voluntary (by the employer) or involuntary (by the P13GC)., A termination by an
employer can be either a standard termination or a distress termination.

According to the PBG("s 19S9 annual report, the single-employer insurance pro-
grain currently covers more than :31 million participants in approximately 100,000
single-employer defined benefit pension planZ. 4 PBGC revenues include premiums
charged with respect to defined benefit pension plans, earnings on investments, and
collections from sponsors of plans that are terminated with assets insufficient to pay
all benefits under the plan

As of September 30, 1989, the P1BGC had assets of approximately $3.2 billion and
liabilities of about $4.2 billion, resulting in an accumulated deficit of $1 billion. As
of September 30, 1988, the PBGC's deficit was approximately $1.4 billion. In its 1989
annual report, the PBGC attributes the reduction in its deficit to increased premi-
ums resulting from the changes in premium rates enacted in the Pension Protection
Act of 1987 (discussed below), the absence of very large losses from plan termina-
tion, and strong investment results.

Covered plans
The PBGC insures most tax-qualified defined benefit pension plans established or

maintained by an employer (or employee organization) engaged in commerce or in
any industry or activity affecting commerce. Plans that are not insured by the
PBGC include 1 defined contribution plans; (2) plans maintained by the Federal
Government or by State or local governments; (3) plans maintained by churches;
and (4) plans established and maintained by a professional service employer that
does not at any time have more than 25 active participants.

Guaranteed benefits
Subject to limits, the PBGC guarantees basic benefits under a covered plan

(ERISA sec. 4022). With respect to single-employer defined benefit pension plans,
basic benefits consist of nonforfeitable retirement benefits other than those benefits.
that become. nonforfeitable solely on account of the termination of the plan. Guar-
anteed benefits are limited to basic benefits of $750 per month adjusted for inflation
since 1974 ($2,164.77 for 1990).

: The PBGC can commence a termination of a plan if the plan (i1 does not satisfy minimum
funding requirements, (2) cannot pay benefits when due. GO made certain distributions to sub-
stantial owners, or 14) was in such a condition that the long-run loss to the PIG(' is expected to
increase unreasonably unless the plan is terminated.

' The PB(I' also covers multiemployer pension plans.



Guarantees do not apply with respect to benefits in effect for fewer than 60
months at the time of plan termination unless the PBGC finds substantial evidence
that the plan was terminated for a reasonable business purpose and not for the pur-
pose of securing increased guaranteed benefits for participants. In cases in which
such benefits are guaranteed, the guarantee is phased in over 5 years at the rate of
$20 per month or 20 percent per year, whichever is greater, for (1) basic benefits
that have been in effect for less than 60 months at the time that the plan termi-
nates, or (2) any increase in the amount of basic benefits under a plan resulting
from a plan amendment within 60 months before the date of plan termination.

The PBGC is authorized under ERISA to guarantee the payment of other classes
of benefits (i.e., nonbasic benefits and to establish the terms and conditions under
which such other benefits are guaranteed. To date, the PBGC has not exercised this
authority.

PBGC premiums
In order to cover the cost of PBGC guarantees, premiums are imposed with re-

spect to covered plans. A flat-rate PBGC(' premium of $16 per-participant applies to
single-employer defined benefit pension plans. For years beginning after December
31, 1987, an additional variable-rate premium based on a plan's funded status is im-
posed under the Pension Protection Act of 1987. The additional per-participant pre-
mium is $6 per $1,000 of the plan's unfunded vested benefits divided by the number
of participants, with a maximum per-participant additional premium of $34 (i.e., a
total possible premium of $50) (ERISA sec. 400 ;). Special rules apply with respect to
the interest rate used to value unfunded vested benefits.

Both the plan administrator and the contributing sponsor of the plan (i.e., the em-
ployer) are liable for the premium. Further, if the contributing sponsor is a member
of a controlled group, each member of' the controlled group is jointly and severally
liable for the premium.

For purposes of' determining the amount of' premiums due, PBCC regulations gen-
erally define a "participant" as 0 1 an individual (whether or not currently em-
ployed by the employer) who is earning or retaining credited service under the plan,
(2) an individual who is retired or separated from service and who is receiving or is
entitled to receive a benefit under the plan, and (31 a deceased individual who has
one or more beneficiaries who are receiving or entitled to receive benefits under the
plan 'PBGC reg. sec. 2610.2). Under the regulations, the term participant does not
include an individual to whom an insurance company has made an irrevocable com-
mitment to pay all the benefits to which the individual is entitled under the plan.
The term participant also would not include an individual who has received a distri-
bution of his or her total interest in the plan, for example, in a lump-sum distribu-
tion. The premium due for a year is based on the number of participants in the plan
on the last day of the preceding plan year.

The obligation to pay PBGC premiums ceases at the end of the year in which plan
assets are finally distributed pursuant to a plan termination. The plan may obtain a
refund for amounts paid for the year the plan's assets are so distributed and after
the later of (1i the date the assets are distributed, or (2) :31) days before the PBGC
receives a certification that the distribution is made. PBGC reg. sec. 2610.22(d f.

Term in at ion pro 'edu res
A defined benefit pension plan is generally considered terminated when it is vol-

untarily terminated by the employer or involuntarily terminated by the PBGC. A
plan may be terminated voluntarily only in a standard or distress termination
(ERISA see. .1041).

A standard termination is permitted only if the plan has sufficient assets to satis-
fy benefit liabilities under the plan. Benefit liabilities are, in general, all fixed and
contingent liabilities to play, participants and beneficiaries e:irned as of the date of
the termination of the plan (i.e., those liabilities described in Code sec. 401(aX2)).

A plan may be terminated in a distress termination if the plan lacks sufficient
assets to satisfy benefit liabilities and the employer meets certain requirements re-
lating to financial distress. In the case of a distress termination, the PBGC will gen-
erally take responsibility for payment of benefits under the plan.

Plan termination procedures verc substantially revised in the Single Employer
Pension Plan Amendments Act of 1986 iSEPPAA). Under SEPPAA, a plan may be
terminated in a standard termination if: (1 the plan administrator provides 60-day
advance notice of the intent to terminate to plan participants and other affected
parties, (2) as soon as practicable after the 60-day notice is provided the plan admin-
istrator (a) sends to the PBGC an actuarial certification that the plan has sufficient
assets to cover benefit liabilities and certain other information, and (b( notifies each



participant and beneficiary of their share of benefit liabilities, and (3) the PBGC
does not issue a notice of noncompliance with regard to the termination.

The PBGC is authorized to issue a notice of noncompliance if it determines that
the standard termination procedures have not been satisfied or that the plan's
assets are not insuffiient to meet benefit liabilities. The PBGC has 60 days after
the plan administrator notifies the PBGC of the proposed termination to issue a
notice of noncompliance. This 60-day period may be extended by written agreement
of the plan administrator and the PBGC.

If the PBGC does not issue a notice of noncompliance, the plan administrator is to
proceed as soon as practicable with the final distribution of plan assets. In distribut-
ing plan assets, the plan administrator is to follow certain rules relating to the allo-
cation of plan assets (ERISA sec. 4044). Further, the plan administrator is to pur-
chase irrevocable commitments from an insurer to provide for all benefit liabilities
under the plan or (in accordance with the provisions of the plan and any regula-
tions) otherwise fully provide all benefit liabilities under the plan (e.g., pay a lump
sum amount to a participant provided payment in such form is otherwise permitted
under the Code and ERISAl.

Under PBGC proposed regula, ions, the irrevocable commitment from an insurer
must be a single premium, nonprticipating (except in the case of a plan that is suf-
ficient for all accrued benefits), nonsurrenderable annuity that constitutes an irrev-
ocable commitment by the insuir to provide the benefits purchased (PBGC pro-
posed reg. sec. 2617.6). The plan administrator is required to give the participant or

neficiary the annuity contract or a certificate showing the insurer's name and ad-
dress and clearly reflecting th-e insurer's obligation to provide the participant's or
beneficiary's benefit (PBGC proposed reg. sec. 2617.18(c)). Neither the statute nor
regulations require that the insurance company providing the irrevocable commit-
ment meet specific standards except thit the insurer must be a company authorized
to do business as an insurance carrier under the laws of a State or the District of
Columbia.

Within 30 days after the final distribution of assets is completed, the plan's ad-
ministrator is to certify to the PBGC that the plan's assets have been distributed to
pay all benefit liabilities under the plan. Under proposed PBGC regulations, the cer-
tification is to include the name and address of the insurer from which annuity con-
tracts were purchased. The PBGC has recently indicated that it will revise its proce-
dures to require that the PBGC be provided with the name of the insurer prior to
the final distribution of assets (see further discussion in Part I1. C. below).5

Exten t of PRGC guaran tee distribution of annuity con tracts
ERISA does not explicitly ctate whether or not the PBGC guarantee extends to

commercial annuities distributed to a plan participant in satisfaction of the plan's
obligation for benefits. In the case of an annuity contract distributed from an ongo-
ing plan, the PBGC guarantee would generally not apply, because the guarantee
does not come into play until a plan is terminated. In the case of commercial annu-
ities distributed pursuant to a plan termination, the current position of the PBGC
and the DOL is that the guarantee does not apply in such circumstances because
the participant has received his or her total benefits under the plan.6

There is some support under present law for the position that the guarantee does
extend to commercial annuities distributed to plan participants. One could argue
that the guarantee is not terminated when the benefit obligation is merely trans-
ferred to a third party (e.g., an insurance company), as opposed to being distributed
to the plan participant (e.g., in a lump-sum distribution). Further, under ERISA, the

"'See, Request for OMB Approval of Information Collection, 55 Fed. Reg. 6138 1Feb. 21, 1989).
6 The PBGC has previ ,usly indicated that the guarantee might apply. The preamble to the

final regulations issued in 19'81 PBGC reg. sec. 2615) relating to the conditions under which the
PBGC would issue a notice of sufficiency upon plan termination (prior to the enactment of
SEPPI included the following in its discussion of the provision in the regulations concerning the
requirement that benefits payable as annuities be provided in annuity form either by the PBGC
or through the purchase of annuity contracts from an insurer:

Under the regulation, an "insurer" is "a company authorized to do business as an insurance
carrier under the laws of a State or the District of Columbia" (sec. 2615.2. Such companies are
subject to strict statutory requirements and administrative supervision. In fact, the reason in-
surance companies are so extensively regulated is to ensure that their obligations can be satis-
fied. However, in the unlikely event that an insurance company should fail and its obligations
cannot be satisfied (e.g.. through a reinsurance system), the PBGC would provide the necessary
benefits.

46 Fed. Reg. 9532, at 9534. This position is not necessarily consistent with the structure of the
PBGC premium.



PBGC is granted continuing authority to take certain actions after a plan has termi-
nated and plan assets have been distributed (e.g., to bring a civil suit to enforce the
termination under ERISA).

ERISA also provides that the certification by the plan administrator that the
assets have been distributed and all benefit liabilities satisfied does not affect the
PBGC's obligations under the provisions of ERISA relating to benefit guarantees
(ERISA sec. 4041(bX,)). While one reading of this provision would support the view
that the PBGC remains liable for guaranteed benefits after a plan terminates and
annuities have Neen distributed, the legislative history relating to the provision sug-
gests a more modest purpose-to extend the PBGC guarantee to those situations in
which it is subsequently determined that the certification was incorrect and all
guaranteed benefits were not in fact distributed.'

In support of the PBGC's current position, it may be argued that the trigger for
the insurance i.e., the insurable event, is the plan termination. Once the benefits of
plan participants have been provided for, the PBGC is no longer liable. Under this
argument, the obligation of the plan to provide the benefit has been met when there
has been a distribution of an annuity contract to the participant. The distribution of
the contract satisfies the liability in the same manner as a lump .,um would satisfy
'the liability of the plan if the participant requested such a distribution. Unde. this
view, the PBGC has no further obligation if an annuity contract is distributed just
as it has no further obligation if, for example, a former participant invested a lump-
sum distribution in an IRA or used the distribution to purchase an annuity on his
or her own.

It may also be argued that the premium structure of ERISA does not contemplate
a continuing obligation with respect to the PBGC after the termination of the plan
and the distribution of plan assets. If the guarantee continues, then the premium
should take into account the risk of the failure of the insurance company, not
simply the risk that plan assets are not sufficient for benefit liabilities. Moreover,
present law does not contain rules that would be necessary to coordinate such a con-
tinuing obligation with State laws regulating insurance providers and products.

C. STANDARDS FOR PLAN FIDUCIARIES AND INSURERS

Fiduciar-y rules
ERISA imposes certain standards of conduct on plan fiduciaries. Under ERISA, a

fiduciary is required to discharge his or her duties with respect to a plan solely in
the interest of the participants and beneficiaries and for the exclusive purpose of
providing benefits to participants and their beneficiaries and de fraying the reasona-
ble expenses of administering the plan." In addition, a plan fiduciary is required to
discharge his or her duties (1) with the care, skill, prudence, and diligence under the
circumstances then prevailing that a prudent person acting in a like capacity and
familiar with such matters would use in a similar enterprise, (21 by, in general, di-
versifying the investments of the plan so as to minimize the risk of large losses, and
(3) in accordance with the plan document and other governing instruments insofar
as such documents are consistent with ERISA. 9

A fiduciary is generally defined as a person who, with respect to a plan (1) exer-
cises any discretionary authority or discretionary control respecting management of
the plan or exercises any authority or control respecting management or disposition
of plan assets, (2) renders investment advice with respect to plan assets for a fee or

7 This section of ERISA was added by SEPPAA. The legislative history to SEPPAA included
the following explanation of the provision:

Under the bill, the PBGC retains its existing authority under section 4003 of ERISA to con-
duct audits of plans, both prior to rnd after the termination of a plan. Even if the plan adminis-
trator has certified to the PBGC tt.Lt the assets of the plan have been distributed so as to pro-
vide when due all benefit entitlements and ill other benefits to which assets are allocated under
section 4044, the PBCC is still obligat-d to guarantee the payment of benefits under section 4022
if it is subsequently determined that nut ail guaranteed benefits were in fact distributed under a
standard termination, and the contributing sponsors of the plan and the members of their con-
trolled groups do not promptly provide for the payments of such benefits.

H. Rpt. 241, 99th Cong., at 48.
'A similar rule is included in the Internal Revenue Code. A plan will not be qualified if it is

possible, at any time prior to the satisfaction of all liabilities under the plan, for any plan assets
to be used for, or diverted to, purposes other than for the exclusive benefit of employees or their
beneficiaries (sec. 401haX2n.

There are additional rules under the Code and ERISA relating to fiduciaries who engage in
certain prohibited transactions with a plan (e.g., self-dealing) (Code sec. 4975 and ERISA sec.
406).



other compensation, or (3) has discretionary authority with respect to the adminis-
tration of ihe plan.

If a fiduciary fails to meet ERISA's standards of conduct, the fiduciary is person-
ally liable for any losses resulting from the breach of fiduciary duty. The Secretary
of Labor, the plan administrator, and participants or their beneficiaries are permit-
ted to bring an action against the fiduciary. Civil and criminal penalties may also
apply.

Courts, as well as the DOL, have generally taken the position that the decision to
terminate a plan is a settler function (i.e., made in the discretion of the employer
who is the plan sponsor) and is not subject to ERISA's fiduciary rules.' 0 However,
the selection and purchase of annuities by an ongoing plan or on plan termination
is viewed by the DOL as an investment decision subject to the fiduciary standards. I
Thus, for example, the selection by a plan sponsor of an insurance company from
which to purchase annuities on plan termination could be challenged on the ground
that the employer did not act solely in the interests of plan participants but acted
only to maximize the employer's reversion.' The DI). has not issued any specific
standards regarding annuity providers.

PBGC termination procedures --

The PBGC has not issued final regulations regarding the post-SEPPAA termina-
tion procedures. The proposed regulations under the post-SEPPAA rules do not con-
tain specific rules regarding selection of the annuity provider, other than that the
insurer be authorized to do business as an insurance carrier under State law or in
the District of Columbia..

As mentioned above, the proposed regulations under the post-SEPPAA rules pro-
vide that the certification required following final distribution of plan assets is to
contain the name of the insurance company providing annuities. The PBGC has in-
dicated that it will revise this procedure to require that the name of the company be
provided before the distribution of assets. The P13GC has informally indicated that
this additional period of time is intended to give the PBGC the opportunity to refer
appropriate cases to the Pension and Welfare Benefits Administration (an agency
within the Department of Labor) for examination under the fiduciary rules. The
P13GC has not issued a formal notice regarding this procedure, or indicated what
criteria it will use in referring cases for further examination.

State insurance laws
ERISA generally ureempts State laws as they relate to any pension plan (ERISA

sec. 514). This pio-ision does not, however, apply to any State law regulating insur-
ance. Thus, providers of annuities to terminating defined benefit pension plans are
subject to whatever standards apply under State law.

A majority of states have established guarantee funds that are designed to cover
the liabilities of failed insurance companies. While state laws relating to guarantee
funds differ, these funds may provide some protection to defined benefit pension
plan participants who hold a commercial annuity.

III. IssUEs RELATED TO P13GC GUARANTEES OF RETIREMENT ANNUITIES I)AID BY
INSURANCE COMPANIES

In order to help understand under what conditions pension benefit guarantees
should be provided, this part discusses (1) the scope of guarantees of pension bene-
fits, (2) whether the Federal Government or the States should provide the guaran-
tees, (3) the pricing of insurance of pension benefits, including factors affecting pric-
ing of insurance of benefits provided directly by the plan and by annuities, (4) the

See, e.g.. U.A. IV District 6 v. Harper & Row, Inc., 57; F. Supp. 146,% (S.D.N.Y. 1983).
''The Department of Labor has taken this position in an opinion letter to the Advisory Coun-

cil on Employee Welfare and Pension Benefit Plans dated March 13, 1986.
12 As discussed in Part 11 A. of the text, plans may invest in commercial annuities in situa-

tions in addition to the termination of a defined benefit pension plan. The fiduciary rules may
apply differently in other situations. For example, if an individual account plan permits a par-
tici ant to exercise control over the assets in his or her account and the participant exercises
such control, then, in general, no person who otherwise is a fiduciary is liable for losses which
result from the participant's control of his or her account IERISA sec. 4041c)). Thus, for example,
a fiduciary may not be liable where the participant has directed the investment of his or her
account under a qualified cash or deferred arrangement (Code sec. 4011ki) and the performance
of such investment is unsatisfactory. However, under proposed regulations issued by the DOL,
this exception to fiduciary liability does not apply with respect to the selection of the investment
options available to the participant. Consequently, if the options are not sufficiently diversified,
the fiduciary may be liable.
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problems resulting from inadequate pricing, and (I possible alternatives to an ex-
panded Federal guarantee program.

A. S,'OPF OF FEDERAl. ;t'AIANTEES OF PENSION PLANS

Soluei *v of eniployer
Under present law, the Federal Govern nwnt's guarantee of pension benefits

throughh the operations of the PBGC and the plan termination insurance programs
is relatively limited. The guarantee does not extend to defined contribution plans.
does not guarantee all benefits under a defined benefit pension plan, and is not trig-
gered until a defined benefit pension plan is terminated.' :'

The plan termination insurance program was initially enacted in response to a
large plan termination in which insufficient assets were available to pay promised
benefits to plan participants under a defined benefit pension plan. The primary
need for the insurance program was deemed to be the termination of defined benefit
pension plans because any participant's contractual right under the plan was the
right to plan benefits, rather than to a portion of plan assets or to an account bal-
ance in the participant's name. Once a plan terminated, the employer might no
longer be willing or available to pay the promised benefits if assets were insufficient
at the time of termination. The plan termination insurance program was designed
to provide a backstop to satisfy employee expectations that a specified plan benefit
would be paid after retirement.

Under the present-law system, the Federal Government regulates the minimum
funding of defined benefit pension plans. This Federal regulation is another reason
why the Federal guarantee of pension benefits generally is triggered only upon plan
termination when plan funding stops. The primary concern under present law is the
ability of an employer to discharge voluntarily its liabilities with respect to the de-
fined benefit pension plan upon plan termination.

Arguments could be made for expanding the scope of the Federal guarantee to
additional cases. For example, some might consider the solvency of an employer to
be a more telling indicator of the potential inability to provide promised benefits
than the solvency of the defined benefit pension plan. Thus, the employer's insol-
vency might hamper it's ability to fund the defined benefit pension plan, which
would threaten the security of participants' benefits. This problem argues for the
premium charged for Federal guarantee coverage to be related to the solvency of
the employer rather than to the funded status of the plan.

Also, as defined contribution plans become more popular and replace defined ben-
efit pension) plans, issues arise as to the potential declines in value of assets allocat-
ed to a participant in a defined contribution plan. This loss could occur because of
the trustee's investment decisions or because of the employee's investment decisions
when self-directing of' investments is permitted. Thus, the Federal guarantee could
appropriately be extended to cases in which participants might otherwise face a risk
of loss of benefits beyond the traditional event of plan termination.

Solvency of in1surwnCf' ComIxiniv
A new issue also arises with respect to the payment of pension benefits-the

extent to which the Federal Government guarantee of pension benefits should
extend to situations in which the employer is no longer liable for plan benefits.
Such an extension could significantly broaden the potential scope of the Federal
guarantee.

The element of this issue that is most analogous to the present-law plan termina-
tion insurance program occurs when an employer purchases an annuity contract for
a plan participant that is distributed to the participant upon plan termination in
satisfaction of the employer's liability to the participant.' 4 Once the annuity con-
tract is purchased, the insurance company has stepped into the shoes of the employ-
er with respect to the liability to pay benefits to an employee. If the insurance com-
pany is unable to satisfy its liabilities to policyholders, the employee may not re-
ceive the promised benefits.

In this situation, it is necessary to determine the potential problems that exten-
sion of the Federal guarantee would address. Obviously, there is no longer a concern
about the solvency of the employer because the employer is no longer liable to pro-
vide benefits. Thus, the concern that extension of the Federal guarantee would ad-

13The PBGC can control the occurrence and the timing of termination of a defined benefit
pension plan under certain circumstances.

14 Some argue that payments under the annuity contract purchased by the employer are
guaranteed by the PBGC under present law. See the discussion in present law, part !1. B., above.



dress must K, che potential inability of an insurance company to satisfy its liabil-
ities. Even in the case of the annuity contract purchased on termination of a defined
benefit pension plan,_ the extension of the Federal guarantee to the failure of the
insurer to satisfy its liabilities could be considered a significant expansion of the
original plan termination insurance program.

If the expansion of the Federal guarantee to holders of annuity contracts after
plan termination is considered appropriate, then questions arise as to whether addi-
tional situations should be entitled to a similar guarantee. For example, some em-
ployers satisfy the funding requirements of their defined benefit pension plans by
purchasing annuity contracts-these plans are referred to as fully insured plans.
Plan termination as the triggering (i.e., insurable) event in the case of such a plan
may not adequately protect plan participants whose benefits are tied directly to the
solvency of the insurance company that issued the contracts. Thus, it may be neces-
sary to consider expansion of the Federal guarantee to situations in which the po-
tential failure of an insurance company could result in a loss of pension benefits.

If the solvency of the insurance company is a principal concern in evaluating the
scope of Federal guarantees for pension benefits, than a similar problem may arise
when an employer purchases an annuity contract on behalf of a retiring employee.
This issue will arise whether or not the contract is distributed to the employee as
long as the contract removes the employer's liability to the employee.

B. FEDERAL VERSIN STATE GUARANTEES

Under present law, the Federal Government assumes responsibility for the guar-
antee of pension benefits upon the termination of a defined benefit pension plan
with assets that are insufficient to pay liabilities. However, in the case of the insol-
vency of an insurance company, the Federal Government is not involved because
the regulation of the insurance industry has traditionally been left to the States. In
addition, some States have enacted guarantee fund programs to insure the liabilities
of insolvent insurance companies.

It must be determined whether the Federal guarantee of pension benefits should
be extended to the loss of pension benefits due to the insolvency of an insurance
company. If the Federal guarantee is extended in certain circumstances, the Federal
Government could be at risk to bear significant losses because of the Federal Gov-
ernment's traditional lack of involvement in the regulation of the insurance indus-
try. Thus, the States may not be fully cognizant of or may not be sensitive to the
potential loss to the Federal Government if regulation of the industry is lax. An ex-
ample of the problems created by Federal guarantees coupled with State regulation
of a particular industry is the savings and loan crisis. Thus, it may be determined
necessary for the Federal Government to intervene in the regulation of the insur-
ance industry in order to protect against significant losses. In addition, assuming
that the premiums charged by the PBGC will be adjusted to reflect the expanded
scope of the Federal guarantee, the amount of the PBGC premium to be charged
and to whom will be significant issues.

The primary advantage of Federal regulation of the insurance industry would be
the uniformity of rules. This advantage must be balanced against the traditional
role of the states in the regulation of insurance and the significant additional
burden that would be imposed on the Federal Government.

In addition, certain States maintain guarantee funds under present law that are
designed to protect the policyholders of insurance companies in the event of compa-
ny insolvency. If Federal guarantees are extended in certain cases to protect the em-
ployees or retirees whose pension benefits are funded through insurance contracts,
then it would be necessary to consider how the Federal guarantee interacts with a
State guarantee fund. Would the State guarantee apply in addition to, or in lieu of,
the Federal guarantee?

It might also be appropriate for the Federal Government to encourage the States
to develop uniform guarantee fund rules that would eliminate the potential need for
Federal Government guarantee of payments to annuity holders whose annuities
arise in connection with a defined benefit pension plan.

C. PRICING OF PENSION BENEFIT INSURANCE

In general
Given a specified amount of insurance coverage, the primary factor in determin-

ing the correct price of insurance is the expectation that such coverage will actually



be utilized. 15 Whenever it is possible to differentiate between amounts of risk, a
system of risk-based premiums is preferable to a system of premiums not adjusted
for risk. For defined benefit pension plan participants, risks to future benefits are
mainly determined by the prospects for continuing financial soundness of the bene-
fits provider. Defined benefit pension plan benefits can generally be provided in two
ways-directly from the trust established to fund the plan or by a commercial annu-
ity purchased with trust assets.

Benefits paid by pension trust assets

In general
In the case of pension benefits provided by employers through pension plans, the

primary factor in determining full realization of benefits is the degree to which the
trust establish,2d under the plan is funded. The financial soundness of the trust, and
therefore the premiums for insurance coverage of the benefits funded by the trust,
depend on such factors as the amount of assets relative to projected liabilities (the
"funding level" or "funding ratio"), the riskiness of assets held by the trust, and the
ability of the employer to make 'future contributions to the pla..

Funding levels
A substantial practical problem in determining the appropriate risk-based insur-

ance premiums for pension benefits funded by pension plan trusts is the difficulty in
establishing the adequacy of pension plan funding. For pension plans to be consid-
ered fully funded, the value of fund asset must equal or exceed accrued pension li-
abilities.' Pension liabilities equal tie present value of future benefits owed for
plan participants. One manifestation of the liability-valuation problem is the variety
of accepted methods and assumptions that may be used in determining the value of
future pension benefits both for funding purposes under the Code and ERISA and
for financial reporting purposes. With regard to methods, it useful to distinguish be-
tween two general types: those measures which calculate pension benefits assuming
employees' anticipated future levels of compensation and the narrower measures
which calculate benefit levels based on current levels of employee compensation.
With regard to assumptions, a critical assumption is the interest rate used for valu-
ation of these liabilities. The present-law variable rate PBGC premium structure
has attempted to deal with some of these issues, for example, by specifying the in-
terest rate used to calculate vested unfunded benefits.

Data on funding of pension plans from Forms 5500 filed by plans with the DOL
and the Internal Revenue Service indicate that funding ratios have improved sub-
stantially since ERISA was enacted. Since 1974, plans with full funding status have
increased from 35 to 73 percent. These data are based on liabilities calculated using
the plans' own actuarial assumptions and a method calculating accrued benefits as-
suming current employee levels of compensation. Such a method is generally re-
ferred to as valuation on a "termination basis," i.e., under the assumption that the
plan had been terminated. The same data also show that assets held by plans in
1985 had value equal in the aggregate to 116 percent of the value of liabilities.' 7

Although these data indicate that pension plans have a surplus in the aggregate,
underfunded plans had a total shortfall of $60 billion in 1985.18 Statutory changes
enacted in 1986 and 1987 affecting allowable funding methods and assumptions used
in calculating defined benefit pension plan liabilities have generally raised mini-
mum funding standards and reduced the discretion of plan sponsors in choosing
methods of calculating liabilities.

A variety of funding methods and assumptions are also allowed for financial re-
porting purposes. Standards for financial reporting have also been raised.' 9 As an

15 In economic terms, the correct pricing of insurance requires the expected present value of
future premiums to equal the expected present value of future benefits.

16 Another possible measure of the funded status of a plan is the extent to which plan assets
are sufficient to cover the present value of projected, rather than accrued, liabilities.

17 See Deloris V. Stevens (1989), "Funding Status of Private Pension Plans, 1985: Termination
Funding Ratios," in U.S. Department of Labor, Pension and Welfare Benefits Administration,
Trends in Pensions, Washington, D.C., pp. 119-136.

18 See Arnold J. Hoffman (1989), "Funding Levels of Private Defined-Benefit Pension Plans by
Industry, The Relationship between Output, Employment, and Funding 1985: Termination
Funding Ratios," in U.S. Department of Labor, Pension and Welfare Benefits Administration,
Trends in Pensions, Washington, D.C., pp. 137-152.

9 In 1980, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued Statement 36 which
mandated reporting of accrued pension liability and market value of pension assets in a footnote
to the balance sheet of a plan sponsor's financial statements. Under the methods of FASB State-
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indication of the potential variability arising from the use of different assumptions
and methods, it is useful to note the results of one study that reports the different
defined benefit pension plan liabilities calculated under different methods. Perform-
ing simulations on data obtained from Form 10-K financial statement data filed
with the Securities and Exchange Commission, the study shows that under previous
financial reporting standards, 59 percent of plans were underfunded in 1981 and 79
percent of plans were underfunded in 1987; under these same rules, total defined
benefit pension plan assets equaled 145 percent of estimated liabilities in 1987.
Under recently revised rules, 54 percent of plans were underfunded in 1981 and 60
percent of plans were underfunded in 1987; under these same rules, total defined
benefit pension plan assets equaled 110 percent of estimated liabilities in 1987.20

Financial soundness of the employer
If a defined benefit pension plan does not have sufficient assets to fully fund li-

abilities, the financial condition of the plan sponsor and members of the sponsor's
controlled group is also an important determinant of the potential PBGC liability.
To the extent that the plan sponsor has the ability to make contributions to the
plan, the PBGC's liability is reduced. At least one study has shown that firms with
low profits use assumptions about valuation interest rates which are more likely to
result in lower reported pension liabilities. 2'

Because the ultimate liability of the PBGC may depend on the solvency of the
plan sponsor, some have suggested that a risk-related premium should reflect the
financial position of the employer. On the other hand, some argue that such a pre-
mium would be difficult to calculate and would be inappropriate if the employer's
defined benefit pension plan is otherwise adequately funded. In addition, some
argue that higher premiums would be inappropriate for an employer already experi-
encing financial difficulty.
Pension annuities provided life insurance companies -o

The transfer of pension benefit liability from benefit plan trusts to insurance com-
panies issuing pension annuities significantly changes the nature of the financial
risk faced by plan participants. In the case of an underfunded plan, such a transfer
may reduce the risk of loss of a given level of benefits to the participant if it is more
likely that the plan sponsor will become insolvent than that the life insurance com-
pany issuing the annuity contract will. However, this risk of loss may be increased
in the case of a plan sponsored by a financially sound employer, particularly, if the
insurance company is not financially sound.

A risk-based premium for insuring commercial pension annuities would be based
on the financial condition of the life insurance company, which could be measured
by its capital, quality of assets, and various financial ratios. Currently, the regula-
tion of the financial condition of private insurance companies is primarily the re-
sponsibility of the States. Thus, unless a Federal rules for regulating insurance com-
panies were adopted, a risk-based Federal insurance premium would be heavily de-
pendent upon State regulatory practices. State regulatory practices are in varying
degrees influenced by the views of the National Association of Insurance Commis-
sioners (NAIC), which plays a major role in the coordination of reporting standards
and regulation among the States.

Beside State regulation of the financial condition of life insurance companies, ex-
isting insurance mechanisms at the State level could also be a factor in the pricing
of a Federal risk-based premium. At least 40 States have guarantee laws that pro-
vide indemnification of losses suffered by policyholders of insolvent companies.
Funds for indemnification are generally derived from assessments against solvent
companies. Coordination of State and Federal law would be necessary to insure that

ment 36, future salary and benefit increases were not considered in the benefits calculation, and
a wide range of valuation interest rates could be used. Financial accounting standards for de-
fined benefit pension plans were substantially revised in 1985 when the FASB issued Statement
87. Under these new rules, which are mandatory by 1989, unfunded pension liability must
appear on the balance sheet, rather than in a footnote. In addition, under Statement 87, pension
liabilities must be calculated with and without taking account of projected salary increases and
the valuation interest rate must be the settlement rate used by insurance companies or the
PBGC valuation rate.

30 See Michael J. Warshawsky (1989) "The Adequacy of Funding of Defined Benefit Pension
Plans," in U.S. Department of Labor, Pension and Welfare Benefits Administration, Trend in
Penion., Washington, D.C., pp. 187-152.

21 See Zvi Bodie et al. (1987), "Funding and Asset Allocation in Corporate Pension Plans: An
Empirical Investigation," in Zvi Bodie, John Shoven, and David Wise, eds., Issues in Pension
Economics, University of Chicago Press.



State law did not undermine Federal policy, and also to avoid unduly burdensome
or conflic,.-ing rules for insurance companies.
Timing of premium payments for pension guarantees

In general, the timing of insurance premiums may be determined under a wide
variety of payment schedules. For example, insurance premiums may be paid in
equal amounts over the life of the policy, or they may be made in one up-front pre-
mium. If insurance premiums are paid over the life of the policy, they may be paid
according to a predetermined payment schedule (for example, level payments), or
they may be adjusted periodically to reflect changing risk conditions. If payments
are determined according to a predetermined schedule, the insurance policy is, in
effect, a guaranteed renewal policy. Renewability imposes extra risk on the insurer
because premiums cannot be adjusted for unforeseen changes in factors determining
risk. Thus, insurance premiums for renewable policies are adjusted above expected
premiums of nonrenewable contracts.

If Federal insurance is provided to commercial annuities acquired with pension
plan assets, this coverage could theoretically be properly priced under a variety of
payment schedules. For example, premiums for this increased coverage could be
prepaid by increasing current PBGC premiums for all defined benefit pension plans
over the life of the plan to reflect the of post-termination annuity coverage. Premi-
ums for this increased coverage could also be prepaid by having the terminating
plan pay a single up-front premium upon termination of the plan which would guar-
antee the annuities purchased to satisfy plan obligations. Alternatively, additional
coverage for annuity contracts could be paid over the life of the annuity by the life
insurance companies who issue the contract. Of course, if current premiums are at
levels higher than necessary for current coverage, extended coverage to annuities
acquired by pension plans may not require greater premiums. However, given the
PBGC's current accumulated deficit, this seems unlikely.

D. ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF INADEQUATE PRICING

Cross subsidization
In general, if insurance is inadequately priced, in order for the insurance fund to

remain solvent it is necessary for some class or classes of insureds (i.e., lower risk
insureds) to be overcharged and subsidize another class or classes of insureds that
pay inadequate premiums (i.e., higher risk insureds). This subsidization could occur,
or example, under the current PBGC premium structure if the risk-based premium

does not adequately increase premiums to reflect the risk of underfunded plans.22

Alternatively, this subsidization could occur over time if the aggregate level of cur-
rent PBGC premiums were inadequate to meet future payments by the fund. Future
premiums might need to be increased for losses on existing plans in order to pre-
vent insolvency. If premiums were not increased on future plans to reflect these
losses, the PBGC might not be able to meet its future obligations without direct Fed-
eral assistance.

Such subsidization encourages misallocation of resources that in turn results in
economic inefficiency. For example, most sectors of the economy may maintain fully
funded plans while just a few industries have substantially underfunded plans. With
inadequate premiums on the riskier plans, the underfunded plans drain resources
from other sectors and as a result reduce productivity and output and increase
prices inthe sectors of the economy with less risky plans.2 3

Moral hazard
If there is inadequate pricing of insurance, insureds do not have improper incen-

tives for managing risk. With a flat rate premium structure, there is no incentive to
reduce risk. With a premium structure inadequately adjusted for risk, companies
may not adequately reduce exposure to risk. This is especially true for companies
near insolvency. With little or no remaining equity, companies with inadequately
funded plans would find it advantageous to increase the riskiness of pension asset
portfolios. Large upside returns could reduce required contributions to plans.

32 For example, under the current PBGC premium schedule total annual premiums are
capped at $50 per participant. This amount could substantially understate the cost of insurance
for underfunded plans of firms in financial distress.

Is Underfunded plans are heavily concentrated in the transportation, transportation equip-
ment, and primary metals industries. See Arnold J. Hoffman (1989), "Funding Levela of Private
Defined-Benefit Pension Plans by Industry, The Relationship between Output, Employment, and
Funding 1985: Termination FundingRatio$," in U.S. Department of Labor, Pension and Welfare
Benefits Administration, Trend. in Pen. ion, Washington, D.C., pp. 137-152.



Adverse selection
If there is inadequate pricing of insurance, lower-risk plans have an incentive to

leave the PBGC insurance system. If PBGC insurance were not mandatory for most
defined benefit pension plans, overcharged low-risk plans would not freely purchase
pension benefit insurance. Since the system is mandatory for defined benefit plans,
an employer can only leave the system by terminating its defined benefit pension
plan and by providing in its place either a defined contribution plan or by purchas-
ing pension annuities on behalf of employees from insurance companies. Thus, if in-
surance premiums are not adequately adjusted to reflect risk, the insurance system
may actually discourage provision of pension benefits through defined benefit pen-
sion plans. To the extent low-risk insurers leave the insurance system, the average
riskiness of the remaining pool of insureds increases. Increased overall risk would
require further premium increases or other sources of funding. This, in turn, could
drive more low-risk insureds out of the risk pool and further exacerbate the prob-
lem.
Analogy to Federal deposit insurance

The provision of Federally provided insurance coverage for pension annuities
issued by insurance companies raises many policy issues similar to those raised by
Federal insurance of banks and thrift institutions. As mentioned above, poorly
priced insurance could result in an inadequate insurance fund, a misallocation of
resources, incentives to leave the insurance system, and excessive risk taking. Insur-
ance of pension annuities could remove incentives of pension providers and partici-
pants to be concerned about the financial health of the insurance company issuing
the annuity contracts. Just as insured depositors often seek the highest rate of in-
terest without regard to the financial condition of the depository, purchasers of an-
nuity contracts might seek the lowest price for an annuity without regard to the
financial condition of the insurance company. Like Federal deposit insurance, pen-
sion annuity insurance would allow financially unsound institutions to compete on
an equal basis.

E. FEDERAL STANDARDS FOR FIDUCIARIES AND INSURANCE COMPANIES

Another possible approach to providing security for pension annuities issued by
insurance companies is to impose Federal standards on the companies. Such stand-
ards could be adopted in addition to or in lieu of a Federal guarantee. Standards for
pension annuity issuers could be imposed in a number of different ways. For exam-
ple, the fiduciary standards under ERISA could be modified bo that it is a violation
of fiduciary duty to purchase a pension annuity from a company not meeting cer-
tain Federal standards. Such standards could also be incorporated into the PBGC
plan termination procedures. Thus, for example, one of the conditions of a standard
termination could be that annuities are purchased from a company meeting the
Federal standards. The rules could also be incorporated into the qualification stand-
ards of the Code. A combination of these approaches might be necessary to ensure
that the rules apply to purchases of annuities by ongoing plans as well as purchases
on plan termination.

The Federal standards could take a variety of forms. For example, certain reserve
requirements or limitations onthe investments of insurance companies could be im-
posed.24 Insurance companies from which pension annuities could be purchased
could be limited to companies with a certain financial rating.

In order for Federal standards to have any affect, they would generally need to be
in addition to or more strict than current State law requirements for insurance
companies. If the requirements are not more strict than State law in general, then
the Federal standards would be unnecessary. If the Federal rules are less strict than
State law, there may be pressures on the States to lower their requirements. The
standards could be coordinated with State law, however. For example, no additional
Federal standards could be imposed if a State maintained a guarantee fund meeting
certain requirements.

Care would need to be taken to develop appropriate standards. For example, if the
standards are too strict, then few companies will meet them. This could reduce com-
petition in the industry and unnecessarily raise the cost of annuities. Moreover, a
limited number of insurance companies might not be able to sufficiently absorb the
risk.

1" Of course, such requirement could create conflicts between Federal law and State regula-
tion.



One of the major problems with this type of approach is that it may not be effec-
tive to protect pension benefits. Although the Federal standards might be met at
the time the annuities are purchased, they would not prevent the insurance compa-
ny from becoming insolvent later on.

Another possible approach is to attempt to deal with conflict of interest problems.
Conflicts of interest can arise in the termination of an overfunded plan. After the
benefits of plan participants are provided, the employer is generally entitled to any
remaining assets. 2 5 Thus, the employer has an incentive to accept the lowest annu-
ity bid, even though the company making that bid might not be the most secure.
(On the other hand, a higher bid does not necessarily mean that the company is
more secure.)

One approach to this type of problem is to require that an independent fiduciary
select the insurer. This approach has been followed in some cases by the DOL in
granting administrative exemptions to the prohibited transaction rules. This ap-
proach would not necessarily increase pension benefit security, however, because it
would not guarantee the continued solvency of the insurer.

PREPARED STATEIMENT OF WILLIAM I. BYWATER

Mr. Chairman and members of the committeee : Good morning.
My name is William Bywater and I appearr before the Committee on behalf of the

AFL-CIO and on behalf of the International Union of Electronic, Electrical, Sala-
ried, Machine and Furniture Workers, AFL-CIO and the workers we represent at
the Louis Allis Division, Magnetek Corporation plants in Milwaukee and New
Berlin, Wisconsin whose retirement security is threatened.

We are grateful for the opportunity to appear today and for the Finance Commit-
tee's interest in determining whether benefits payable under retirement annuities
by insurance companies are guaranteed by the Pension Benefit Guarantee Corpora-
tion. (PBGC). We maintain that current law requires that the PBGC guarantee pen-
sion benefits payable by annuities. Plan participants and beneficiaries would also
benefit from an inquiry into the consequences of companies which purchase annu-
ities as a device to milk pension plans for the benefit of financial manipulators.

A dramatic example of the manipulation of the pension funds to the detriment of
the beneficiaries continue to unfold at the Louis Allis Plants represented by the
IUE.-1 While this potentially tragic situation is typical of others where annuities,
have been purchased from financially-troubled Executive Life Insurance Company
of California, linked to Drexel Burnham Lambert and its "junk-bond" dealings, in
other ways the Louis Allis story dramatically differs.

The AFL-CIO and the IUE have in other forums, supported the basic right of
workers to have a voice in the investment of their pension assets as reflected in
H.R. 2664, introduced by Congressman Visclosky. We also appreciate the efforts of
various Senators to stem the tide of employer seizures of the assets of so-called over-
funded pension plans.

The Louis Allis. plants were originally a family controlled, internationally-recog-
nized manufacturer of large motors and generators, which continues to play a major
role in supplying industry and tile national defense effort with critical electric gen-
erating equipment. Even during the stormy labor relations which characterized the
ownership of these plants by Litton, collective bargaining with the IUE resulted in a
stable, fully funded Pension Plan by the early 1980's.

"Magnetek" was created in 1984 by the much publicized high-yield or "junk
bond" department of Drexel Burnham Lambert in Hollywood, California, for the ex-
press purpose of purchasing the "Magnetics Division" of Litton Industries. Drexel
Burnham Lambert not only created the funding device for underwriting the Compa-
ny but became and has remained a principal owner of Magnetek. Throughout the
five year history of Magnetek, interests closely associated with Drexel Burnham
Lambert have remained in firm control of the Company.

At the time of its organization, more than 10% of the junk bond underwriting of
Magnetek was purchased by the Executive Life Insurance company of Californie
another interest with close ties to Drexel Burnham and, perhaps the country's larg-
est purchaser of junk bond issues.

25 Such a reversion is generally permitted only if the plan provides that the employer is enti-
tled to the excess assets and the plan provision has been in effect for at least 5 years before the
reversion.

I Appendix No.1; Wall Street Journal, February 12, )990.



Shortly after taking control of the overfunded Louis Allis Division employees'
pension plan, now called the "Magnetek General Retirement Plan," which had
assets of approximately $23,000,000, covering more than 1200 employees, the new
Company made no contributions to the Plan, even though employees were required
to contribute between 2 and 4% of their annual earnings. Magnetek's Pension Plan
Trustees, including at least two associated directly with Drexel Burnham Lambert,
reached an understanding with Executive Life Insurance Company which has re-
sulted in the transfer of approximately $25,000.000 from the pension plan to Execu-
tive Life Insurance in return for annuity contracts covering accrued past service li-
ability prior to July 1, 1988. Despite the protests of the IUE, the growing concern of
Louis Allis employees for the safety of their retirement income and the deepening
crisis in the junk bond market and in the affairs of Executive Life Insurance Com-
pany, Magnetelk has continued to sell off pension plan assets to Executive Life in
exchange for annuity promises. 2

It is important to note that Magnetek has never terminated this pension plan. It
kept the shell to transfer monies to a principle stockholder (Executive Life). This
was done to avoid scrutiny of the Federal regulators into these transactions, and to
continue to collect contributions from Louis Allis workers for the purpose of satisfy-
ing the underfunded liability of pension plans covering other acquisitions Magnetek
has made in recent years.

Furthermore, the Committee should be aware that all of these steps, which are of
vital significance to Louis Allis employees, were taken by the Company without the
knowledge of the beneficiaries of these plans or the Unions which represent theme
On the contrary, requests for information about these transactions have been met
with misleading and inaccurate statements to the Union and unconscionable delays
in providing information, all to keep the Union in the dark while these events un-
folded.

It has also caused some alarm among the beneficiaries of the Plan, that despite
the approximately $25,000,000 which has been transferred by Magnetek to Execu-
tive Life since 1985, no annuity certificates have been issued to IUE-represented em-
ployees or retirees and nothing more than a bare-bones insurance proposal and ac-
ceptance exists to substantiate the transaction between Magnetek and Executive
Life.

3

Magnetek has advised the IUE that the $25,000,000 in annuity contracts with Ex-
ecutive Life are no longer reported as plan assets (or, for that matter as plan liabil-
ities) and no premiums are being paid to the PBGC on these amounts. Consequently,
largely for these reasons, it has been the position of the United States Department
of Labor 4 and the PBGC that this type of annuity contract is not protected by the
PBGC and that should the position of Executive Life Insurance continue to deterio-
rate and the annuities dishonored, Louis Allis employees would not have recourse
under PBGC protections.

For the reasons set forth in the presentation submitted to the Committee by the
International Union, United Automobile, Aerospace and Agricultural Implement
Workers of America (UAW) on this date, we maintain that current law requires
that the PBGC guarantee pension benefits payable by retirement annuities. There-
fore, our concerns for the security of paid-for retirement benefits are deepened by
the Federal Government's disinclination to guarantee these benefits.

For decades, the IUE and its Local Unions have established a pension program
which will permit our members to retire with financial security and dignity through
hard-fought negotiations. Our members have faithfully contributed to these pension
plans assuming that the law protected the security of their pensions and their re-
tiremehts.

Now, we find that those who have personally reaped billions of dollars during the
decade of greed may have undermined this collective bargaining process, and threat-
ened the security of thousands of our members and their families.

The Company insists that it ultimately guarantees the pension benefits of its em-
ployees and this of course is true. But the same type of guarantees by other corpo-
rate entities which have emerged through the junk-bond financing mechanisms
have turned to dust.5 We obviously wish Magnetek as the employer of 10,000 work-

Appendix No. 2; New York Times, February 15, 1990; New York Times, April 3, 1990; Wall
Street Journal, April 3, 1990.

3 See App endix No. 3; Proposal and Acceptance by Magnetek dated February 6, 1987.
4 Appendix No. 4; Letter of United States Secretary of Labor Elizabeth Dole to Senator

Howard Metzenbaum dated February 12, 1990.
5 See Testimony of PBGC Executive Director James B. Lockhart III before the House Commit-

tee on Government Operations Employment and Housing Subcommittee dated March 26, 1990.



ers, continues to thrive and provide employment for our members across the coun-
try. But we cannot turn our back upon this long-term threat to these employees'
retirement security. We hardly think that this type of pension plan manipulation is
what Congress contemplated when ERISA was adopted.

Unfortunately, we have reason to believe that the Magnetek story has been re-
peated with dozens of other companies around the country.6 These abuses cry out
for Congressional scrutiny and legislative action and the IUE and the AFL-CIO wel-
come the opportunity of working with you to develop programs to give workers a
voice in running their pension plans and in preventing the type of manipulations
we have experienced.

Thank you.

I Appendix No. 5; The Wichita Eagle, February 1, 1990.
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meit Concern that owns early 3
per-ent of First Lsecui-e his made
on ,,ilaly coit n ll offer Ior tht

comptp'T - and the a far coAdtiion
wais "e dtflrrureo! Mr Cart

Mans, alIvits Question whether
Rosewood Or ay of First Esecvtive's
Giter large h t ders are likely to make
I ersi bod for ifte company white
the degree of potential losses from
the julk boand rionftto remaina wi.

The company
must also deal with
a loss of public
confidence.

known, They ut Rosewood a oller,
s which was !*Irt-at reiered by First
Esec-utive , Tuesday. as bot; Cc'
sn-d pImiri,' Is cicase titit
confidence h the InInurance curr'sa'l
b%- augpcLttig titl isensod s5 1111.
ing I slegan "Ith Ft. capl t

ROseatoa advisers said taet
-erc cOntacrin a retosed ofter II
rnra b LEircut. C

Ctrr .Mfat nll ns Centr

I or ni, ,Ilr C'arr is 1-viJrl. CA
Ti-t. ic forritult reeclcrd iv:,
ilO V1i 0sten(d,,n a ICh IS conlrttlrid
It Cirsoine tost Hunt or Dat1as Ard
tie Coititnuca it, an so Ic cahti iric: shae -
hukiira t nats and customer& iat
tiscr i I kA otf %atu in the bo oi
lotu ieplir she current market

rLien if Sir. Crt can survive atd
kce fha Comn"A irtact. he now
f-ices she cenAtniv of hs inj 0 fe-

shaPe she ofltilia)-'l tra:ei.
' 

aince
t's kIS tikely to attempt as lucI future

er-elh hi' acouirng more junk
io1$L A id anitfS say. he faces a

difflCuh task an w Innin back the (C&I.

ftdcnce 0! .ifenis and il teniaf cus-
irners. it an v of whom arc fikci to

as.succ.are Fsrot tErt 'e wi'the
Junk bond dle c lfor'.'carS.

"1I le-ms O the asseti tie use to
back lheir pros ucs and the ,a.ri.
aMTirne s t sait which shey' po after new
bra-sreas on a price Wiatl, there could
be some Sinflicant Chancel." laid
Mr Richter i4 Robinson Humptrea'
Right is tohev're not in a torit for

sein,%rval Cro the slandpaOtl Of slv-
%rat In Is.,'s ini the &MGM- rust, but
thi' O0 arts . light for credibint, so

thI .sl tnirtitinut Iv orleratir ir I"
kirbs run



junk Bonds'
,ause Loss
AA Insurer

3y RlCHARDW.S1EVENSON

spnwilw 5%Wf, 5.wn
LOS ANGELES. April I2 - The

F-irsti Esecutive Corpration, one oh
Ise companies most heavily invested
it l';unk bods." today reported a
arlitr-th-an-expftied lost tor tI-i
ourthqusner of lass year. reflecting

-.tt turmoil in the market for the
ugh-risk, high-ybid stctctis
First Eseicutive, a fie insurance

*ioidung company based here, said
hat it lost $93S 6 million in the Period.
mcontesi to earnings o1151 2 million
r she lourthsquarser ol Si

roess Executive said in Januar)
.hat it would sei slide 6115 milb loee
-&use of the rapid deterioration in Lire
%slut ofi ts jun~k b-ond holdings The
esnimpany's chairman. Feed Care, said
:hen that the amount would more
thasn cover "Is problems in tS portlo-
ILi

But tse company said today that
because of the continued slide in junk
bond prices during the first quarter of
utilj year. It had decided to add U344
mUtion in charges so the Money It had
st aside. Alter taking the char-get
asd adj ustlsg its books to reflec
tomie ofits5. los-set on the junk bonds,
First E-xective said Is bond Portia-
Ivso d a market value on Dec 31 of,
$1.1 bWmo below 11.5 Cost.

The companys junk bonds, which
have a face value of about 54 billion.
represent more than hall the comPa-
nys securities portlolto and more
than 40 percentt of its total Assets of
511.2 bUlin.

First Executive Is the Second pr-

Com ntd on Page Dif

lkwu Yosrk TU%ss
BusiIess Digest
April 3, 1990

IFirst Executive Discloses
Big Loss From 'Junk Bonds'

ri CoinweudIrom Firstif imlPageto sie furhecharges against hivs

hecompantys earmins ti-te also
Burnam .AmbrL MC, h~s par afected b%- to decision to charge an

enti to miily his sought Fdrladditional g13 Million in policy acqu.
bankruptcy protection, in as many £1110ft Cost$ to iourth-quarter resulS.
days to report a huge loss The Co- Th-e move reflected the surrender of

lumbia Savingcs and Loan Associatml plce htotews ~udrv
in Beverly Hills. CalM, amid on Sun. been held for a longer period, allow.
day that it had lost $371.1 mlihon in ing the company stcharge oil she ac.
the fourth Quartr and 5200 million In quisliso cosis. primarily scents
the first two nMonths Of this year be. commissios, over many year-i
cause of its junk bond problems. Ieas. First Execuive's stock closed un-Ing the institution IrtsivefL

The string or bad news about FirsI changed at 52.7 a share today in
Executive over the last three Months ovitr-the-counier ir-aditig. I'e compa.
has led customners to c-ash in their in. my resuts are ceruli to bring More
sur-ance policies and annuits at unfhappiness to First Executeies it-
rates that some analysts hed worried venters.a number oh uwhom have been

A'weret becoming ala rming, considering wi-seine to bid for thei
iNermal Levels' Company.

Mr. Car" said in a statement thu Among First Executive's largest
the ateci oliy ssrerdet. t shareholders is Rosewo#d Financial1 lec sra e c omanies imch Inc_. an investment concern Con-

the same way deposit withdraw ata af. Irold 3 arln os ut fDtfeci banks,-has been declning and is
approaching no'mal levels." Al- A spokesman tsr Rosewood. which
though he conceded that news of the has made a conditional oler lot First
foIu-quartr loss "may have an ad. Executive, had no comment on Its iRs-
verse impact'" sentient now.

The industry experts said First Es-
ecutive an-d Its mn-i operating units, _________________

the Executive Lile Insurance Coin-
payand Executive Life of New

Vo101 remasin relatively healthy and
stable, despite the losses an the
poli4 surrittnders.r

thUmit bt thare's no reasco for
poiyiodr panicc" sa Fried

HnL ar- assalst FIreecark lua. 9
ice Research in Parsippany. NJ. le

lThtre does't seem to be any Wa d
teret wld be sucha run on the t=rs h

tha thy wuldhave to 9el junk U

n
- yLakingalar&4c&aj-eagsLsrstt _Ut

'ci=bqu~asi-asalna to refac the - U
m used decl'n In junk kind peiciea U

kiusyear. FIrst zacs0 appsazs to 0
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First Ex~e~utive Post.-, a 4th-Quarter Loss
Of $835.7 Million; SEC Probe Disclosed

By Facmci Ros
&JIttrtepragvfsaWIt .5I t TJV~AL,

LOS AIIIKLIS-Fihsl LIUVI Corp-.
shArpy oo 11gchare 4gai1s1 lu fruit

10bot p oelolo replored AN 5531? mil
.is founilisaner IOUs and dI0it1d lhal
milcy surrendeirs totaled SW IT Ilbw~ 'it
.aaeai ad tbry this5 year.

The wounded lasurance bolding corn
zooay alo said that the Stceltil'1 and Ex.
hue ComiTUIII$I" has ope J at formali

*rii0iof Possible 50cualtis %lots.
.4fti by the com~pleny.

in Iu annual relir. Pis Execue
sild California regti~lors hj'e conipefie4
." COffPA"Y's rtcipai t6Ir. Executive
LJie In~ysurnc .. to rittrain Fron Ij~ik
sand purchases and RAY "W.io traisac*
'*s il Aith aflhlnis sitiOuil 110 ;Riot ap
x"ta of regulators.

Dfpite higher reserves t)&,% earlier .-
-owned for potntsal bW4 portnwuc oss,
Fit% Estcvtlli s"Id tine Approximnate mar.
ztt Value, of Ito floetmailies invetl.

qutraj It1to submit I restNcuring pvaa
Nefor May31 sabd complete Nut 1SIrSCL0r
ag by Dec. 1.

While a Sothlan spahernnh con.
:ttd Wht the cornpally a Auca pm.~
=u Is MtOWbe. the said tint company is

Mdfldeat thaI It has btlgun work on a rt.
r.ucturing plan "will In adnet of a

Rasoting on W~rite-off
Is disiciotiti u quarterly Mos. Souyt*

ad said It decid to Wae Vie lure write.
.!fo( food will, or tile amount a'er Lie fair
V"u of the asMUt acquiredl in the con.
lays 54.1 billion lertraged buy-out. Alter
Laidl iU auditor. Deloitte L. Touci. etily.
,td Line convenience store industry anfd

-ted to determine the true vlve of tht
sod Will. As the Poo %lit Iritlailly %a&S
be amuortIsed over 40 years. tic wili-off

.u nAAAII a 113# millil.yfar noncasls
xpeft aM won't af fect Southlone1* liq.
j"e or U u asbile.

L~A the yeaneaniler fourth quarter.
WWAtad bid a net loW of 1? million.

ktfliflu foe the latust !ourh Quarter wu
IN billioa, up 44 front 1.1? billion Io

11I$Period, tle company said that on
3 14IaflidJulled ba. a4 merchant*
in AWo at flora opes more thlan a yeau
.. It 4id its gaoline peofiti -he com*~ tizitetd the decline i ruoline

Mto Ita letver atores owled and to a
no Ia sa sale per stare. a possIble Mo
KOMs of Its declimo to aou a hransd-urrill
IS ald to abaadon Its policy of offering
* cheaPes price o0 the blocit.
lw the1o year. outhland had a los of

W" Cilomcnpared with a lWs Of MU5
*Am 1nN& In adJlim to the write-Ott

.' wil Vie aMipany had a 154 milli
X"l relaa8e to a dON swap a y.ir ano

"4 OMillion in INcnm lnr. twIre'r.

meats remains About 11lA bwie below the
Si1l2V billion book value.

WINt Yfarenbd suits Of $11.1 tiWifon. L4o
AnAreleg be d Finnt iityte% is oilne of IN
etatons larger insurance Coitpatnatl. Tile
comip.1y was for mnany yeats o"e of the
Iarttst Pu rchlasers Of funk bonds from
Drexel Durnim Lamnber thIn.. now ta
bainuptcy proeedints

In recent months. "Its Exetiuves f1-
naricilsl woes tave %Idtned. prompting a
plASe lit tile COilpay stock sad A torrent
of surrenders fromt policy holders Yetr
dAy in national ovi: lecOunieir tadingi.
Vtal Lkfcuim' f common Ciobed unchansed
IIt 127 a suate on s-olttm of 115.100
shares,

Tine WII mnllion of surrenders reported
for tine first two Mn.LAS of thte Year was;
Subsiantiail)) lower thin2 sone aLtaiyita
had speulatd. However. the closely
% eiched pace of thos surrtlndet was a)
moat treble last years alreadysccelratd
$1.3 WWoe In poWy rturns.

Jusi U troubled ba'iks car. be trainedl
by a s.rge in *ithdtawWs demands for
-P CY Moumas POs uiolnt.lai burdens o

.unatcrpanics. First Ezecutlve uId
It has been encowursged lately by a do-
dinhe in surrender reuest. Aiso, LAnalst
have been told Lta telphone Colls Sekilig
lnformralion aboW how to surrendr poli-
cies have declied. Howaere. the company
warned that its eaouncements may re-
v-erse that favorable trend.

FIrst Executive sai It betieres It hu
Sulftcent liqui1dity to Weatheor curret
sNIte Of Polley Sutrnderil. At Mlarch 2.3,
cast and short-termn Iftvesunns t:,td
about £2.5 billion. up from S2 billon ai year
emd. the company said.

At tile roo of tile counpan:'s larger
thirenpedcted toss was a surprtnIr £344
million increased In the charge taken lot
propecilve bond loutes. lIn Jv~uary. First
Esicue said it expected to taot a 1511
M11110i4 ooe-UMIe chaMg, net Of Wues to
clean up Wh porfoIo. However. with the
tncreasa ftht charge totl SW1 MWWLn

Fred Cart. 111r1t EXecNuI'ls CIrMAJI
a"d chief executive Officer, attrlbuted the
ONs to "further turmoil" be LQe funk.
bond market after the cornpnysi .lazsy

With the charge, First ExtNcirYs
fouruartner net IOUs towaed 1130. ril)
IRA, or a lons of 13.11 a ame. cemp"rd
with ne incomei of 5411 mtlioes. or 41 cets
a asare, a year earler. Counting rea'lzd
seulits lostes of 51.01 billon to tine lateirt

The laes quarter's result broUtt
Woane tor the yecr to 1Mill m~llict, or
£1.6 a sMaPe. compared sith net Iacua a
year earlier of 5174.) mion, or 11.51 a
sha01. lrtnue. including realie stclurl- A
!its Ines ft! I: - bllenm. wa i bition

First Executive Posts
4-th-Quarter Deficit
Of S835.7 Million

Cmijihrri I *rau, Pafw A.
wtrihd charrea for bor4 Imts in its1 put-
1.:!V~rlPOrtef Aun~bet5. based We, gie

rvI etC ilareSIIr in ?ti. Kii re I .f n W
t.iii resultst iirvialo?1 They trc caicc
iiied tNi %-r% di:fierit. stattory. P.550f

Thet SEC I iM-16093INallcw. iiit~ It.

V'1 i i'A113tlitlr %101.11004 0! e~
wis l inctvilwmr IVl ultl S :FIM il
t:;hii ofinnil:; The corPAnY 11-id Iti4
cooperatifl withl trit inesiltiMn i:
suttencides l3t "Infltttiil W prb ctnv
January.

A Cofnplny Official d151001d to10 elXb
rate ona Lilt itlvioltali 4e?~l. Ii Isto
litvedi to l0,u1 on qiijtlOU of til i
clsut of rnitill inlarnltin. theC At-
SItt 01 oubth May inane Mnuted ShtilL
p,.rth&StS It 106Mt VrICeK

Stack Was told In tine ngtts s3At tll
ste" in October. Within three MOMnh.
Fi-st ExeCullrve dL$CIOitd Its 111 miliI1G*
.A-itIdoji and other? '005 A nMMber' 0!
cl SuiU he tbeth launched 8,1PAlI t '
c-.tls niollottlreisted t0 Line NitrtJ G!,
Qemg. Tine Company has sAid tJ gis:!r-
%.irt %,u timeir land accutalt.

Oter wiestiratioits also wC't 9:
Ci0stt. aflaftionefli Injulii by: hit F;
eraIl Pension Beriefu Guaranty Carp. V'.
, - Labo Department Ito theit 0: oVc

.isby Eitcutii Lilt ttlat~tO 10 PV
s:. emn r.Tile colnttyS l s~~

* is art was tile subject Of a Mae Cr'
L!hit in this tewspw~r.

ri't Emw.tcuti5dtlt
.rSby CalhOrnia re;l~l a sgr.t
.tcontrols over Ks Exicutine LJt1 :n:
anpte'iouly, indicalel. C3alltcMWii :'

;Ltlttt of1 Insurance rMi ptctl ptr-ri
ment observers at tint coipany.

Now. hmver. all new trar~sacuai
%%k IfLIUMts to amaunlu eaceediag ri t.
Ezecailca Llt's capitaL Ua fw'pbal na,
be apprortd tdvance by rephlatal A'
N-e- It. Exuntlut Wel InsArAnct CO. Ua.
C~Aphtal san 111 011111t1,1al11g 1411.3 MIUlle
Lrtticating that regulatrs requirt Peio 3;
proNaLI of traisscorta of More IInu aW.
S mill0on.

CORRECTIONSq
& AMPLIFICATIONS

ARTK17R Z WVELSI Is cha-rTian C:
soh it or; weow LffLwV

wU MWA III t~ltrlti dItion.1U

.- .,.T SO l Q
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W.,:Un~ e~t c - t a! AA lovuforw t I to, '.tA ort 'Cj* .'. W6 I~~'~. ,!)4? AlO

Fe~ruary t, :TSI

Mr.s Steve .Sha% 7.EA

Tirst APvity Corporation
of Rev York

100 executive D:Ive - Suits 3
lst Orange, N.J. 07M

I.: PrOiaOSA1 for hmauitv Purchaso-for s±L~~L

Dear Stevet

I An returning an execued copy !of te Proposal for Annuity tPtchase
for KalneTek, Inc.

I vnt to thank each of you !o: you: dedication in
very important :ranlacion !: for esek an its aepoyeee.
a long st-g.Sl. tout %ha racelt -!,4e tt &L verthhi.*.

Thenks again~.

eccomplishLng this
1 knov it has been

Si.Lor Vics :resi em. ?Inance
c.Chef T.,a.ftnata 2!f icsr

C.C. IStephen Yerntroa (?CLH)
Warren Vainer (?C&M'
Rich Hain4ea.
Jet BrILcknar (LMW)
Robert 3 sinings
Jame KAI&
iNgr Chan (KU&.) APPENDIX 3



Stowne B. Scharu. F.S A.
,resdent A N NANNUITY

0 .r AT 10 N
c'r N>Z\VYZRX.-

:tnuary 20, 1967

Mr. Stephen C. Fernstron
Manager, Aditnistrat:on/Comeliance
Powers, Carpenter I 4all, Zic.
231 Sout. 3eoiston
St. Louis, XO 63105-1982

Dear Steve:

n-e: Prxzsal for
Pnnuity ?-rchase for'
MagnoTek, :nc.

This letter confirms our offer and the acceptance !y "
)aqneTek, Inc. of the enclosed proposal on behalf of Executive
Life Insurance Company for a participating single rreium
annuity purchase contract to cover benefits for all participants
included in data su.bmited to --s for the XaqneTek, !n:.
Retirement Plans.

The total cost, s"-biect to the f!cloing codtions and
assump:tions, is sho n on the :ttachid I . Tho basis for
our offer is as fol ows:

_o premium de-osts Wer2 rece'vex on %%,! 12, Nove:er 12, and
Xover-1.er .S, .S35.

" the prenizn was calcuated ass±-=n? that -7ecutive Life
woud na):e nonthiy 'u.:y pa)oontf :o re:t.reos begin :-9nwith the p:e- d1o c ' I, .;!5. The :Ian's trustee
will be rei:' rsed f r anr bonefi anoun:s that are pa!d by
t..e ts:ee on and after %uly l, 15.

o the single prenium cost shown in Exhibit I is subject to
change to reflect any further changes in --he final data
submitted.. .. ... -
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Vi 5 0PAI'RTMENT -OF LABOR

59 fCAMY OF LAPOR

*APPEVDIX&iEt4i.

The Honorable Howard .4. Y.tYsnba~x
Chairman, Subcovnitte on~ L~or
Co~ittari on Labor and Hun

Revourcan
Washington, D. C. 20510-6.100

Dier Mr. Chairnanj

ThanX. you for your lottevin~ which y~u rained somo iriportant
issues regarding~ the ecr.yof peinsions that are provided
through the purchase of anzvaxity conlract2 from insurance
companies uponi plan %traination. I an deeply !:omitted to the
neeurity and Integrity of >ur private pension 9yLoten and share
many a.' your concerns on this issue.

In order to address any ±wwhdlat. problems which many exi.sto-Z
have directed that the Panz.unn and 1-41faroY asnefital
Adinitration (PWBA) &ndi the PensLon !Benofit Gue~-anty
Corporation (PBGC) devalbp -radtures for dealing with any
terr-ination3 -dhV?14 kan.ti%5 of par-tcipantn nld~t he at coeC' risk
as a result of the flpton of tw 5knurane cozp~rny to provia
& r 'i~es. Urd.r 7SC"'Ii c-rnt r, cocu:eos, ttirminating pleazu
mutt prov~.de theQ lqancy with tho :nari of t~eirsurtr providing~
annuition within 30 cJaia ,aftar the finutl distribution of tho
plan's assets. PDC0 is n difyinq thhat procodu:* to rea'aire hat
the agency be e'iven that ior.tc prizir to the distribution of
the plan's asfiiu;. Thestt zoditi* prceciduras would covcr the
P3.-C'g current invgntoL-y of pe.-ing standard torrinations, azs
wall av future terLaczin. Y;l13C will raafr to PWBA casue where
ftarther inquiry tay be apovo;rlata under the fiduciar-y standards
of Title I of £R!SA. it Is im-crtant to note thett while PSOC
currently has. an inentor-y of 13, 000. standard torminztions
perndingf. subtanti ally louta than halt -preliui-nary data Indicate
apptox iately- 25%-,- of th.ese-cason-iLv lve tho-purchose-.of-
annluity' ontracts.. *,WBA: vilt3Kcongidsr thi'si referralss. n.
desterminiewvethr* 'an investig-ationA f Qi 66P apiahce 67 ith- ERISA:
fiduciary'standardo isdappropriate. In addition,-m PBGirgoing
to consider whether additional standards of insurer reliability
are needed In'connaction vitbttor pra-teraination review.

1: hav'i boen advised, by the :Exacutive D1rector-*ZtPGC that 0-
-thas. not.,had. ace' its IS-year history. of-'aV insurance -cozpany
:.te fillnig-and not paying ar'ui~es. I have been - urther-advised:
#-that no"evidenceexit as.that. Congressever intended ?SGC~tow5
"qUiient.. &anuities, anI ?DOC :c~v~n', pranuma tor such
liability. Under lon.1standirlq law, it-s hra ra v.tel '%'he
inuuranoe funds, and most: itateb hzuV' q.arantao funit. A fadaral
guarantee of arniuities would addl ten. of b.1lionn to tle S30a
billion in liabilities EGC already Insuvu.s. I balievb that the
actions that we aro %z'dr-. itnq w~ll reinfurzu tho obligation
plan fiduciaries have und~r EKISA w.hcn solec~inj insurance
companies. Whose wen !;:-d p.,,olems, wet will certainly take
;hatsver enforcement ctlone 4nciisstry.

I understand and share your --oncernx and wv111 %:eep your Comitte
advised of the rebultsi of our eriforcsrient efforts in this area.
In the om.antiae, if : can be of further aisistance, plnase to not
hesitate to let bie know.

Efizabe\h Dole
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DENNIS M. CRITES

The American Association of Retired Persons is pleased to testify before this com-
mittee on the issue of Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation (PBGC) protection of
retirement annuities issued by insurance companies. The Association believes that
PBGC insurance currently exists for pension payments whether they are made by a
pension fund or an insurance company.

BACKGROUND

As part of the overall thrust of ERISA to ensure pension benefits, the PBGC was
created to help guarantee that participants of defined-benefit pension plans would
not lose benefits in the case of plan terminations. The PBGC administers the termi-
nation insurance program established under Title IV of the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act (ERISA).

Pension reforms recently enacted restrict an employer's ability to terminate a
plan when there are insufficient funds (underfunded plans). If the employer can sat-
isfy certain financial hardship tests, the employer may qualify for a "distress" ter-
mination. The PBGC, taking trusteeship of the plan, will then pay benefits to plan
individuals (up to a statutory maximum amount). At the end of fiscal year 1989, the
PBGC had trusteed approximately 1500 underfunded terminated plans.

Title IV also permits a plan sponsor to terminate a plan which has sufficient
assets to cover all benefit liabilities. With limited exceptions (for roll-overs and lump
sum distributions provided under the plan), ERISA requires that a terminating plan
provide benefits by purchasing annuities for individuals under the plan. PBGC re-
ceived about 11,400 notices of standard terminations of fully funded plans in fiscal
year 1989. In addition, many ongoing plans purchase annuities for individuals at re-
tirement.

The Department of Labor has stated Feb. 12 letter to the Chairman of the Senate
Labor Subcommittee on Labor) that preliminary data indicate that PBGC currently
has an inventory of approximately 3500 standard terminations pending that involve
the purchase of annuity contracts.

In order to terminate a plan, the plan sponsor must give 60 days notice to partici-
pants of the proposed termination and give plan participants information as to their
benefit entitlements under the plan. The termination notice filed with the PBGC
must contain certain information, and during a 60 day waiting period following the
filing with PBGC, the PBGC is required to determine that the statutory require-
ments under Title IV are met.

This procedure, which applies in all standard terminations (where there are suffi-
cient assets to meet benefit liabilities), also applies in cases of terminations for re-
versions. The problem of terminations merely for the purpose of gaining access to
pl-n funds, a purpose inconsistent with ERISA's "exclusive benefit" rule and the
tax code's subsidized prefunding requirements, has exacerbated the number of plan
terminations and increased the purchase of annuities.

Since 1980, over 2000 large plans with reversions over $1 million have terminated.
Over 2 million plan participants have been affected; the majority of these individ-
uals receive their benefits through annuity payments. An additional large number
of small plans have terminated for reversions, although information for these plans
is not readily available.

ANNUITY PURCHASES--CURRENT SAFEGUARDS

Under current PBGC procedures, terminating plans must provide the agency with
the name of the insurer providing the annuity within 30 days of the asset distribu-
tion. PBGC is currently working with the Department of Labor (DoL) to modify the
procedure to require that the name of the insurer be given to PBGC for review

fore the distribution. This change is to apply to all pending and future termina-
tions.

The Association believes that this pre-termination review is essential to safeguard
the rights of plan participants. The choice of an insurance company is clearly sub-
ject to the current fiduciary provisions of Title I of ERISA. These fiduciary duties,
enforced by the Department of Labor, require the plan trustee to use care, skill,
prudence and diligence in choosing an insurance carrier. Title I also prohibits cer-
tain transactions involving pension assets that are not conducted at "arm's length."
These provisions must also be enforced by DoL to ensure proper dealing and prevent
conflicts-of-interest, thereb safeguarding the pension benefits of plan participants.

PBGC, in their review, should refer potential violations to the DoL, which should
then vigorously pursue compliance with the appropriate ERISA standards. In this
way, problems with insurance carriers may be avoided up front. Plan participants



should not have their retirement benefits subject to the insecurity of questionable
insurance companies.

ANNUITY PURCHASES-PBGC GUARANTEE

Even with improved standards for annuity purchases, some question whether
PBGC will continue to guarantee insurance annuities. The Association believes that
current law requires that PBGC continue to guarantee benefits in the event the in-
surance carrier can no longer meet their obligations. If this current guarantee is
deemed in question, the law should be clarified to ensure ongoing PBGC protection.

Under ERISA, the PBGC is given the following three explicit statutory purposes
under Section 4002(a):

(1) to encourage the continuation and maintenance of voluntary private pension
plans for the benefit of their participants,

(2) to provide for the timely and uninterrupted payment of pension benefits .
and

(3) to maintain premiums ... at the lowest level consistent with carrying out its
obligations.

Consistent with the thrust of ERISA in establishing PBGC to guarantee certain
benefit payments, and consistent with the PBGC's own mandate to ensure the
timely payment of benefits, current law requires the PBGC to insure benefits paid
through an insurance company annuity. It is incongruous to say this guarantee is
lost merely because an insurance carrier is the vehicle chosen to provide the guar-
anteed employer-provided benefits.

This understanding of current law was apparently shared by the PBGC itself in
regulations it issued in 1981 under 29 CFR Part 2615 (46 Fed. Reg. 9532, Jan. 28,
1981). The question was raised as to whether the PBGC "would provide benefits to
participants or beneficiaries of a terminated plan that closed out under a Notice of
Sufficiency if the insurance company from which annuity contracts had been pur-
chased should prove unable to meet its obligations." The relevant response was as
follows:

"... In fact, the reason insurance companies are so extensively regulated is
to ensure that their obligations can be satisfied. However, in the unlikely
event that an insurance company should fail and its obligations cannot be
satisfied (e.g. through a reinsurance systemn, the PBGC would provide the
necessan, benefits. "(emphasis added)

In addition, under the Single Employer Pension Plan Amendments Act
(SEPPAA), this position appears to have been reaffirmed by the Congress. Section
4041(b) (4), the section on continuing authority, states that " . . . A certification ...
shall not affect the (PBGC'S) obligations under Section 4022." (Section 4022 is the
ERISA section on guaranteed payment of benefits upon termination). The Confer-
ence report adopted explanatory committee report language which stated:

"Even if the plan administrator has certified to the PBGC that the assets of
the plan have been distributed so as to provide when due all benefit entitle-
ments and all other benefits to which assets are allocated under Section
4044, the PBGC is still obligated to guarantee the payment of benefits under
Section 4022 if it is subsequently determined that not all guaranteed benefits
were in fact distributed under a standard termination, and the contributing
sponsors of the plan and the members of their controlled groups do not
promptly provide for the payment of such benefits. (emphasis supplied)

The above statements of the PBGC in its own regulations, as well as the affirma-
tion in SEPPAA of continuing PBGC guarantees, simply buttresses the basic intent
of ERISA to insure that pension payments are made, and that the PBGC guarantee
the continued timely payment of benefits of certain plans regardless of the vehicle
of payment.

While no insurance carrier has yet failed to make an annuity payment, a number
of questions have arisen surrounding the financial soundness of certain insurers. In
particular, those with large holdings of high-yield "junk" bonds and/or troubled real
estate holdings or other declining investments may eventually experience problems.
While these companies may have been sound when chosen, later events may under-
mine benefit security. In addition, there is still the possibility that some question-
able insurance companies have been chosen to provide benefits, even if these in-
stances are limited to situations before stepped-up DoL enforcement.



IMPORTANCE OF PBGC GUARANTEE OF ANNUITIES

Given the number of questions raised recently regarding the fMnancial soundness
of certain insurance carriers, the affirmation of PBG guarantees becomes increas-
ingly important. State reinsurance guarantees currently exist in the event that an
insurance company cannot meet its obligations. However, according to PBGC, this
reinsurance system is limited to 44 states, and the guarantee arrangements have
limits and exclusions. In addition, these state reinsurance guarantees are generally
not financed with money up front, but are based on assessments on the industry
after a problem occurs.

For those states without a reinsurance system, such as California, pension benefi-
ciaries are clearly left with little protection if the PBGC does not also provide an
ultimate guarantee of benefit payment. In addition, while no problems have thus far
surfaced, it is not clear how effectively the various states with reinsurance guaran-
tees would react to a financial problem in the insurance industry.

In particular, the Association remains highly concerned with the trend towards
terminations for reversions and the resulting increase in the purchase of annuities.
This past decade has seen an unprecedented raid on pension assets. In these in-
stances, which have resulted in over $20 billion dollars stripped from pension plans,
employers generally terminate their plans and purchase annuities that pay benefits
earned only up to the day the plan terminates. Prrfunded assets that remain in the
tax-favored plan, once required for future retiremtat security, now revert to the em-
ployer...

By minimizing the cost of the annuities, the employer can thus maximize this re-
version. The employer, whose main purpose for the termination has been to recap-
ture funds, thus has a strong financial incentive to purchase the most inexpensive
annuities. This financial incentive for the employer may often result in pressure to
choose a cheaper-and less secure-insurance carrier, thus increasing the risk for
workers and retirees.

The Association strongly believes that pension terminations for reversions should
be restricted. Not only would this ensure continued funding stability, but it would
also better meet the retirement security needs of both workers and retirees.

PAYING FOR THE BENEFIT GUARANTEE

Given the Association's belief that current law requires the PBGC to insure bene-
fits provided through annuities (or that this benefit protection must be clarified),
the question arises as to whether PBGC must be further financed against this expo-
sure to risk. The PBGC has recently stated (in testimony before the House Employ-
ment and Housing Subcommittee, March 29) that "Congress has established premi-
ums based solely on PBGC's exposure from insufficient plans and failed sponsors
and not on any exposure that might result from annuities purchased by a terminat-
ing sufficient plan." If this is the case, then additional premiums may be warranted.

Assessing this risk may be difficult, since there is no evidence of any failure to
meet an insurance annuity payment. In addition, it can be argued that employers
who have paid into the insurance system over the years have already paid for con-
tinued PBGC protection.

In any event, the Association believes that state reinsurance systems should con-
tinue to be the first line of guarantee. Under state reinsurance arrangements, retir-
ees may also have a better chance of receiving their full pension promise, since the
PBGC has a statutory maximum guarantee. In order to further reduce PBGC expo-
sure, the law may need to be modified to require that any pension annuity be
backed-up by a state reinsurance guarantee.

Even with state reinsurance arrangements, the PBGC must remain the final line
of guarantee. The Association does not believe that pension funds should be re-
quired to pay twice for the same protection (the Association assumes the premium
increase, whether or not assessed on the employer or insurance carrier, will be
passed on to the pension fund). If risk still remains, however, then a premium
should be assessed. This premium could be paid by the ongoing plan in the case of
annuities purchased from an ongoing plan, or the additional premium could be as-
sessed at the time of the termination of the plan. The end result should be that re-
tirement benefits are ultimately secured by th e PBGC, which is adequately financed
to ensure continued timely payments.

CONCLUSION

The intent of ERISA to provide for continued benefit guarantees should not be
undermined simply because the payment is made through an insurance carrier.
While state reinsurance systems should remain the first guarantee of continued an-



nuity payments, the PBGC must continue it3 role as the ultimate guarantor that
benefit payments will be made. if additional PBGC premiums are required, then ap-
propriate assessments to ensure continued security should be established.

PREPARED STATEMENT Ov SENATOR DAVs DURENBERGER

Mr. Chairman, when Congress enacted ERISA in 1974, we sought to alleviate the
concerns of the working people of this country that when they retired the pension
promise made their employers would be fulfilled. As part of that commitment, we
created the Pension Benefit Guaranty Cororation to ensure that accrued pension
benefits would not evaporate because of the financial mismanagement of pension
funds or the economic deterioration of an industry.

The need for the PBGC guarantee program arose from cases like Studebaker
Packard which went out of business in the 1960's, leaving long service pension plan
participants with little or no retirement benefits. In my view, the guarantee pro-
gram has worked well for the nearly quarter of a million Americans whose benefits
would otherwise have been substantially reduced when their underfunded plans ter-
minated during the last 15 years.

But this hearing is not about underfunded pension plans. This hearing concerns
PBGC's guarantees relative to those plans that terminate with enough assets to
cover promised benefits, but which substitute an insurance company annuity for a
pension benefit. It is my understanding that more than 50 billion dollars in annuity
sales for the insurance industry have occurred over the last 15 years as a result of
pension terminations.

But what happens to the retiree, if the insurance company that sold the annuity
is not financially sound. What if the insurance company fails? Wouldn't that funda-
mentally undermine the Federal Government's 1974 commitment to insure pension
benefits?

It has been suggested by some commentators that the PBGC should be liable if an
insurance company that has issued termination annuities fails. As we all know from
esterday's floor debate on the S&L industry, the Federal Government does not
ave a stellar track record in insuring financial institutions, and I don't believe that

now is the time to talk about adding another "PacMan" to the U.S. Treasury. Cer-
tainly, any Federal guarantee of life insurance companies would require substantial
new PBGC premiums be assessed and that a new bureaucracy be established to reg-
ulate the investment and reserving practices of the insurance industry. I do not
think that such a step is either advisable or warranted at this time.

However, the PBGC's annuity purchase requirement has created a multi-billion
dollar market for the life insurance industry-a market that other financial institu-
tions such as banks and mutual funds cannot participate in. The industry should be
held to the highest standards in order to participate in this government sanctioned,
exclusive market. For this reason, I th-nk that PBGC's regulations should be
strength hened to permit only the strongest arid nost prudent insurance companies to
be allowed to issue termination annuities in the future. Such a step will further
assure American workers that their pensions will be paid when they reach retire-
ment.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMEs B. LOCKHART III

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me to appear before you today. I am
pleased to be here to discuss the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) and
pension annuities.

The PBGC was established under Title IV of the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) to insure private, defined benefit pension participants
against loss if their pension plan is terminated without adequate funding. The
PBC is by statute a self-financing, wholly owned Government Corporation that
provides vital insurance protection to nearly 40 million active and retired American
workers in about 100,000 defined benefit pension plans. Covered plans are required
by law to pay a premium that is the PBGC 's major source of revenue.

We take very seriously the mission that Congress gave us when establishing the
PBC in 1974. We even put the mission on the cover of this year's annual report. It
is:

(1) To encourage the growth of the private pension system.
(2) To ensure the timely payment of pensions.
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(3) To keep premiums at the lowest level consistent with carrying out our statuto-
ry obligations.

The best way for us to fulfill this mission and achieve our goal of reducing our
deficit is to manage the insurance program effectively and to prevent losses. As we
reported recently, in 1989 we had very strong revenues and profits because of excel-
lent investment results and moderate losses. We reduced our deficit by 30% from
$1.5 billion in 1988. However, PBGC's deficit still stands at $1 billion, and the pic-
ture could change dramatically depending on the outcome of our case against the
LTV Corporation, which is before the Supreme Court. A loss for PBGC could more
than double our deficit and, even worse, set the stage for "copy cat cases." We
expect the Court to rule by June.

As our 10 year forecasts in our 1989 annual report show, the PBGC's future is
difficult to predict. The range of our optimistic to pessimistic forecasts, from a sur-
plus of $1.5 billion' to a deficit of $7.9 billion, is almost $1 billion.

In order to prevent a large deficit, we have a strong loss prevention strategy
which uses the legislative tools Congress has given us, most recently in 1986 and
1987. These tools are supplemented by regulation, litigation and negotiations. The
loss prevention strategy has three elements:

(l Encouraging sponsors to better fund their plans and avoiding uncompensated
risks.

(2) Discouraging companies from terminating underfunded plans through tough
negotiation and litigation.

(3) Minimizing losses, if there is a termination, by increasing recoveries.
In the President's FY 1991 Budget, OMB Director Richard Darman discussed two

topics that bear directly upon PBGC, "hidden PACMEN" and "moral hazards."
They are closely related to our loss prevention strategy.

"Hidden PACMEN" refers to Federal liabilities that are not fully visible. The
PBGC insures $820 billion of defined benefit pension liabilities. The number is mas-
sive, but it should be remembered that these liabilities are backed first by well over
a trillion dollars in plan assets and then the net worth of their sponsors. The real
exposure to the PBGC is approximately $20-$30 billion in underfunded plans. Most
of these plans were underfunded when the PBGC was established. They are concen-
trated in the auto, steel and airline industries.

Although this exposure represents less than 4% of the total liabilities, it is large
in comparison to our annual premium income of $600 million. Our capacity to
absorb new losses is relatively limited. Therefore, it is critical that we make sure
the majority of this exposure never becomes losses.

A "moral hazard" occurs if the interests of the insured and the insurance compa-
ny are not aligned. An insured party may be willing to take a higher risk if he
knows that the insurance company will pay. A moral hazard also exists when a gov-
ernment insurance company insures losses over which it has no regulatory control.
As the Budget states, a " 'moral hazard' should be balanced by controls or offsetting
incentives.' Otherwise, perverse incentives are created that may seriously increase
our risk of losses.

With that background, I would now like to address the subject of annuities pur-
chased after a plan is terminated. The decline of the "junk bond" market and the
exposure of specific annuity companies to this market have raised the fear that an-
nuities purchased from insurance companies may leave retirees unprotected. We are
very concerned that retirees receive sound annuities, and we are taking steps to
ensure that happens. We are also concerned about the potential for another hidden
PACMAN. If the PBGC were to insure annuities against default, without proper
pricing of that insurance and regulatory control over insurance companies, we
would be exposed to severe risk of loss.

When a single-employer defined benefit pension plan terminates with enough
assets to provide all benefits, the law requires the plan administrator to provide an-
nuities from an insurance company to all participants and beneficiaries, except
those who elect a lump sum distribution or rollover. Many ongoing plans similarly
purchase annuities for participants when they retire.

The requirement to provide annuities initially was instituted by the PBGC as a
way to carry out Congress' mandate to plan administrators to make a final distribu-
tion of assets after plan termination. The PBGC adopted the annuity requirement so
that participants would have the option of receiving their benefits as a lifetime
monthly income rather than be required to take a lump sum cash payment.

PBG(7 feared that if participants elected a lump sum distribution, they would
spend it or invest it unwisely, jeopardizing their retirement income. Because of this
concern, PBGC's 1981 termination regulations required, if a plan offered forms of



distribution other than annuity contracts, that the plan administrator advise par-
ticipants of the potential risk inherent in alternative forms of distribution and that
PBGC did not insure that risk. In proposed regulations issued in September 1987
that would supersede the 1981 regulations, as well as in the recently issued stand-
ard termination forms, this requirement was deleted as inappropriately paternalis-
tic.

Another reason for the annuity purchase option was PBGC's belief that Congress
intended PBGC's insurance funds to be used only for plans that did not have suffi-
cient assets to provide guaranteed benefits, and not to provide annuities directly.
Also, we did not want to disrupt the private insurance market by mandating or per-
mitting the purchase of annuities from a government corporation.

In the 15 years of PBGC's existence, we know of no participant or beneficiary who
has lost benefits because of default by an insurance company on annuities pur-
chased upon plan termination. Insurance companies are subject to state regulation,
and 44 states have guarantee arrangements that protect annuities sold by insurers.
These guarantee arrangements are not not really pre-funded and have limits and ex-
clusions. Nonetheless, in the one case in which there was a major problem-Bald-
win United-the insurance industry and the State of Arkansas stepped in and made
certain that all holders of Baldwin United annuities would be paid in full.

When Congress revamped the single-employer insurance program in 1986, it in-
corporated PBGC's regulatory requirement for annuity purchases into Title IV's
statutory requirements. The law now requires that plan administrators purchase
annuities for all participants in plans terminating in a standard termination unless
the participant has elected another form of distribution. The annuity purchase re-
quirement applies whether or not there is a reversion of assets to the employer.

Congress established the PBGC to insure payment of benefits when a plan termi-
nates with assets insufficient to provide those benefits. The PBGC does not believe
that Title IV of ERISA authorizes us to use our insurance funds to guarantee annu-
ities purchased from insurance companies.

Title IV provides that the only "insurable event" is termination of a plan. When
an underfunded play terminates, PBGC is required to pay guaranteed benefits from
its funds. When a fully funded plan terminates in a standard termination, the plan
administrator is required to dilute plan assets in full satisfaction of all benefits. The
plan administrator must certify to PBGC that this distribution has been made.
There may be cases where a plan administrator certifies a distribution to be com-
plete, but a participant is overlooked or paid an incorrect amount. The law provides,
in section 4041(bX4), that the PBGC is responsible for payment of guaranteed bene-
fits if the plan administrator does not correct an error in distribution. It is the dis-
tribution of assets in the correct amount, and not the plan administrator's certifica-
tion, that extinguishes the guarantee.

Once the distribution is made, however, PBGC is no longer liable. The subsequent
failure of an insurance company is not an insurable event under the statutory
framework.

Congress has established premiums based solely on PBGC's exposure from insuffi-
cient plans and not on any exposure that might result from annuities purchased by
a terminating sufficient plan. If the PBGC were to insure annuities, it would be
guaranteeing additional benefits which we estimate may reach $50 billion. In addi-
tion, this insurance would give the sponsor a perverse incentive to buy the lowest
acceptable quality annuity to minimize the cost of the purchase or to maximize the
asset reversion. The insurance company could also be tempted to invest in higher
risk assets. As insurance companies are regulated by the states and not by the Fed-
eral government, the Federal government would have no power to regulate the an-
nuity c.mpany.

The difficulty of creating a sound Federal insurance program for annuity compa-
nies should not be underestimated. Some of the many issues that would have to be
addressed include:

How can we set premiums with no loss experience? Could they be risk adjust-
ed?

How do we identify and handle the $50 billion in annuities already in place?
How would we integrate a Federal program with the present state guarantee

arrangements?
What priority in bankruptcy should our claim against the insurance company

have? If we are to receive a priority, why not grant it directly to the individuals
who own the annuities instead?

What impact would our insurance have on behavior and the marketplace?



What guarantee limits should be set? If they are the same as in our present
program, will beneficiaries end up worse off?

It is our belief that the guarantee function is, therefore, best left at the state
level. To the extent these arrangements are felt not to be adequate, the states and
the industry should be encouraged to make the guarantee arrangements acceptable.

Our conclusion that Title IV does not authorize PBGC to guarantee benefits dis-
tribut,.d through the purchase of irrevocable commitments purchased from insur-
ance companies is based upon our legal analysis of the statute. Some earlier state-
ments were made without the benefit of this analysis. For example, in January
1981, in a preamble to-a-ragulation on termination procedures, the P1BGC responded
to a comment on an earlier version of the regulation by indicating that the agency
would pay guaranteed benefits if an insurer defaulted and the state insurance funds
did not cover the loss. -

After questions were raised about the statement. PBGC and the Administration
made a legislative proposal, in 1983 and 198.5. to add language to Title IV clarifying
that PBC(' did not guarantee against insurance company insolvency. The proposal
was not enacted. The 1983 legislative package that included this proposal died when
the 9Sth Congress ended its session without acting on it. The Administration's legis-
lative package was introduced again in 1985, as was this clarifying amendment, but
the bill that was ultimately enacted as SEPPAA did not include the clarifying lan-
guage PB1CC had proposed. While legislative history does not explain why the lan-
guage was dropped, we have no reason to believe that it was because it was consid-
ered to be incorrect. We do believe that if Congress had intended for PB(CC to insure
annuity companies that-are regulated by the States, it would have expressly said so
in the statute.

We want retirees to receive sound annuities. The purchase of annuities following
a plan termination is subject to the fiduciary provisions, including the prudence re-
quirement, of Title I of ERISA. These requirements are enforced by the Pension and
Welfare Benefits Administration. We are working closely with the PWBA to ensure
the integrity of the selection process.

The PBGC is responsible for processing standard terminations. The agency has
not imposed specific standards above those of Title 1. However, a case recently oc-
curred in which we did get involved in the annuity selection process. Coleman Coin-
panv had an application pending for a standard termination when the annuity com-
pany announced a large loss and was downgraded by the rating agencies. Ultimate-
I., Coleman agreed to buy the annuities from a very highly rated company instead.

We are working with PW3BA to ensure that the fiduciary standards are followed.
As a first step, we are requiring sponsors with pending termination applications to
inform us of the annuity company they will use before the termination is completed.
We will incorporate this requirement in the new regulations. P\WBA will investigate
where appropriate.

In addition, the PBGC and PW1A are considering standards for plan administra-
tors to follow in the selection of the insurance company. W are having discussions
with the credit rating agencies, the industry, the state regulators and the guarantee
funds.

The PBGC is committed to the long-term health of the private pension system.
We believe the appropriate role of the Federal government is to encourage sponsors
to prudently select insurers for pension annuities and to enforce standards. We do
not believe that another large risk fraught with moral hazard should be placed
upon the PBGC insurance program. We will remain tough in preventing unwarrant-
ed claims and protecting PBGC's and participants' interests when claims do occur.
Only in this way can we continue to protect the insurance fund and the nation's
retirees.

Thank you for the opportunity to speak before the ('ommittee. I welcome any
questions you may have.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICHARD V. MINCK

Good morning. My name is Richard Minck and I am an Executive Vice
President with the American Councii of Life Insurance. I am accompanied
today by Paul Reardon, Director, Investment Research. I appreciate this
opportunity to present the views of the ACLI on the security of retirement
annuities provided by life insurance cnpanies. The Council is the major
trade association of the life insurance business. The Council has a
membership of 616 life insurance companies which, in the aggregate, have
approximately 94 percent of the life insurance in force in the United States
and hold approximately 99 percent of the reserves for insured pension plans.

Introduction and Su rar

My comments deal with the current financial status of the life insur-
ance business and the protections that are in plice to ensure that we are
appropriat.-ly managing the money entrusted to us. I will also describe
current actions by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners
(NAIC) and the ACLI to determine if any added measures need to be taken to
protect the public's trust in us.

The life insurance and pension business is extremely competitive, and
thus all life insurance companies are not of the sare strength, size, and
financial condition. As is true in all segments of the business conimunity,
companies assess risk differently, and a small handful of companies may have
taken more risks than will turn cut to be wise. However, life insurers have
a long history of making conservative, long-term investments, and our invest-
ment portfolios are among the most widely diversified of any industry. I
strongly believe our industry is sound and secure, and some conclusions
being drawn from recent newspaper articles and testimony given at some Con-
gressional hearings are not appropriate. My testimony sets forth the rea-
sons why there is clearly no emergency which should cause Congress to take
action at this time.

FINANCIAL STRENGTH AND QUALITY OF INVESTMENTS IN THE BUSINESS

Any review of the financial strength of the life insurance business
must begin with an orientation overview of the quality of its assets and the
integrity of its investment practices. It is generally agreed among invest-
ment managers that the fixed-income bonds and mortgages invested in by life
insurance companies are very conservative investments. Generally, life
insurance ccernerclal mortgages 3re not made until properties are producing a
steady stream of income. Both mortgage borrowers and bond issuers are con-
tractually obligated to make periodic payments to life insurance companies.

Consider the life insu-ance industry investment portfolio. The bulk of
investments has -ormally been in fixed-income securities and mortgages which
generate a steady cash flow. For example, total corporate and government
bonds as a percent of total general account assets has not been less than 41
percent throughout the postwar period and stood at 57 percent in 1988.
Total investment in bonds plus mortgages was 87 percent of general account
assets in 1950 and 79 percent in 1988. Real estate holdings over the years
have been less than 5 percent of general account assets. Investment in
common and preferred stocks as a share of assets has never been higher than
7 percent in the last 45 years and was 5 percent in 1988. The common stock
share stood at only 4.1 percent at the end of 1988. Commercial mortgages,
which are backed by income-producing properties, comprise 92 percent of
total mortgage holdings.

As suggested above, the industry's investments are well diversified
with very small exposure to the volatility of the stock market. Commercial
mortgages are diversified across U.S. regions and types of properties. The
bond portfolios are diversified among government obligations, foreign govern-
ment bonds and corporate bonds. Corporate bonds are also diversified, not
only among companies and industries, but also by maturities.



The KAIC Securities Valuation Office (SVO) categorizes, by credit quali-
ty, all public and privately placed bonds held by life insurance companies.
The KAIC rating system is based on mechanical, financial tests, and their
ratings are only loosely correlated with corresponding ratings by the public
bond rating agencies. Bonds of the federal government End its agencies are
in an exempt category because there is no credit risk (II percent of general
account assets). The categories for other bonds are investment-grade,
noninvestment-grade average quality, noninvestment-grade below-average quali-
ty, and bonds in default.

Ownership of noninvestment-grade corporate bonds amcng our companies
has been limited. At the end of 1988 only 3.6 percent of general account
assets in member companies were in such noninvestment-grade bonds. Bonds in
default were less than one-eighth of one percent (.0012) af general account
assets. A large amount of noninvestment-grade bonds held by major life
insurance companies are private placement bonds, not public bonds. Life
insurance companies have been the biggest provider of privately placed loans
for many years. In comparison with public bonds, private placements provide
insurance companies with additional financial protections in the form of
covenants and collateral. Companies making these loans haye long experience
in evaluating these privately placed loans, and default experience has been
good. In the years from 1978 through 1988, the bond default rate as a per-
cent of general account assets went above one-fourth of one percent of the
general account only twice (.26% in 1983; .28% in 1987). Moreover, under
the Mandatory Securities Valuation Reserve (MSVR) requirements of the NAIC,
our companies are required to accumulate higher reserves against bonds with
higher credit risk.

A reasonable level of holdings of noninvestment-grade direct placements
and public bonds should not be of concern since, in any solvency threat, all
the assets of the general account and company surplus stand behind insurance
company guarantees. This will be explained further below.

With respect to the quality of life insurers' mortgage portfolios, the
average mortgage delinquency rate stood at 2.47 percent of the total mort-
gage portfolio at year-end 1989, the lowest level since year-end 1985. This
equates to slightly more than one-half of one percent of general account
assets. Most insurers with significant commercial mortgage holdings are
national lenders and are able to diversify both geographically and by proper-
ty type. One of the major problems of failed thrifts was that they were
mainly local lenders and could riot reduce their risks substantially through
regional diversification. In addition, the intermediate to long-term nature
of insurance company liabilities permits life insurance companies to provide
fixed-rate, long-term mortgages on leased properties already generating
income, instead of floating-rate construction loans which are inherently
more risky. Other financial institutions with short-term, variable-rate
liabilities provide these riskier short-term loans.

The recent downturn in the nonlnvestment-grade bond market does not
markedly impair the financial strength of the insurance industry. The indus-
try has shown its resilience in managing economic dislocation in its experi-
ence with weathering high inflation followed by deep economic recession.

Double-digit inflation and a deep recession in the years from the late
1970s through 1982 provided serious new challenges to the industry and its
investments. Those challenges did not seriously impair the financial
strength of the life insurance industry as a whole. In those years there
was a decline in margins on products being sold. At the same time, there
arose a threat of disintermediation, manifested in an increase in policy
loans at contractually guaranteed low interest rates which peaked at 10.1
percent of assets in 1981. Another challenge introduced at that time was
the growing range of interest-sensitive products which put furthe- pressure
on companies to earn high returns on investments.

The following measures of financial strength indicate that, in the
aggregate, companies remained sound during that trying period from the late
1970s into the Eighties. Bonds in default comprised .07 percent of general
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account assets at year-end 1979, peaked at .26 percent at year-end 1983, and
stood at .12 percent in 1988. Policy loans as a percent of general account
assets fell to 7.4 percent in 1985 and were down to 5.2 percent of assets in
1988. The industry's capitalization ratio, which was 6.7 percent in 1977,
stood at 7.1 at the end of 1988. Liquidity in terms of cash plus short-term
assets was 1.9 percent of assets in 1979; companies increased this to 4.2
percent in 1983, and it was 3.4 percent at year-end 1988.

Life insurance companies took major steps and have been very aggressive
in moving to improve matching of assets and liabilities. This can be seen
in the shortened maturities in their bond and mortgage portfolios in the
early 1980s. Bond acquisitions in over 10-year maturities fell from 85
percent of acquisitions in 1980 to 53 percent in 1983 and 36 percent in
1988. Similarly, the over 10-year share of mortgage acquisitions fell from
95 percent in 1980 to 48 percent in 1983 and 17 percent in 1988. This en-
abled companies to better match the maturities of their assets with maturi-
ties of their liabilities. The purpose of this has been to better manage
risk inherent in volatile market interest rate movements.

OVERVIEW OF GENERAL ACCOUNT OPERATIONS: HOW ANNUITANTS
ARE PROTECTED BY OPERATIONS OF LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES

An insurer's general account is most properly characterized as the
assets of a large and diversified operating business which primarily in-
volves the assumption and management of risks and other obligations in re-
turn for compensation. Assets in the general account are derived from all
classes of business, including life insurance, health insurance, and pen-
sions. In any solvency threatening environment, all general account assets,
including surplus, are available to support the insurer's liabilities. The
principal functions which an insurer must perform in managing its business,
including the investment and management of its assets, all require the insur-
er to consider and to balance corporate-wide objectives and constraints with
the objectives and constraints of particular contracts or classes of busi-
ness.

In managing its business, an insurer must perform several major func-
tions on an ongoing basis, including the selection and control of its insur-
ance risks ("underwriting"), investment and management of its assets, and
determination and allocation of its surplus. To varying extents, each of
these functions iP carried on with separate reference to the particular
classes of business which the insurer manages and the particular types of
risks assumed within each class of business. However, none of these func-
tions is caried out without careful consideration of the corporate-wide
objectives of the insurer, in particular: (1) the need to maintain suffi-
cient assets, surplus, and cash flow to meet all of its different obliga-
tions to its present and future contractholders and other constituents, ond
(2) the need to maintain equity among such contractholders and other con tit-
uents in terms of the considerations which it charges and the manner in
which surplus is allocated and distributed. There are tight controls on the
deposits and withdrawals that are permitted under most insurance and arnuity
contracts. For purposes of this testimony, we will concentrate on the in-
vestment function only.

A life insurance company must invest its funds so both its invediate
and long-term obligations can be met and its surplus may be increased.
Insurance companies seek to balance the traditional objectives of attaining
optimal portfolio yield, considering investment risk, and preserving princi-
pal and liquidity. The particular nature of an insurer's general account
and the obligations supported by its general account require the insurer to
take into account several considerations which are somewhat different from
the considerations of others such as investment advisors, trustees, or those
having no obligations other than to return to their beneficiaries or clients
a pro-rata portion of a specified pool of assets.

First, the general account investments of insurance companies are sub-
ject to state insurance regulations, which limit the types of investments an
insurer can make and require certain kinds of investment diversification.
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These regulations are primarily intended to ensure that the insurer can
satisfy all of its obligations. Moreover, in view of the fact that all of
the general account investments support all of the insurer's liabilities on
an unsegregated basis, such regulations are applicable to the insurer's
investments as a whole, and not to specific lines or classes of business.

Also, most of an insurer's obligations generally are of a medium-term
to long-term nature, and the considerations collected by the insurer to
support them will be sufficient only if the insurer earns investment income
and cash flow at an assume rate for an assumed period of time. Prudent
management requires the insurer to exercise sufficient conservatism in deter-
mining the investment assumptions to be used in managing its obligations.
These characteristics of their liabilities have caused life insurance corrpa-
nies to become primarily medium-term and long-term lenders. Earning a suffi-
cient return and cash flow to match their investment assumptions is a criti-
cal, if not the primary, investment objective.

HOW ANNUITANTS ARE PROTECTED BY STATE
REGULATION OF LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES

When assessing the safety and soundness of so-called 'close-out annui-
ties," careful scrutiny must be made of the current regulatory framework
which has been crafted to assure the safety and soundness of life insurance
companies. As has been noted by Secretary of Labor Elizabeth Dole, in the
15-year history of ERISA, there has never been an instance where an insur-
ance company failed to pay a pension annuity. The principal reason for this
flawless record has been the generally conservative management of life insur-
ance companies and their investment practices as described above. This has
been supported by state laws and regulations which serve to protect the
pension-annuitant through such mechanisms as financial examinations, regula-
tion of underlying investments and guaranty fund coverage. The following
sections will illustrate the array of state laws and regulations which pro-
vide substantial protections for insurance policyholders and annuitants.

Investment Laws. Each state in the country has a comprehensive statu-
tory framework governing the investment practices of its domestic insurers.
The objectives of this framework are well illustrated by the Wiscunsin insur-
ance Code:

"(a) Safety of principal, and to the extent consistent
therewith, maxi,-um yield and growth;

(b) Stability of value, except where higher risk and possi-
ble fluctuations of value are compensated by a coatrRnsurate
increase in yield and growth possibilities, and either special
reserves or surplus is available in sufficient amount to cover
reasonably foreseeable fluctuations in value;

(c) Sufficient liquidity to avoid the necessity in reason-
ably expected circumstances for selling assets at undue sacri-
fice;

(d) Reasonable diversification with respect to geographi-
cal area, industry, maturity, types of investment, individual
investment and other relevant variables; and

(e) Reasonable relationships between liabilities and as-
sets as to term ard nature."

The primary goals which these objectives seek to accomplish are preven-
tion of insolvency, maintaining sufficient liquidity, and earning reasonably
high returns which may be passed on to insureds in the form of reduced premi-
ums or larger dividends. Efforts to obtain these objectives and goals are
supported by extensive state regulation of the form and aiwunt of invest-
ments which may be made by insurance companies. Permissible investrents
(government securities, corporate securities, and real property) are set
forth by statute as are those investments which are flatly prohibited.
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These same statutes will also impose earnings tests for certain irvest-
ments (i.e., five percent of par value of a preferred stock over a
seven-year period) and quality requirements. A further control is the
imposition of limitations on the percentage of an insurer's assets which may
be placed in a certain category of investment, most frequently with regard
to common and preferred stocks and real property investments. Finally,
insurers are limited in the percentage of their total assets which may be
placed with one issuer, as well as the extent to which the insurer tay
control the stock of another corporation (often limited to 10 percent of
that corporation's stock).

Additionally, states will impose safety or quality restrictions on
various investments. Typically, secured loans will be limited to a certain
percentage of the collateral supporting the loan, and investments in certain
companies may be limited to firms over a certain size (i.e., assets of $25
to $50 million). The term of mortgages may be limited to the extent of a
leasehold security, a history of nondefault is required for investments in
corporations, and those investments may be limited by the length of exis-
tence of the corporation and/or a demonstrated earnings history.

State laws generally require that investments of a life insurance corpa-
ny be authorized or approved by the company's board of directors or a cormit-
tee of the board. While authority to make certain investments betwetn board
or committee meetings may be delegated to certain officers of such compa-
nies, the board or committee provides guidelines for and imposes significant
limitations on such delegated authority and (pursuant to law) requires that
all investments made under that authority be reported to the board or comit-
tee of the board. Meetings of the board or committee to review and apprcve
investments are held frequently -- at least once and, more generally, twice
a month.

Mandatory Deposits. Most states require that insurance companies
doing business within their borders maintain a deposit with the state in an
amount equal to the minimum capital required by that jurisdiction. Often
states defer to the deposit made with the insurance department of the state
of domicile. Conversely, states may, in certain circumstances, require that
companies post a special deposit for the security of policyholders residing
within that state. In either event, the torm of the deposit may be restrict-
ed to certain forms of investment. Finally, the department of insurance is
empowered to require adjustnnt of the deFosit amount to reflect increased
reserve liabilities of the life insurer.

Solvency Surveillance. Each insurer doing business within a state
must submit to the insurance commissioner an annual statement of its finan-
cial affairs in a form prescribed by the department which contains a compre-
hensive disclosure of all financial activities of the corporation during the
preceding year. The statement rust be verified by the officers of the corpo-
ration under oath and must also be filed with the NAIC. A significant num-
ber of states now require that these annual reports be submitted in computer
useable form (diskette) so that these data can be quickly entered into the
sophisticated data base mairlained by the NAIL. These data then become a
part of the Insurance Regulation Information System (IRIS) which compares
the operating results of the insurance company against numerous ratios which
serve as indicators to determine if the insurer has experienced any substanl-
tial deviations from industry norms. In the event that a company shows a
number of abnormal results, a special analysis is conducted by the NAIC to
determine whether there is cause for regulatory concern. The data and the
analytical conclusions are shared with state insurance departments for appro-
priate action.

In an increasing number of states, domestic insurers are also required
to submit comprehensive annual audited financial reports to the insurance
department. The report must address the financial condition of the company
for the preceding calendar year as well as the results of operations, cash
flow, and changes in capital arid surplus. Any differences between the annu-
al statement and the audited financial report must be reconciled. The inde-
pendent auditor must also furnish the insurance commissioner with an evalua-
tion of the insurer's system of internal accounting control, including any
proposed or implemented remedial actions.
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Financial Examinations. A state insurance department may examine the
affairs of any insurer doing business within its borders as it may deem
necessary. Moreover, every domestic insurer is subject to comprehensive
financial examinations whenever deemed necessary, and many states require
additional mandatory examinations on a periodic basis, usually no less fre-
quently than every three years. The examination is conducted by a team of
trained professionals, often representing more than one state Insurance
department. The examination is conducted in accordance with clearly estab-
lished guidelines which have been developed by the National Association of
Insurance Commissioners designed to explore every facet of the financial
affairs of the company under review. Upon completion of the examination, a
full report on the condition of the insurance company is made to the domes-
tic insurance department and the insurance company after which the examina-
tion report is reviewed so that-action can be taken as the ccxrissioner may
deem pertinent.

lnsolvencx Proceedinqs. In the rare event that a company is deemed
to be financially impaired, the insurance commissioner may conserve, rehabil-
itate or liquidate the corporation. If it is not possible to rehabilitate
or conserve the company and it becomes necessary to liquidate the company,
the reporting and examination procedures outlined above ensure that a compa-
ny which becomes subject to the supervision of the insurance commissioner
will, nonetheless, have substantial assets from which to meet a sizeable
percentage of the obligations of that insurer. In fact, the estate of the
insolvent insurer will be distributed under an order of priority established
by state statute. Typically, this order of distribution places policyhold-
ers in a preferred priority. The order of distribution requires costs and
expenses of administration to be paid from the estate followed by debts due
to employees for services rendered (with limits) as the only claims which
precede those of policyholders. The NAIC Model Act grants policyholder
claims a higher priority than the claims of federal, state or local govern-
ments, geiieral creditors and claims of shareholders or other owners.

The difference between the funds available for distribution in the
liquidation process and the amount of claims of policyholders is addressed

in 45 states by the state guaranty association. Under this mechanism, all
insurers doing business in the state will be assessed a portion of the defi-
cit which must be met in order to satisfy policyholder claims. The extent
of protection afforded by this system is typically up to $100,000 of the
present value of an annuity for each annuitant of the insolvent insurer.

The states generally specify one of two forms of coverage: "residents
only" and "state of company domicile." Under the "residents only" approach,
the state guaranty association will provide coverage for all residents of
that state, regardless of the domicile of the insolvent company. Under the
"state of company domicile" approach, the guaranty association in the state
where the insolvent company is domiciled will cover all insureds of that
company, regardless of their state of residence. It is important to note
that, if the insolvent insurer is domiciled in a state which does not have a
guaranty association, policyholders residing in any state which has a guaran-
ty association would receive coverage by that guaranty association.

Clearly, the combination of statutory protections (priority of claims
against the insolvent insurer and guaranty association assessments) and
sound, practical dealings by the liquidator provides a very substantial
"safety net" for life insurance and annuity policyholders.

CURRENT ACTION BY THE AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LIFE INSURANCE AND
THE NAIC TO IMPROVE PROTECTION OF ANNUITANTS AND POLICYHOLDERS

Moreover, even given the substantial protections afforded under the
current system, this system is not static. Investment laws are under con-
stant review and are amended to reflect changing market conditions. Techno-
logical advances continue to make it possible to refine the financial exami-
nation and reporting process in order to further enhance the ability of
individual states to share information and expertise and thereby to further
strengthen financial surveillance of insurers. The NAIC has placed solvency
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issues at the top of its regulatory agenda. A recently developed set of
financial regulation standards has been defined by the NAIC for use by indi-
vidual states in undertaking their solvency surveillance duties. The NAIC
is also carefully scrutinizing recently emerging surplus financing mecha-
nisms as well as the impact of reinsurance transactions on company solven-
cy.

The ACLI has also placed a very high priority on the question of life
insurance company solvency by the appointment of a board level task force on
solvency concerns. The objectives of the task force are to review the solid-
ity and solvency of the life insurance industry in recent years to determine
if a solvency problem exists today (and to what extent) and to identify any
changes necessary to reduce the likelihood of future insolvencies in the
life insurance industry. Substantial work has already been done toward
achieving these objectives dnd a final report will be completed before the
end of this yeor.

Conclusion

As our testimony has indicated, while there may be some areas that need
to be closely monitored, there is no current financial crisis in the lie
insurance business. At the time ERISA was passed in 1974, there were no
problems with pension benefits being paid by life insurance companies under
annuity contracts to retirees and beneficiaries. Moreover, since the enact-
ment of ERISA almost 16 years ago and through today, not one retiree or
beneficiary has failed to receive every penny of pension annuity benefits
promised by life insurance companies.

Many factors are responsible for this track record:
-- The life insurance business has a long history, which continues

today, of conservative investments to back its guarantees. More-
over, its investments are well diversified to prevent undue exposure
to regional or market sector problems. Below investment-grade corpo-
rate bonds, while having a legitimate role in an investment portfo-
lio, represent only a very small percentage of total industry assets.

The life insurance business also has a history of being quick to
adapt to changing economic conditions. It came through the trou-
bling economic conditions of the late 1970s and early 1980s in good
financial shape.

-- The very nature of the insurance company promise, which is to back
its guarantees with all its general account assets, including sur-
plus, gives policyholders a high degree of protection.

The safety and soundness of the life insurance business is but-
tressed by state laws and regulations to protect policyholders
through such programs as financial examinations, regulation of in-
vestment practices, and guaranty fund coverage.

We, of course, cannot guarantee a perfect record for all time. But
there is clearly no immediate crisis and no need for Congress to take precip-
itous action which could cause significant, and most likely, needless dislo-
cations in our business. Instead, time should be taken to determine if a
problem really exists and, if so, to define it and design an appropriate
response. We do not think this very necessary analysis has yet been done.
The results of our CEO Group's study will be a valuable contribution to this
process.

Thank you for the opportunity to present the views of the ACLI on this
very important subject. If you have any questions, we will be glad to at-
tempt to answer them.
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STATEMENT OF THE C&B CONSULTING GROUP

C&B Consulting Group, a division of Conoon and Black Corporation, is an employee benefits
consulting firm with a national client base. We ar pleased that the Senate Finance Subcommittee
on Private RetirementPlans and Oversight of the Internal Revenue Service is studying the growing
complexity of rules governing the private pension plan system. As consultants for a wide variety
of plans -- including those maintained by corporations, governmental units and tax-exempt entities,
as well as multiemployer plans -- we arm alarmed at the accelerating complexity of plan
administration resulting from legislation aimed at employee benefit plans over the past decade. We
would like to take this opportunity to point out a few examples of the needlessly burdensome
consequences recent legislation has had on pension plan administration (illustrated in some cases
by actual circumstances faced by our clients), as well as suggest possible alternatives for the
future.

Introduction

In recent years, legislation governing pension plans has been driven by two or three very different
policy initiatives. One of the major thrusts in pension legislation involves protection of employee
fights to pensions, with particular emphasis on attempting to prevent discrimination in favor of
highly paid plat participants and increasing portability of benefits. There have also been attempts
to encourage expanded pension coverage in the U.S. work force.

On the other hand, pension legisla. ion has also been shaped to a great extent by revenue
considerations. The tax incentives that serve as the foundation to our private pension system have
been an inviting target in these revenue sensitive times.

These policy objectives are not fundamentally compatible. In our view, the gradual ir.plementation
of these disparate objectives over the past decade has created an administrative nightmare that
threat ns the long-term health of our private pension system. No one's interests are served if the
exorbitant cost of attempting to comply with burdensome, contradictory (and sometimes unknown)
requirements deters employers from maintaining pension programs that contribute significantly to
the well-being of employees in their retirement years. Each year, employers face increasing
administrative costs associated solely with compliance with changes in the law. This is money that
could be better spent on pension benefit improvements or other employee beikfit plans.

Anticipation of Legislative Impact

Employee benefits legislation that seems like a good idea on paper sometimes creates practical
administrative problems that make it difficult, if not impossible for employers to comply with the
law. The impact of §89 was an obvious case in point; however, this problem is often felt in many
other ways in the employee benefits are& Frequently, complex rules designed to prcvent specific
abusive practices by a minority of plan sponsors cause unintended (and unforeseen) hardships for
the majority of plans that are not abusive in any way.

While it is difficult to foresee all of the implications proposed legislation may have, efforts to
thoroughly investigate possible "side effects" in this area serve as an important safeguard

Quarterly Contribution Rules -- One example of the difficulties faced by many of our
clients has been in the operation of the quarterly contribution rules. In 1987, Congress
passed legislation requiring quarterly contributions to pension plans (later clarified to apply
only to defined benefit plans). This legislation was enacted to accelerate funding by
preventing plan sponsors from delaying until 8 1/2 months afier the end of a plan year to
make a required contribution. While we understand that ensuring adequate funding of
plans is an important policy objective, the quarterly contribution rules have placed
unnecessary burdens on those plans which are making an effort to maintain their funded
status.

(62)
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Many spomxs of defined benefit plans "ypica- .y make annual contributions that exceed the
minimum contribution required under 0 12 of the Code. The higher contributions are often
motivated primanly by benefit security considerations rather than increased employer tax
deductions. Regardless of the motivation, well funded plans frequently become
constrained by the "full funding limitation" of Code §4l2(cX7). Because of favorable
actuarial experience and as a result of the sensitivity of full funding limitation threshold
(e'peciasly after full funding was modified by OBRA '87), contributions are frequently
limited by the full funding limitation for a plan year immediately following a year for which
the limit did not apply. Quarterly contributions for plans in this situation are particularly
trouble sor.

Because of the time and resources needed to compile employee data and perform actuarial
valuations, plan year contribution requirements gene,'ally are not known when the first
quarterly contributions for a plan year become due. As a result, the first (and perhaps
subsequent) quarterly contribution(s) must be determined based on the funding
requirements for the preceding year, as is permitted under OBRA '87. If it turns out that
the full funding limit applies where it did not in the preceding year, the plan may have been
foived to make a nondeductible contribution. Such a contribution generates a recurring
penalty tax until it can be deducted .- which for some plans may be years down the road.

%i hile the IRS has established a procedure for revoking a nondeductible contribution in t,;s
situation, the procedure is sufficiently burdensome that very few plans have opted to taki.
advantage of it. The procedure, as described in Revenue Procedure 89-35, requires
collection and submission to the IRS of a substantial amount of material intended to
demonstrate the nondeductibility of the contributions involved. In addition, certification by
an enrolled actuary and payment of a user fee are involved. For many plan sponsors, it is
simply cheaper to pay the penalty tax than to recover the no,,deductible contribution. In
effect, these plan sponsors pay a tax for making a good faith effort to comply with the law.

One alternative left to plan sponsors wary of the burdens imposed by making nondeductible
contributions is to simply not make quarterly contributions while they await the results of
the current year's valuation report. If it later turns out that a quarterly contribution was due
under the new valuation, the plan sponsor will be in violation of ERISA unless proper
written notice of the missed contribution was given to each participant within sixty days of
the due date. The penalty for failure to properly notify is up to $100 per day per
participant. In many cases, the maximum penalty would be much larger than the required
contribution for the entire year. The threat of such a penalty essentially forces employers to
notify participants that they may be missing a quarterly contribution -- even though the
company has no way of knowing whether the contribution is even due for the year.

If participants are properly notified under ERISA, the only penalty for a late quarterly
contribution involves additional interest payments to the plan. For those plan. sponsors for
whom notification would not create a serious employee relations problem -- generally very
small employers .- the only hardship this penalty imposes is increased complexity in
minimum funding contribution calculations. In some respects, the added burden of
computing quarterly contribution amounts and cutting quarterly checks is as much of a
hardship as the penalties imposed for failure to make the required inst.Nllments.

While it was only a short-term problem, the fact that 1989 plan year quarterly contribution
amounts were due before the full 1988 contribution has been a source of considerable
confusion for plan sponsors.

Real world examples

One large man~lacturing corporation with with over 20,000 employees
maintained a number of separate defined benefit plans which were merged
in 1989. Only one of the pre-merger plans ws not fullyunded in 1988.
While the consolidated plan was almost certain to befullyf/wndedfor
1989, there was no way to be sure before 1989 quarterly contributions
became duefor the 1 989 plan year (because of time corstro:,as in
producing a 1989 valuation). Nevertheless, the company felt obligated to
make a quarterly contribution on the basis of the 1988 minimum funding
requirementsfor the non.fully funded plan in order to be confident of
compliance with the quarterly contribution rules. As a result, the
company was penalized for its good faith compliance effort with all of the
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headaches associated with having nondeductible contribuions in the plan.
Moreover, the consolidated plan is expected to remain fullyisded for a
number of years.

An integrated defined bent plan 's formula required major changes to
satisfy TRA "86 requirements. The plan made its first nto 1989 quarterly
contributions on the basis of 1988 plan year fwiding requirements. By
the due datefor tht third quarterly contribution, the plan sponsor had
tentatively selected a new plan design tc e effective 1.1-89 in accordance
with the requirements of TRA '86, and preliminary studies indicated that
the plan would befullyfiunded for 1989 on the basis of the new plan
design. Based on this irormanon and concern about nondeductible
contributions, the plan sponsor did not make the third quarterly
contribution. Actua valuation rzsulu for 1989, however, later indicated
that the plan waw not fully f-uLed for 1989. The plan was not in
compliance with quarterly contribution requirements directly as a result of
the unpredictable nature of the fullfunding limitation.

In total, problems that have been and wiU continue to be associated with the quarterly
contributions certainly raise the questions of whether the intended result was worth the
trouble caused.

Interest Rate Assumptions for Employee Contributions -. OBRA '87 also
changed the requirements for determining employer-purchased benefits (which am typically
subject to vesting requieents) in a contributory defined benefit pension plan. These
rules, which were clarified in IRS guidance issued in Spring 1989, apply to the benefits of
contributory plan participants terminating after the start of the 1988 plan year.

These rules were significantly revised in a "technical correction" in OBRA '89. While the
changes would not have been particularly burdensome if implemented initially under OBRA
'87, the fact that the rules are to be applied retroactively to the beginning of the 1988 plan
year is a nightmare for contributory plan adminisuators.

Real world example

* One largee corporation maintains a contributory defined benefit plan.
Several thousand employees terminate employment each year. Upon
termination, vested benefits are calculated and communicated to each
former employee. Since the beginning of the 1988 plan year, these
calculations have been made in accordance with the OBRA "87 rules. The
1989 IRS guidance on this topic conirmed that the procedures used by
the company were in accordance with the statute.

In order to comply with the OBRA '89 calculation rules, calculations will
have to be redone for all employees who terminated employment since
January 1, 1988. The company has over 30 separate plant locations and
plan admUnistration functions are not centralized.

To further complicate matters, the revised statutory requirements for the
calculations are not entirely clear. The company does not expect clarifying
guidance from the IRS anytime soon. Taking into account all factors, the
company has elected, at least for the im being, not to recalculate benefits
for employees who terminated after 1987. The company will reevaluate
this position once IRS guidance on the new requirements is issued, rather
than risk having to undertake a second recalculation of benefitu for several
thousand employees.

Return of Excess Contributions .. To prevent excessive discrimination in 401(k) and
other individual account plans, Congress imposed limits on before tax-and after-tax
contributions available to highly compensated employees. The limits are dictated by the
level of participation of nonhighly compensated employees.

It is fairly common for these limits to be exceeded in any given plan year. In accordance
with regulations, excess amounts an typically refunded to highly compn sated employees
during the 2 1/2 month period following the pla yea to avoid penp!:y taxes to both the
employee aLid empoyer.



The refund amounts are often very small. The cost of processing refunds for the company
(cutting refund checks, tax reporting, etc.) often greatly excoeod the amount of the refund.

Real world example

A company maintains a 401(k) plan. Upon performing an actual deferral
percentage (ADP) test on elective deferrals at the end of the plan year, the
plan typically has to process several hundred refids of $2.00 or less.
The conipany esiams that each refiund costs the c,' '~pny about $7.00 to
process.

This problemcan be fixed. For example, return of de minimis amounts of excess
contributions could be waived based on reasonable expectations of refund processing
costs. Perhaps more importantly, this problem could have been avoided in the fust place if
fundamental practical issues had been anticipated in either the legislative or regulatory
process.

Guidance Needed for Implementation

Plan sponsors rely heavily on guidance from the IRS, DOL and PBGC for the operational rules
necessary to comply with pension plan statutes within the lntenal Revenue Code and ERISA.
Repeated changes in pension law over the last decade have made it difficult for these regulatory
bodies to issue necessary guidance on a timely basis. As a result, plan sponsors have frequently
found themselves attempting to comply with newly effective laws without adequate guidance.
While plans are not usually penalized for attempting "good faith compliance" in implementing
administrative procedures, it is often quite expensive sorting through possible compliance
alternatives. Moreover, plan sponsors are often forced to modify their "good faith" approaches
when guidance does become available, resulting in even greater expense.

Unfortunately, the cumulative effect of the many changes in the Isw is that conscientious
employers who make an effort to comply with the rules on a timely basis are penalized for their
efforts with added administrative burdens and constant changes .o plan provisions. Those which
simply ignore the law until regulations are finalized ar rewarded by avoiding what often rums out
to be useless (and costly) administrative activity during the interim period.

The Confernce Committee Report on the Pension Protection Act of 1987 required issuance
of regulations providing rules concerning the full funding limitation of IRC §412(cX7) by
August 15, 1988. These rules have significant impact on the amount of deductible
contributions available to many plans, effective for all plan years beginning after 1987. No
such guidance has been forthcoming, even in this instance where guidance was explicitly
mandated by Congress. Plan funding calculations for 1988 and 1989 plan years have been
made on a "best guess" basis, without benefit of a precise definition of "current liability" or
specific amoirtization periods for certain aspects of the required calculations. Considerable
effort was required to analyze toe statute and develop reasonable interpretations of the
requiiernents. Timely issuance of guidance as required by law would have prevented this
problem.

In many cases, temporary or incomplete guidance has been as trouble,-.. a5 no guidance
at all. IRS rules on permitted disparity (integration) serve as an example of tbs problem.
Proposed IRS regulations to §4010) effectively did away with benefit fonr. ,as that
explicitly offset Social Security benefits. Statements by IRS staffers suggested that there
would be no way for these plans to demonstrate nondiscrimination on the basis of plan
design. As a result, many sponsors substantially redesigned their integrated plans so that
nondiscrmination could be demonstrated through compliance with §4O 1). Actuarial
studies analyzing the cost of overhauling benefit formulas represent a significant cost to
plan sponsors, especially smaller ones.

A year and a half after issuance of the proposed regulations (:ffecdve for the 1989 plan
year), the Service is now suggesting that the issue of Social Security offset formulas willlikely be revisited, and that it will be possible to demonstrate that these formulas are
nondiscriminatory without specifically testing the employee group. As a result, plan
sponsors who reied on tentative pronouncements may have needlessly spent time and
resources to substantially rework pension formulas which were presumably designed in the
first place to satisfy specific objectives of the employer.
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Real world example

One large company relied on the §401() regulations and IRS verbal
pronouncements about the fate of Social Security offset plans and
redesigned its defiru, benef& plan accordingly. Because the contpany felt
in was fair to cut back future accruals of some oq its most valued
employees, the formula redesign directly resulted in an annual increase in
required contribions of $600,000 (in 1989 dollars). This increase
represented about 20% of total anuwal company costs for the plan. Now,
it appears that by waiting, the plan could have retained a formula much
like the original offset formula and still satisfy nondiscrunination
requirements on a design basis. While final rules are not yet available, it
appears that the company could have spared itse~f substantial ongoing cost
by taking the seemingly irresponsible approach of delaying action with the
hope of regulatory relief.

As enacted under TRA '86, §401(aX26) (minimum participation rules) did not include any
accommodation of plans assumed by an employer though the acquisition of other
companies. Vigilant plan sponsors who antcipated 1401(aX26) problems for acquired
plans took remedial action in 1988 in advance of legislation and regulations which
ultimately provided significant relief in this area.

Real world example

* A company heavily involved in acquisitions sponsored a large number of
plans formerly maintained by acquired companies. In response to the
original TRA '86 statutory requirements, the company determined that the
acquired plans wouldfail §401(a)(26) as of January 1. 1989, unless they
were merged so that a stficient number of employees could be vieioed ,s
"participating" in the consolidated plan. TAMRA and proposed
regulations (which came out in late 1988 and early 1989 respectively)
provided transition rulesfor acquisition situations. As a result, the
company wasted time and money on an unnecessary plan consolidation.

Not all delays and gaps in regulatory guidance can be attributed to overload caused by repeated
changes in tax and labor law affecting pension plans. For example, the Department of Ubor has
been notoriously slow, even in promulgating regulations under ERISA as it was enacted in 1974.
Nevertheless, frequent changes in pension law have certainly exacerbated this problem.

Regulatory Restraint

In many cases, pension legislation has been intentionally vague, leaving the details to be filled in
by regulation. The ensuing problems resulting from delayed guidance have already been outlined
above. Another problem is the free reign that loosely drafted legislation provides regulators.

A case in point is the minimum parucipation rules of §401(aX26). While the statute calls
for compliance on a plan-by-plan basis, the statute also leaves room for the Secretary of the
Treasury to apply §401(aX26) to separate benefit structures within a plan. In its proposed
regulations to §401(aX26). the Service took full advantage of this latitude, identifying a
myriad of separate benefit structures to be individually tested. As a result, many larger
plans with special features designed to meet the needs of subsets of the employee group
faced significant redesign or temiination.

As in the case of Social Security offset plans, the IRS is apparently bowing to public
pressure and rethinking its position on §401(aX26) (some have called §401(aX26) the
pension equivalent of p89). In sone instances, pension plans were actually terminated
solely because of perceived §401(aX26) probkms that will eventually turn out to be benign
under future guidance -- a result clearly in conflict with growing Congressional concern
over the n,.,nber of plan terminations during the last decade.
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Real world example

An example of the obviously unintended effects of §401(aX26) involves a
nonintegrated defined benefit plan that %,s modified in 1984 to become
integrated. Since this change would reducefaure benefit accruals for low paid
employees, the plan sponsor decided to preserve the nonintegratedformula for the
future accruals of employees working at the rime of the plan change. Now that
§401(aK26) has come along, this grandfather " formula is doomed o fail once
the covered group dwindles due to attrition. Under IRS rules, the plan will be
forced to shw off a benefit formula now maintained exclusively to the advantage
of the lowest paid employees-- most of whom earn less than $30,000 per year.

Coordination of Guidance

A particularly frustrating problem for plan sponsors is lack of consistency in guidance promulgated
by different regulatory concerns. Sponsors occasionally face conflicting requirements, and ae put
in the position of willfully violating one set of rules as a direct result of compliance with other
requirements.

Plans which offer loans to participants are facing this kind of dilemma. Recent Departrnent
of Labor regulations (and foUow up guidance) generally prohibit restricting a loan progam
to active participants. (Plans typically have limited loans to the active participant group to
facilitate repayment through payroll deduction.) On the other hand, the DOL rules only
require extending the loan program to inactive "parties in interest."

The IRS is apparently going to take a dim view of plans that make loans available to
inactive parties in interest while exclt'xing ozer inactive participants. Their objections are
based on the fact that inactive parties in interest are almost exclusively former highly
compensated employees. The lack of coordination between the IRS and the DOL on this
issue, however, may by default require plans with loan programs to make loans available to
all inactive participants.

This is not a desirable result for plans with loan programs, since it complicates
administration and raises loan security issues. Nevertheless, this requirement would be
easier for plans to accommodate if it was an explicit requirement of either the IRS or DOL
rules, rather than an implicit requirement resulting from the interrelation of the rules of
these organizations. If left uncorrected, this situation will likely result in few plans making
loans available. This may be detrimental to participants from a retirement security
standpoint because unlike withdrawals, loans amounts are repaid to the plan and remain
available for retirement.

As another example, PBGC requirements for processing a plan termination are structured
so that a plan is supposed to be closed out and assets distributed before an IRS
determination letter is likely to be issued. Very few plan sponsors wou,.i be comfortable
finalizing a plan termination without final blessing from the IRS. While coordination of the
PBGC and IRS procedures at plan termination is apparently going to be addressed, it is
unfortunate that such a difficult situation was created in the first place.

Transition Problems

The scatter gun approach to pension legislation in the 1980s has left most plans in a constant state
of transition. Repeated changes in basic plan requirements have created the need for repeated
modifications to plan documents and summary plan descriptions. Since careful and conscientious
plan sponsors seek IRS approval of plan language changes, frequent plan language changes are
costly, especially in our new "user fee" environment.

h s helpful that plan changes required by the 1986 Tax Reform Act and subsequent legislation
have been lumped together for amendment due date purposes. Fortunately, plans have also been
given liberal remedial amendment periods for completion of consolidated amendments to plans.
This current period of limbo, however, a necessary state for many plans as a result of limited
guidance in some areas, creates additional headaches for plan sponsors.

In response to anti-cutback requirements for accrued benefits imposed by Code Section
41 l(d)(6), the IRS created a series of transition "model amendent" approaches. Plan
sponsors were instructed to adopt one of a number of transition amendment approaches to
address the possible technk:al violation of anti-cutback rules during the period between the
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effective dates of required plan changes and the ultmate amendment of plans.
(Impermissible cutbacks would be considered to occur if a plan benefit or allocation
formula provided reduced benefits on an ongoing basis after being reurocuvely modified to
comply with new rules.)

The IRS views these temporary amendments as a necessary response to conflicting
statutory requirements. However, due to the timing and lack of clarity of the guidance (the
rules have come out in a pieceneafashion), many-plan sponsors have had difficulty
coping with the transition amendment rules. The problems are made worse by the fact that
the transition period has become considerably longer than was contemplated when the
transitional amendment requirements were first put forth.

The fact that many plans are operating in compliance with stattory and regulatcty
requirements without the benefit of written plan language consistent with thafo idon is a
troublesocne concept It is clear that the interests of plan participants are not being served
when all of the critical aspects of their retirement programs are not commited to writing.
Certainly, the situation opens up plan sponsors to legal action by employees who press
their rights to proper notification of plan provisions. It is very difficult for plan sponsors to
know what to do in an environment where they cannot finalize plan provisions due to lack
of guidance or anticipation of changes in requirements.

A Need for Vision

Congress needs to take into account the prevailing standards of business operation in designing
rules applied in the employee benefits area. Recent legislation has focused on identifying highly
compensated employees for nondiscrimination testing and defining compensation for plan
purposes. Factoring compensation into employee benefit rules requires a sensitivity to the payroll
practices and limitations of employers.

Developing a workable set of definitions and parameters for use in the employee benefits ,a and
remaining committed to those concepts would go a long way toward providing some stability in the
benefits area. As the following char demonstrates, there ae still four different definitions of high
paid employees for use in welfare plan nondiscrimination testing. These definitions should be
standardized so that employ rsh Lw are nor providing disriminatory benefits -- would
be able to perform nondiscirf-natiori testing efficiently, and spend their energies providing
employees with the benefits they need to insure their well-being and retirement security.

Comparison of Definitions of "Highly Compensated
Employees" for Nondiscrimination Testing

Group Term Life Medical Plans Cafeteria Plans Dependent Care Plans
Insurance (same as qualified plans)

"Key Employees. Highly Compensated "Highly Compensated "Highly Compensated
Employees" Group" Employees"

5% owners 10% shareholders 5% shareholders 5% owners

Officers earning 5 highest paid Officers Officers earning more
more than $51,291 officers than $51,291 (1990)
(1990)

10 employees Highest paid 25% Highly compensated Employees earning
earning more than of all employees employees more than $85,485
$30,000 (1990) and (1989)
owning largest
interests in employer

1% owners earning Dependents and Employees earning
more than $150,000 spouses of the more than $56,990

categories above (1990) and in the top
paid group
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While the preceding eunvle does not directly involve pension plans, the definition described in
the fourth colunim of the chart does apply to pension plans (1414(q)), as does a different definition
of "key employee" for purposes of detamning top-heavy status under Code 1416. Ideally,
sponsors of both pension and welfare plans should Ib able to demonstrate nondiscrimiation for all
benefit progrars on the basis of a single determination of the highly paid group of employees.

Conclusion

The situations described in this discussion are not intended to represert a comprehensive list of
problems affecting pension plans. Rather, they are intended to give members of the Subcomminee
a flavor of the tremendous hardships faced by plan sponsors that can be attributed to the
remarkably complicated state of legislation and regulation in this area.

The nation's private pension system se,-ves a critical dual role in our economy. Not only do
pension plans serve as a primary source of income for the nation's older citizens (along with Social
security and, to a lesser extent, private savings), pension plan assets are one of the largest sources

of investment and savings in the economy. Furthermore, the role of the private pension system in
our economy should be expected to increase in significance as our population continues to age.

In order to ensure the continued health and growth of the pension system, Congress needs to adopt
a comprehensive, long-term approach to pension legislation. The public policy issues surrounding
the pension area -- coverage, non-discrimination, portability of benefits, security of assets --
deserve to be addressed from the standpoint of a focused, coordinated approach. Policy objectives
should be identified and implementd as a coherent package. The traditional approach of tackling
these important issues on a piecemeal basis through attachment to unrelated legislation has created
many of the vexing problems that serve to dissuade employers from continuing to sponsor existing
plans or establishing new ones. If the private pension system is to be viewed as a long-term asset
and major engine of the U.S. economy, legislation in this area should be afforded the undivided
attention it deserves.

Such a long-range approach to legislation in any area would be challenging, even under the best of
circumstances. Current federal deficit concerns make this approach even nor difficult in an area
so imbued with tax incentives. Continued tinkering with the tax incentives built into the private
pension system may seem tice a painless way to gea :rate needed federal revenues. Congress
must, however, continue to carefully consider the tu cats this approach to legislation pose to the
stability of our nation's pension plans.

As a practical matter, Congress must be cognizant o" the administrative burdens created by any
legislative changes in the pension area. We think the following steps would greatly ease the
financial and resource burdens which seem to go hand in hand with any changes in pension
legislation.

Pension legislation should be considered separately, on its own merits, outside of the
annual budget reconciliation process. Several states have recently passed laws that forbid
the consideration by the state legislature of a new "mandated benefit" in the health insurance
field without an accompanying "cost-benefit" analysis of the effects of the bill. Perhaps a
requirement of this kind could be implemented at the federal level with respect to changes in
employee benefits law.

Congress should actively seek additional input from professional organizations working in
the pension area (American Academy of Actuaries. American Society of Pension Actuaries,
Association of Private Pension and Welfare Plans, Society of Actuaries, etc.), as well as
from individual professionals with expertise, in the formative stage of pension legislation.

New legislation affecting pension plans should no( become effective until final guidance is
promulgated by the responsible agency (IRS, DOL, PBGC, etc.).

Coordination ang regulatory agencies should be mandated when legislative changes
affect areas of shared regulatory jurisdiction (such as the IRS and DOL in the area of plan
loans). Guidance in such instances should be issued jointly by the agencies involved.

C&B Consulting Group thanks the Subcorrmittee for the opportunity to express its views on the
very important topic of pension simplification.
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STATEMENT OF THE INT:RNATIONAIL UNION, UNITED AUTOMOBII., AEROSPACE AND
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT WORKERS OF AMERICA (UAWV)

This statement is submitted on behalf of the International Union. United Auto-
mobile, Aerospace and Agricultural Implement Workers of America (UAV). The
UAW represents 1. million active and retired workers, most of whom are covered
under negotiated single-employer defined benefit pension plans.

The UAW commends Chairman Bentsen for holding hearings on the issue of
whether benefits payable under retirement annuities provided by insurance compa-
nies are guaranteed by the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC1 under the
pension plan termination insurance program established under Title IV of the Em-
ployee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 iERISA). We are deeply concerned
about recent statements by the Secretary of Labor and the PBGC which suggest
that retirement annuities may not be guaranteed by the PBGC. In our view, this
represents an outrageous attempt to evade their responsibilities tinder current law.
Retirement annuities have always been covered under the pension plan termination
insurance program. This was confirmed in regulations issued by the PBGC in 1981,
And it was reconfirmed in the provisions added by the Single-Employer Pension
Plan Amendments Act of 19S6 iSEPPAA . Thus, we urge the Finance Committee
and the entire ('ongress to reject the new interpretation by the Secretary of Labor
and the PB(3C, and to take whatever steps may be necessary to establish that iuler
current I a - benefits payable under retirement annuities provided by insurance com-
panies are already guaranteed by the PI3G('.

Under the pension plan termination insurance program as it was originally struc-
tured under ERISA, a plan administrator was required to file a notice of intent to
terminate a pension plan ten days prior to the proposed termination. After receiv-
ing this notice, the PII(' was then required to determine whether the plan con-
tained sufficient assets to pay all guaranteed benefits. If the plan was clearly insuf-
ficient, the PB(C was required to place the plan into trusteeship (i.e., to take over
the operations of plan . and to guarantee certain benefits payable under the plan. If
the plan was not clearly insufficient, the plan administrator was required to provide
certain information to the PBOC demonstrating that the value of the plans assets
exceeded the liability for guaranteed benefits. If, on the basis of this information,
the PBG(" was able to conclude that the plan did in fact contain sufficient assets to
pay all guaranteed benefits, the IPBlOC would then issue a notice of sufficiency.
Upon receipt of the notice of sufficiency, the plan administrator was permitted to
proceed to close out the plan. See Section .1)-11 of ERISA, 29 .1.S.C. §13-1.

In order to provide guidance to plan administrators, the PBO(' issued regulations
on January 28, 19,1 dealing with the determination of plan sufficiency and the ter-
mination of sulfficient plans. See 29 ('FR Part 26;15. 46i Federal Registrar 9532, Janu-
ary 28, 19S1. A copy" of these regulations is attached These regulations specifically
provided that if benefits under a plan were payable in an annuity form, then upon
the termination of the plan those benefits still had to be provided to participants in
annuity form. either by the PBC or through the purchase of annuity contracts
from an insurer, unless the participants elected another form nf distribution provid-
ed by the plan. The regulations insisted on this annuity require, ent in order to fur-
ther one of the fundamental purposes of the termination insurance program: that is,
providing for the timely and uninterrupted payment of pension benefits.

When this annuity requirement was first suggested by the PBGC in its proposed
regulations, several'commentators expressed concern about the possibility that an
insurer might become insolvent. These commentators specifically inquired whether
the PBGC would guarantee benefits in situations where a terminated plan was
closed out under a notice of sufficiency, annuity contracts were purchased from an
insurer, and the insurer subsequently became insolvent and was unable to meet its
obligations. In the final regulations the PBGC responded to these concerns by stat-
ing that there was little risk that insurers would become insolvent, and by reassur-
ing the commentators that if this occurred the PBGC would still guarantee the pen-
sion benefits.

The preamble to the final regulations specifically states:
Two comments that addressed the requirement that annuity contracts be

purchased from an insurer were concerned about the possibility comments
expressed uncertainty as to wh(-ther the P13GC would provide benefits to
participants or beneficiaries of a terminated plan that closed out under a
Notice of Sufficiency if the insurance company from which annuity con-
tracts had been purchased should prove to be unable to meet its obligations.
The PBGC does not believe that the concern expressed by the comments is
warranted.



Under the regulation. an "insurer" is "a company authorized to do busi-
ness as an insurance carrier under the laws of a State or the District of
Columbia" (§2615.2). Such companies are subject to strict statutory require-
ments and administrative supervision. In fact, the reaso'- insurance compa-
nies are so extensively regulated is to ensure that their obligations can be
satisfied. Htou'ever. in the unlikely event than an insurance company should
fail and its obligations cannot be satisfied (e.g.. through a reinsurance
s*%stem) the PBG(C would provide the necessary benefits. (emphasis supplied)

Thus, the PBGC's own regulations made it clear that benefits payable under retire-
ment annuities provided by an insurance company are guaranteed by the PBGC
under the termination insurance program.

The procedures originally established under ERISA for terminating sufficient
plans were criticized by employers and plan administrators for being unnecessarily
complex and burdensome. In particular, there were complaints that it took the
PBGC too long to issue a notice of sufficiency. even in situations where pension
plans clearly had sufficient assets to pay all benefits. Thus, the distribution of assets
and the closing out of these plans were often delayed unnecessarily.

To remedy these problems, tile Single-Employer Pension Plan Amendments Act of
1986 (SEPPAAj established a streamlined procedure, known as a "standard termina-
tion," for terminating sufficient plans. Under this new procedure, plan administra-
tors are simply required to submit a private actuarial certification that the assets of
a plan are sufficient to pay all benefits. Upon receipt of this certification, the PBGC
has sixty days to issue a notice of noncompliance if it has any doubts about the suf-
ficiency of a plan (or if the plan administrator has failed io comply with any other
requirements for the plan termination. If the PBGC dues not issue a notice of non-
compliance within sixty days, the plan administrator may proceed to close out the
plan by making a final distribution of assets. This final distribution of assets may be
accomplished through the purchase of annuities or through other mechanisms. The
plan administrator must then certify to the PBC(' within 30 days that the plan
assets have been distributed so as to pay all benefit liabilities under the plan. See
Section .1041(b) of ERISA, 29 U.S.C. §1341(b).

When these new streamlined procedures were being considered, a que-t~on was
raised about whether the PBGC would continue to guarantee benefits in situations
where a plan was terminated in a standard termination, the plan assets were dis-
tributed by purchasing retirement annuities from an insurer, and the insurer subse-
quently became insolvent. Under the streamlined procedures, the PBGC's ability to
review the distribution of plan assets, including the purchase of annuities from an
insurer, would be diminished. The labor movement and other groups expressed con-
cern that some employers might abuse the streamlined procedures by purchasing
annuities from a "fly-by-night" insurance company which might be offering attrac-
tive rates on retirement annuities). If the insurer subsequently became insolvent,
there was concern that the participants and beneficiaries should not be left without
any protection.

To make sure that the streamlined procedures for terminating sufficient plans
under a "standard termination" did not leave participants and beneficiaries unpro-
tected, the House Education and Labor Committee included a provision, Section
4041 bx4), which specifically stated:

(4) Continuing authority.-Nothing in this section shall be construed to pre-
clude the continued exercise by the corporation after the termination date
of a plan terminated in a standard termination under this subsection, of its
authority under Section 4003 with respect to matters relating to the termi-
nation. A certification under paragraph ,*JB shall not affect the corpora-
tion 's obligations under Section 4022. (emphasis supplied)

The report filed by the Education and Labor Committee described the purpose of
this provision as follows:

Under the bill, the PBGC retains its existing authority under Section
4003: of ERISA to conduct audits of plans, both prior to and after the termi-
nation of a plan. Even if the plan administrator has certified to the PBGC
that the assets of the plan have been distributed so as to provide when due
all benefit entitlements and all other benefits to which assets are allocated
under Section 4044, the PBGC is still obligated to guarantee the payment of
benefits under Section 4022 if it is subsequently determined that not all
guaranteed benefits were in fact distributed under a standard termination
and the contributing sponsors of the plan and the members of their con-
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trolled groups do not promptly provide for the payment of such benefits.
(emphasis supplied)

Significantly, the conference report on SEPPAA adopted this provision in the Edu-
cation and Labor Committee bill. Copies of the relevant portions of the Education
and Labor Committee and Conference Committee reports are attached.

The language in Section 4041b)(4), coupled with the description of this provision
in the report filed by the Education and Labor Committee, make it clear that the
benefits provided under retirement annuities are still guaranteed by the PBGC.
Even though a plan administrator hai certified under a standard termination that
plan assets have been distributed so as to satisfy all benefit liabilities under the

lan, this still does not affect the PBGC's obligation to guarantee benefits under
tion 4022. If it subsequently turns out, due to the insolvency of an insurance

company or some other reason, that all benefit liabilities were not in fact satisfied,
tben the PBGC is still obligated to guarantee the payment of the benefits in the
event the employer does not promptly make up any shortfall Thus, employers
cannot abuse the streamlined procedures under a standard termination by purchas-
ing annuities from some fly-by-night insurance company. If the insurance company
subsequently becomes insolvent, the PBGC is still obligated to guarantee those bene-
fits.

During consideration of SEPPAA, the PBGC tried to get an amendment which
would have expressly exempted benefits provided under annuity contracts from the
termination insurance program. The Administration submitted a detailed package
of prorw,:i.s for amending the termination insurance program to Congress on July 3,

.representative Roukema subsequently introduced a bill (H.R. 2995) on July 15
which incorporated verbatim all of these proposals. Significantly, Section 112(a) of
this bill would have amended Section 4005 bX2) of ERISA t29 U.S.C. §1305(bx2)),
which deals with how the PBGC's funds can be spent, to specifically provide that:

no amount in such fund shall be available to pay benefits in the event of
the insolvency of an insurance company with respect to an insurance con-
tract. (emphasis supplied)

See Section 112(a) of H.R. 2995, 99th Congress, 1st Session (July 15, 1985). This pro-
posed amendment was rejected by Congress (even though other changes were made
in Section 4005,bX2) of ERISA). The fact that the Administration, through Repre-
sentative Roukema, proposed this amendment demonstrates that it believed retire-
ment annuities were guaranteed by the PBCC under pre-existing law. Furthermore,
the fact that Congress rejected this amendment in favor of the provision contained
in the Education and Labor Cormmittee bill reinforces the conclusion that retire-
ment annuities must be guaranteed by the PBCC under current law.

In attempting to evade their responsibilities under current law, the Secretary of
Labor and the PBCC have raised a number of bogus arguments. In a letter to Sena-
tor Metzenbaum dated February 12, 1990, Secretary Dole stated:

I have been advised by the Executive Director of PBCC that PBCC has not
had a case in its 15-year history of an insurance company failing and not
paying annuities. I have been further advised that no evidence exists that
Congress ever intended PBCC to guarantee annuities, and PBCC receives
no premiums for such liability. Under longstanding law, states have regu-
lated the insurance funds, and most states have guarantee funds. A Federal
guarantee of annuities would add tens of billions to the $800 billion in li-
abilities PBCC already insures. I believe that the actions that we are under-
taking will reinforce the obligation plan fiduciaries have under ERISA
when selecting insurance companies. Where we find problems, we will cer-
tainly take whatever enforcement actions are necessary.

A copy of this letter is attached.
The assertion that "no evidence exists that Congress ever intended PBCC to guar-

antee annuities" is simply incorrect. As previously indicated, the inclusion of Sec-
tion 4041(bx4) in SEPPAA and the description of this provision in the report filed by
the Education and Labor Committee, along with the rejection of the provision con-
tained in the bill introduced by Representative Roukema, clearly demonstrates that
Congress did in fact intend for retirement annuities to be guaranteed under the ter-
mination insurance program.

The assertion that a "Federal guarantee of annuities would add tens of billions to
the $800 billion in liabilities PBCC already insures" is also misleading. As Secretary
Dole admits in her letter, the PBCC has never had a case in its 15 year history
where an insurance company failed to pay benefits under an annuity contract.
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Thus, the PBCC's exposure will not be increased significantly by having to guaran-
tee retirement annuities. There is very little risk that insurers will be unable to
meet their obligations under annuity contracts.

The assertion that "PBCC receives no premiums for such liability" is simply
beside the point. Whenever a pension plan is terminated, the plan sponsor stops
paying premiums to the PBCC, regardless of the manner in which plan assets are
distributed. No premiums are paid when plan assets are distributed by purchasing
retirement annuities. But it is equally true that no premiums are paid when plan
assets are distributed through lump sum payments or through a wasting trust.
Since the PBCC continues to guarantee the payment of pension benefits when assets
are distributed through a wasting trust or lump sum payments, they should also
guarantee premium benefits when assets are distributed through the purchase of re-
tirement annuities.'

As a matter of policy, there is simply no reason why the protection afforded to
participants and beneficiaries under the pension plan termination insurance pro-
gram should depend on the manner in which plan assets are distributed. After all,
the participants and beneficiaries have no control over this decision. It is entirely
within the control of the plan administrator usually the employer). Furthermore,
the manner in which plan assets are distributed does not affect the amount of bene-
fits to which participants and beneficiaries are entitled under a plan. They will still
have the same years of service, the same pension credits, etc. Thus, the expectation
that they will receive their retirement benefits is just as legitimate.

Requiring that the PBCC to guarantee pension benefits payable under retirement
annuities does not mean that participants and beneficiaries will be receiving "free"
insurance coverage. The insurance protection was previously paid for through the
premiums which the plan sponsor paid to the PBCC prior to the termination of the
pension plan.

If the PBCC guarantee were to be eliminated for retirement annuities, this would
open a huge loophole in the termination insurance program. Employers would have
an incentive to distribute plan assets by purchasing annuities from fly-by-night in-
surance companies offering above market rates. When these insurers subsequently
became insolvent, the participants and beneficiaries would be left without anypro-
tection, and the employers would be off the hook. The net result is that the PCC
guarantee would be made meaningless.

The PBCC is not simply a private insurance company. It was established by Con-
gress in order "to provide for the timely and uninterrupted payment of pension ben-
efits to participants and beneficiaries" under terminated plans. See Section 402(aX2)
of ERISA, 29 U.S.C. §1302(aX2L. In order to carry out this Congressional purpose, the
PBCC must guarantee pension benefits whenever a pension plan is terminated, re-
gardless of the manner in which plan assets are distributed.

In conclusion, the UAW commends the Finance Committee for holding hearings
on the question of whether pension benefits payable under retirement annuities are
guaranteed by the PBCC. We strongly object to recent statements by the Secretary
of Labor and the PBCC which suggest that such benefits are not guaranteed. The
PBCC's own regulations, as well as the language and legislative history of SEPPAA,
clearly demonstrate that retirement annuities are guaranteed by the PBCC. Accord-

In an ongoing pension plan, the plan sponsor pays premiums to the PB(CC on behalf of all
participants. This should be true regardless of where the plan assets are invested S nee annuity
contracts issued by an insurer are simply one place plan assets can be invested, the ilan sponsor
should continue to pav premiums to the P13CC on behalf of all participants in an ongoing plan,
even when their benefits are covered under a annuity contract purchased from an insurer.

Of course, conceptually theic is no reason why plan sponsors (or insurers' could not also be
required to continue paying premiums to the PBGC after a plan termiration. This would simply
be one means of extending the revenue base supporting the pension plan termination insurance
program (rather than simply raising the level of premiums paid by plan sponsors). However, if
Congress should decide to pursue this concept, the UAW urges the House and Senate to consider
carefully all of the ramifications. For example, it would be important to explore whether the
obligation to pay premiums can be extended to situations where plan assets are distributed
through a wasting trust or in the form of lump sum payments. as well as situations where re-
tirement annuities are purchased from an insurer This would be necessary in order to maintain
a "level playing field, and avoid creating a disincentive for the purchase of annuities. It would
also be important to explore whether the obligation to pay premiums should be extended to in-
sufficient, as well as sufficient plans Otherwise, there might be an incentive for plan sponsors
not to fully fund their plans prior to a plan termination

The UAW wishes to underscore, however, that the PB('C is alreadlv required to guarantee
pension benefits payable under retirement annuities under current /alo. Thus, this issue should
not be linked or made contingent upon whether the obligation to pay premiums to the PBCC is
extended to terminated plans



ingly, the UAW urges this Committee and the entire Congress to take whatever
steps are necessary to reconfirm that retirement annuities are in fact guaranteed
unde-r the pension plan termination insurance program.

The UJAW appreciates the opportunity to present our views on this important
issue. We look forward to working with the Committee as it deals with this issue.
Thank you.
Attachments.
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DeteruItNeSMn Of Mar 11uftcWAy Md
TerrAte of Mwtk*lrt Plane
ASW"Y P406108 IenfitI GU.Btity
Corporaion.
AortO Fnal Rule.
IumaARVI l1i revlatiou ywescrtes the
conditions under which the Peasion
Benefit Guraty Corporaton (the
'P8CC) will Issue a Notice of
6&1flieny to the ptan. admrinistrator of
a toronua a" P An and theI ruleIs lot
wiridittg up teaffawr of the pan.
Soctao 4041 of the Znyaloyee Retiement

o,,sndd by the Mllmplcysr Panaslon

"Aci-) pravide. that if a ttain

Sufficienc to the plaza adnanistra Lt.
Section 4041 of the Act fther proy.1de
that a plan admIAlUertot who recelve a
Note of Suftcency may proceed %aith
the terwilaton of the pla i n a Mau"e
constsen with $4utte C of M~te IV of
the Act, This rejasation Is necessary
because the Adt doesn not ostab~ish
procedures either for dettrz-An
whether a plan is ouffident or (or
wIndilnj up the afft i of the plan. The
wraended affect of this reulation Ls to
p rovide procdures fat the orderly ad
efficlent temunsatiof 0*riafltt plAM.
and to eiMM that $Aeceray a
participant at benefciary %Ith a benefit
ptyeoble as a anty u.%dsr a
Ientmmahn1 plan will rec*4%ve his or hor
benft III Me Annuity form specified ilk
the plant tlvouh a fud1 mediume that
will ase totmely cd unintiaied
payment.
VMev"v DAvtI February V. ML61

joineI st SaffAttorney. MU~e of the

Cuermuity Corpondton. suite, "ft km2
K Street. N.W. Waahlnt.6% D. 2M00
(M0) 154-1010
SUMWYMY M~OO~MA~

Beehpmmd
On Noember & 9Lte PC

phabUlltd In the lederaegister.
proposd re~ulaslo *a -etermlnatio
of Platt Sucitncy uad TerAmino *I
Sufficient Plans" (41 FR 4MU04 .The
proposed regulaion set forth g
procedure for datermwni whether the
isUEst hekd under a tormiasin plem& i
alca.ted In acordanoa with setuon
404 of the Ac'. arn suffient to

discharg wha due all obliptlos af
the Plan wtth re peel to bagic banafite.
The prMPoe also get forth a Procedure
for MiA"1 up the Mflin of asasftent

On iaumvyB. 11Me the PC

the r"041 418111e with th oondit'ou
und or which the P3CC will presida the
eday retirement benefit of a partcpant
in a suffic~ant p4LAl who had not retIre
before the plan termInated (4u FR 1&u).
ThuI reason fW mai~ln the eatty
retiremeUnt VVI fina at that tiM wan
that a number ofI Ian rndmI.lstratmr
who had lreceiva Notice of
Sufficiecyc were unable ot unwiLMn to

cls au h plan either because they
could tot obtain bid.. for the ea*l
retirement benefts, or the bide they
obtained were unreasonable.
Accordnly, the P3CC issued the final
rule on earl re tire menti benefi ts and
continued its review of the ramla of

7u MWhacopleted that review
whi-ch Included careful consldanatio of
the numerous m et onA C the proposal
receved bomt the public. The final
reqllaton eot forth tn this document

diersubstantively from the proposal
in eevarai reepectm many of thoe
changes have been made in, response to
the comments. Additlons~y, comes coo
substanive clia nee have bee made
that the P9C= bellevee stmpLily and

aISMMIy War*f the regulation.
AJ.o ocaq"e have bee msa Ii

the substance of Ueealy retireamt
reta tibet the "na rqultion ae

pbs*'on January t1IM31s bettg
reOteed by this document fQr the
prpose. of AlMPltycn the eeAy
reirmen t rul and of incorpora tinj Ln
O- Ir MMrt a U rules o4
Deterination o PAA Sufficlercy an
Terw~atiols of ISificit i Plne

to the d16M 1uoa that follows.
rorefece ane to sectIin the I al
regulation wales. otherwise lasted.
Overview% of tha e kegla"o

In order to make t~e reWula &a
cleu as possible "nd to accommodate
eabetati changs frm thepopsl
tbe PSGC has rctured thWAa
regulatlnes. Utlils the vproeal the Anal

Uco~d U divwded tnto lowr tubeats
W~par A am &amtheen##A" us
pre'VisLwna o*(the regulatiumncul
ruae for detemnin whethera an
GAdm1ftttracr must follow the Po~a
set F"6t In Subpau 8 for darlsvtn
SMIvfidery.3bpartAprolde sa -s
"Gt] ta Upon reoetpt of a
plait. the P9CC *iU determe, on the
beU of all the facce and circumetinme
of the case, whether the planei cslary

insuftooL Uf the plant Is cearlAy
tnP.Mcia. the P5CC wtl teusea
Nolle of ab~ity to tarmme
Sufmceacy to the plu~ dilutr
and peood to plans Wh plA Into
twutscshwp Uithe plan las not clegary
IiteaAnL the plan idolhistr as
requird to follow the pmoedure Icc
dueaatrmtM oaafldeney set formb tn

upar 3P~rest the pocedure for
dsMotS tretin U whether a P1Wla wI be
sruffilet an the date the plusa assets
are diebributed Bseecly. a pl&ai
admInistrator awst demonstrate
whether the value of the assets expected
to b e vailable for allocatiort on the
intended date of distribul;Jon equals or
exeeds the estimated liability of the
plan top benefi n pnculty catei~es I
through 4 uj of QhatI da te to order to
determine, the value af annuity benefits,
the plan admn~istrator Is requre to
obtain a bid thom an insura to praii.
thoce beneLs A plan ada~nsutrr
who suceasafiallcoomplote the

Cocedar Nfotie b Subpart 8 will
wtll than ewoe out thlpa nd
accordace %with Subpart C. A plan
administrator who s auble to
demonstrate safcoecy wIll) be isaued a
Notes of InabtLty to Determane
Sufllrdncy. and the P9CC vwlU priced
to Ole the Ola Lto trteaship frt

the procedures fot clsng out a plan that
ia uAdmin stratot most follow upon
reeipt of a Notce@ of Sufficiency. WiL'ttn
go dAysafta the dataeothe Nate.s the
pla adminIstrato must distribute the
planaseeta. puMIhas fom an Insure
at 0"ntract or ciantreota to pm vi de
annuity benefits. Ithe plan
administrator finds that puan &sae art
noot adequate to provide all bansfits In
puloaly ceteoslee I through 4. be Or she
may take no further elono to aloe out
the plan and mnust not*f the P1C

ImmedItl Upon recept of the noties.
the PCwllrervoke the Notice of
3 iftcency "nd put thes Ft"z Into
truseshipl.

Subpart D prescribes the 0onditiolu
ueder which the P4a ad&Initratot of.I
WnderA ft that is 01o11. out

arraVg far the P9CC to beoe
=*~bl fot the payment of early

atbeuiefts.
'uPon AmGoera Pres1eloac

ArIPW W ncSaw~
proposed I 26151() described the

sMop of the regUlatn The P8CC he I
this" provweon to maks, clear

t~ regulations dos rMo apply to
multiemplaYe penelon plane This
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chuta wss made La llghl of tbe "ca.,
nacunw af the W. aplr Ptoa0
Plan Anivaeta AV t f 19ft which so
altered 14e "ansd coneequacess of
p&An tormlaa don to mueiplos
P!1An that the rules 8et foeth In ti
ietulidoa ea Wnpipm"ts to
faultleMpl plan teruttons
DetemmoA Upon RAsoe of Nodc
of Mu..' To Teiwwsnie

Proposed 112W1&4 Lad MaS I
discribed the circustatas under
which the P8CC would issue a Notice of
noabLuty to Determitne Svftceny of a

Notice of Sofacloncy to the plan
adwaitwor of a wirminea n la 141
the nteAroet Of smimpUctry, the Pecc his
rewrinin &Ad restructured the relevant
Frea.Ort

Sectaon M64(at) proides. as a
genart rule, that Upon rtcpt of A
-Notice of Intent to TWWWWO a apIAI. the
P9CC wW~ detemia#. on the basis of &Ul
the facts end cirruetAnces of the caseo
whether the plLO is cILA l nufflcleAL
Uf the P9CC determtneas that tl. pa ta
clearly Ins-tL.cleAt. the PSCC tissue
* Notic.. of Lnabtlaty to Detaronist
S-afficlacy to the pLA admnImastwra o
( IS~.a~) The plan will then be

pcd ntNusshp. ad PBGC wil
asasume- tb e obll a ticno an
ruatrutteed beonef t s anis"the photo
a accord amce wi th r. te IV of the Act

It the pIla Is not ciee&AY Laulfcient.
the P9CC will dL-ta the pLan
adinialstitof to foWow the pioedure
set forth Lo Subpart 5 of the regulatoo
(or demooetratg whether Wh planwill,
be suiffcteot (I 20115J(axll

Prpoed I ZSI4(b) provided that the
;Ila aa dnaLws W uwo of 4 cla erly
no4fficant pLan could within to days

%fter riceivizo the Nodie of Wnbilty to
Oelermr--to Sdcyiq notfy the PC
Of his Or heitntion to chAllenge t"
PISCa daeirwavion by followuij the
procedure for demonstretin eidflrtacy
set forth A Propos~ed I 2611.1d). The
P13CC he e'uriostbd this provisoto
LUae fnarst lation. In ditwarr~l
watether a Plan* te deejly nsamfcieot.
the P9CC Will tAkeInt account 411 Of

terelevant fact szad circa uimvutacs of
the case. Incdudi mcaket condltioca
and t # cost of purchasing anulie
fron an tnavje. The PSCC beloeves that
this bread approach will ensrure that the
P9CC wil not dtermine that a plan io
cleer(y Insufficient uniteee to s cera
that tlie plan will cot be able to provide
the nteeseery benefits. To permit a plan
adrvasrotot to attempt to demonstrate
*u/fcocy wbt it U clam thAi the
eh'mpt wo i alwould reisali in
Innictory, deay and would expose
the P9CC to the risk of abeottang post.

t I MIA& d On ie&eae A M the kalSW Of
plan aslots.

Lke the prtnoesi the ftnal repletin
sets forth a specal rmo applicable to
Plate that ae" no pati~paas entitled
to receive beaeill t nprioity cattoe
I thrt 4 (prp 1261 !A
I Wa5.3(bfl. obn the P1CC recive. a
Notice of Intent to Termingato sach a
plan the PDCC will not reqiall the plan
admialsitre to follow the pWocedar
set forth to Subpart 8 of the regulation
for deansirat"n whether the plan wWl
be rJffcient. Reathar. thePGC wWl
issue a Notice of UNMcmocy to the plan
adzainlstror dirttIng teplan
admialetratoir to diribo IA Ases An d
wrid up the affetro of the ple n
accardazre with Subpa." C of the
rrglstioc.

1roose 1 ZeS.S c) ptvvided that
the =9Cwould. W1 tl requung 64e
PlA administrator to follow the
p rocedote for d 4as ratret a ullfImclancy.
!lsue a Notice, of Suffidency to the Pla
edministra toe of a plan that. es of the
daie of plait tar nation. bad alredy
purchased bcm an ineurea~ll benefIts Ln
priority catelore Ithroqh 4. rae
P9GC liae exaralcd this proision sad
concluded that it iu necessfy. IL as of
the date of Ia& teroxinasion a Plan be

Woie gbenelta to paloity
ce ories I thoqh 4. the plan Uee no
pa~rcipents, entited to recive beneflia
in ratoegor eI throat* 4. Thus. the
opet"a tite set fourth in I WU1.(b) of the

rsl son to a ppticabWe to Plane
descAbe to propoee I 281L3(c)

In cru%#ction with this Issge. it t
IMPoulat to note that the purchae of
A annuity contact In c0OW&SteUplu Of

termination is coulidar to be Lo
alloo of plan Saa016 upon
terminatioa and La sublect to the
allocation rules set fort in secuAo 4M4

ofteAct
Mls Alternatifve

The proposed regulaton set forth for
considarstioc and pub~c car~moat two
Alternative methods for procesipano
that Sri not clearly wuifcreot
(proposd I ZhIld)Alternatve I
provided Ahat a plan sdrWnAtratior was
zot rtVirvd to attempt to demonstrate
sufficency. Rather. the pIla
ad~uiinastralor bad the optioa of
folloar4 the procedure lot
demonstratinuffcencyoat if
permitting the PBGC to tike u~a pla
Into trusteeship. Under Alternative U.
Lie Plan admtietrator was required to
follow the procedure for demoetstin
tuff~ci lowy. A plaii admint trtor who
s"ceeded In deMonstratin snffidosicy
wee requred to close out the plan in the
prts tesctot by purchwl owncts.

hvm as Wevaetoq.$eeo ary

WMVeIoftWhoomaeto the peopoe
addreee Wh toe of which alteitteal
ehosaid be adopted. The ooameuu thast
fa1VONe Altratti've I Straeds Ita
sipifioant Posa"v aspet the
le~dbility Siva th plan adonlitrator,

the redton un th plea %Amuin aeto,
bwd% vid the poesobihity that the
ahoicet available tinde Altemnat I
m1.jbt. Pafmc~larly. In the ce of sm&U
pla itult In Uw*ased benefit
pyments to pamescpanma Additionay,
one tomment oppoeto Alternative U
etatied that it 'appears to S~ve the
Isuac inuetY an rAeSeoDable

advantage in the ANea of terawwaed
pI&Laza

MVany of the *oraetsu that faved
A.Itarative a stated that the private
eecior has served the peaon
community uffecuely. thaiunder
Alterative I the POCC would compete
with that s4eto. "n that such
coxopetton would be Wraitf ad would
drive ineurers out of the terminau"n
plan market. One of the maun erumnta
adv&aced in support of Alternative a
Wee that Alternative I would expend the
PWC. role beyond the sope
envisioed by the Act since the P1C
would be actin as an insured of

"Thle P9C av careful conalderanicri
to the wamninto for end "Aant each
alternadti and bee decided to adopt
Alternative IL The PBCC behave. that.
as a geweal rule. It should become
Involved with plane that can be closed
o"t (n the private seotor orly to the
oxwat necessry to ensure that schl

ans o armnstad to accordance with

The FIBC notes that Is."Anc
COMPaLtae compete with each *thet In
the variety of annuity producs offered.
in the p"c of threes prodUCMs and in the
quality of Wthir eie. This cotopetidon
bit generally benefIted plan
partcpants. The MIC ety lino the
Lzsurance measkt could adversely effect
'he market end ultimately be
derwcntal to partic!pants ofi ertatsd
plante.

A few comments, however oblecid
t1o Alternative a on the ground that It
provides no Incetive for seekin

complete bidding." The coameunta
were partcuL!rly conuernod QWa a pis
admanIstrator rni~ht not seek a beter
bid aflirobWit"itabid so high that
although the Pla Could afford to pay alU
beIneft to pri"ori ty CA tegorte I I I rough
4 ustng that bid, the plan would have no
retaning assts to provided beni~ts in
Priority ctegories or s, La respontse.
the P1CC points out that ploa
adzbnlstra rota hareI a ftduciary
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obi4 aLon to aci in the best lAtoto of
all piar partxcpant. The P9CC beiee
that this Wiblatio' would. in the
A Nsa ion des crtbed a bove, compel a
Ilan ad-nin'stre tot to sk better bids Li

r ts eha rlst to thick~ that they
iere available. Moreover, the P1CC

roereio the niht to request bids from
or. Inslurr or tniurers on behalf ofany
p'an (I 2$13.14(bl).

Although the PBGC Is eontinced that
adoption of A]teriativea Clwill ;eneraly
%York tv the advanatall of all pates
involved in plan iarnnineitjona. he PC
isfsomewhat concmntis about
Alternative, 11 am applied to certain eail
Posion plans. Ufaxperlence tindr this
reguladt indices te$ that plan
admtistratots of $Mall pension P:L
art not able to obtain annuities at
reauonsbe coot. the PSCC may consider
;rovilgq a special procedure to help

-euu plano do to. nte P5c is
!.tetsted In eiarr"n of any d.Mtcultis
admirniortorl of small ptars have in
clous out thmii nans under thi
regulation
T-4e AmitiryRquiremena

Dalc to the proposed regulatio was
the requirement thai a participant with a
benefit payable is an anataity utinde a
terminsting plan receve that bezedi n

&-.ultfor UA#U he utlclpant
lioCI~azoher of eistbutlon

provided b, the plea (proposed
B 2615.3).

Of the J comments received, only
one dlse.gred witb the req usent that
as"Ati',y benefits be provided LIn anuty,
fOr'.i. elatiftha &41 "IbA failure othe
I iste to opeccuy impose sucb a
!nrequinent "ndCates that Conres had
ro 1,14tion to Ct the ommon ad
!o fsading p; aetice of allon jump
I,= dliatbutioni upon terminatioa of a
pa&n. Itse P8CC has reviewed the
stnulity requirement in light of the above
c:mmnent and believes that the
tequirement Is nectasai to Impiemeni

Te Wof the ACtA msW ipupoeo o
T:tdo W is -to pro vide for the timely end
'.minterrupted payment of peniton
be nef)to ."(Section 4oo3(aX.,) of the
Act.)A peanLs asarermtn anulw7
It would be Inconsistent with the Acito
N.' P5CC to grant a plan admisutrtor
the diea'eton to deprvG a peruciant
sldsd to I retirMen &AAnty Of thet
annuity Moreover, the P8a note$ t"a
the annuIty requirement doe" not
preclude lump sum PYUefit. The
MPiopoca prVVded ta4 ntwitkst~dLNgthI annuity reqirement. a piJmtipaDI

could elec to reeive his or her beweft
tA a altematiw form provided. by tit
;'arc the fial reulation contais thb
and two addiction axaeptilMa to the

gnuity requirement 11 MILO4(b) (se
disnasloa belowl

To *eue the timely and
uninterrupted payvmt oi boubfts
rerulrd to be proided in annuity fom
the pool required that the benefits
be provided by the P3CC or purchad
from an Inurentte cnef Lpropoeed
ISOM(Ja) A few comments,
question ed this rW@le a uestod Ota
continuation of he plans tiisi e nd
periodic payment of benefits fom the
tust utihL 11k some WcirUMces be
more advantageus to particpante.

In flsponse. the P8CC note. that
continuation of the trust of a terminated
plan could result in a violation of ;e
allocation rtdoe sest fa orhn seft on 4M4
of the Aoct Those rules leb" six
categries of plan benefits and require
that assets be allocated to benefits in
Q!%e hlhar priorly catloriee before tke
a sasts ane allocated to benefits Ln
lower piortty ca tegoie It a plan's rut
were oontinuod. ol Oft particip at With
benefits Ln priory categor 5 that were
(oaded on the elx o oa date might
retir ad begi receiving thei benefits
beone aUl beonefts in higher categoreof
payablea to yunger patcipants We

benpsid. Uthe trust should then cft
losses thern migh not be sufint
assets to pay the benefits In the hiowe
priority, cetego. The. &but the
continuation of the trust ofle termialated
plan would not ensure paser, of

beeis in the manner roqsslretl by
sectio 404 of the Act the P9CC wWf
not permit the ennuity requirement to be

utddby uatuton, of the brust

reqUireMentt thatl beneIte payable am
nnuities be provided In annui ty formh

eithe by the P9CC or trogh the
PUM466 sof gnulty contrecuefromaa

Luuer does not preclude a patcipant
from electqn another fom oV
dlatributlon provided by the pslan
I Rample aofsc alterntive brine of
distribution urs a ingle inujllment
Ca ymant. triatfsee of the Valu" of the
bMtt to en Individual soootait plan or
cotinued partcipatlon by the
participant in a tusat afte the data of
plan teMiatio. Thue. contilua tIon of
the trust Ua Perrisible, but only in the
limited circumstances where the p4a
provides fot sutli u option and the
participat has elected that option 1rA
connection With OJIs 11men It should be
noted tht a trust wil not oootlnueo to be
tax-eeeupt MAint t Maintains its
qualifed s tatueI tWnder secdion 40M of the
intersoil Remeue Coda of OK4 u

Two oomaenus that addressed the
requi~reet jhaI annuity ontracis be
puchased brm en. Inuer wer
concerted about the powaiwty that the

Insure might beom ilaent.
Specifcally. tW comments expressd
unainty as to whether the PC

would prvde, benOWS to partcpant
or baemat of a unmnted p lan
that closed out under a Notice of
Suffcioncy af the Insrace company

itoawiannuity, coaucs hAd been
purchased should prove to be unable to
meet ite obhletons. The PCC does not
believe that the concertt eipresed by
the commeoate is warented.

UMAV the rulet1o an lnASUrer Is
"a company authoed to do busnA~s
s an Iua cane unda tho laws

of a ltute at the District of Columbia"
(I SMSU) S11c6 eompanlee are subject
to mtelt mUtutory 1equremnents &a
adminstetive supervisl~on. In fact. the
reason insurance compare are so
extesively regulated is to eneue that
their oblgaon. can be satisfied.*
However. in1 the nIeLWy eVen that an2
InsraCe coMpany should fall $ad its
obliations canot be salushed (s.
thO*g a retlsuance system). the
P1CC wouldprvdthneeay
bezefit.

Pinally, the P1CC emphas*ze. that.
excep with repec to saly rtement
benefit ts, theanuity requirement can be
satisfed onll by the purchase of "annuty
coWat. boa "n insur. This P1C
will however, provide for the payment
of an earl retirment Annuity benefit if
the condi don of Subp ar D of the
relations ane met. To avoid any
mlawidaretanding "Seg al Ws scatter,
the fial reraWat states tat "any
beneft that is payable as an annuty
un the provwsons of the plan must be
provided in &auity foer, eithert theug
the purchase It= an Insurer of a
contract to provide the annuty or by the
P9CC under Subpart 0 of this part"

bcpdone to M a Am ulty Rqutreiewt
One oment sttd that the annuity

reremet appar to be tnoonsttnt
etith I20 :N(b of the POW&.
Gugreised, DEcftu regulation (Part
2005 of thi chapter). Sectin 855a
provide. Inter 41/d. that the PDCC wIll
not grantee or pay a benefit payable
In a Asigl Wamnt. but will aimeod
=a &tee and pay the euivlent

htpayebs in pW=dl Installamts.
Section MAN.(b provided tht there are
three situtons whee Paragaph (a) of
that secumo does aot operate 1o preclude

NUL1Alarll~tpaye to ONl two
;T15 sltatiO are relent~ topln
thal olsa out %nder a NoW tieo
SuffWmc. ftnt it the Value of a
EWrAnd tebond Itis INUM atlIsm the

I UUA(bXI) of thie regulation permit a

0' b .. IP n7t'tEAL' OPr NtATIOAL APAIRI. IN~C. IFA SXNTI0ONf D C. 200)7
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plan sdn4ljnLstftov to m@3&otb
partc 4pwn at beiAfy whoee wnulty

INOBLSb 1 of the Ckem toed Sane8 to
retion provides tiet a partdicpt of

the proposal recognume thief exception
to the annuty requirment

The tosJreglation contlaln one
other exception to ths annuiby
requlromnL A baneht that is payable
a e an annuity under the preTOUla Of A
pLu~ may awves s be pad in a

of the abenet to loge than the a nt
normally provided ty an inure. Ths.
if the value of a beneft payable as so
sanuty is greater than 970K buit the
plan adriinatir is wieble to Funkhae
a contract to provide the annity
becaus ths monthly a mount of the
bentl Is loe tha Wht mormaily
provided by an lnatuu. the benefit may
be pad In a angle Wntallmuu
(i 2415.4(b)(1j).
Prpoim I eclOF I

As noted above, the pmp"e-d
regulation provided that.
notwithstanding the anuIlty
requirutont. "a parildpan! with a
benefit payable as & a aelty unme thet

Ceefltt ianalternative oMMProvided
by the plan" (pamosd I M1U~b
Proposed I In 5Jd)() reqire Iha the
plan admil Wnaoe provide particdpants
with certIan Inoration reepectig the
tight of electon before any election is
maede.

The P3CC has restmucroed. and made
somte changes in these pirovialons. A
new I1 WS.4(b)(1) provides that.
notwihstanIdL!1jtb SA uiy
requIrement. a benefit thet is pay able as
an annuity need not be ptovidad In
annuity form it the p"a prnvideu foran
aItemnstive fan of diatribu tim aad the
plan adwtlltratot rubmnis a statoeet
to the P3Ccc rtnibfin that the
Participant eltcted 'In writin.4 the
sittrnauve form of distribuion. The
plan adminiastra atatamont must ale
cetify that the participant was notified.
in writial, beore ha or she made the
electon, that the election would not be
given effect unless the pl4a should Close
out undo? ANoticeo 0Sufficlancy. aild
that the P1CC doee not Cuasontee the
benefit payable in the alternative form.
Uka the proposaL the finally regulation
reqt~ins the plan admunlatiator to Wnort*
Ihe pl&a p&MscIPant of any risks
attndat toA nnannufty form Of
distribution. Pot example. if an

TMX

atterwzadve fons of diatitbution provided.
by a plan ontinued paai~dstiom in a

eddiltrator mvust inorm the
pamidipant th at the tust could suffer

.oasv eunAble to provide the
benefit to which the participant was
entitled et tarmlation.

Unlik the proposal~ the Anal
regulation also requiros the Plan
admlnletrator to cet"f that the
amtcipant wag Wnormed. In writing

Msfo sakni the eletmon. of the
estiated amounts of the annuity and of
the altereUVe fOrM Of ditoibUtion The
P9CC biletvsa that this requtremen.toI
niecaeary In Ormer to sure that
pawtcpata wil hae anouqh
iformation to make a re ud

The P9CC wl not issue a Notice of
Sufficlency with respect to a pLan that Is
Icilg to poids benefits in a non.
an=wry form uQlses It reoe4vis the
certified isatment described above

A number of comments addtesed the
Issu Of LMC~tntslections of non%.

inch7t geceait torms. One comment
Isoee thtth deonl "permit th
plan admtlsatot to impoees A
reuonabls time lIm by which alec~on
must be mede In ordet that the pla ouy
1se proceed WIthin the tmm
Imposed by tha repiation." tn a~ponee.
the P3CC maote that the regulation does
not prohibit a plan &Admlrtttrato Arorn
mreqg that participants mak their
6CtOUs within a CerMtein od Of time.
1A fact is the comment Indicated, a plan
SaMal trator will probly And it ueal
to get a time lim11 On pitidpat
electons, so that the plan adaliattra tot
can pmoredwltiWAth.1 --mef&am
" to blilshe d by the re6L.a Uon. The M=C
does not beUCLee howeVer, tW t il
Amscesar for thi. relation exresaly
to authorize pILA adawnstratmc to do
the.

Auother comznaet noted that seo
pension plans peuvide that a
paolpa aler4-tlon of a form of
dlatibutioa other than an annwry to
subject to the approval ofI the plan
ad4min'stwaor or truahs. The comment
was concerned about the possible effect
Of the proposal on suh lan provslou.
It wu not the PSCC', Intentmon to aitet
partcipant election provtsionse such as
those described by the commientL and
the l&aguag Of the partciPtat election
provillon Of the Anal rtpilatio his

6-n Chanted hrm that of the ptoposa
to timove any ambiguity that might
have existed oft -.his point
(I 2613.4(b)(3)).

(No. 327) R - 33

It" W.~oodPm o! AAA Wry

The proposal stated that "the fonn of
acuity that must be provided Uis n
opdoW al om of annixity contcaine in
the pla elected, by the psajtpant
bfore thedat of p1z tatl on. or d
no optioal form baa been electd. the
to that would be paid upoo
retrmanr (ptepcsed I 21.() Onte
coMet sue.~ted. that this provision
may be "~unduily mrueictive" In roq~ir
that an elComon of an aptona.J fort of
annuity be made prior to plan
termination. Thu comment notes that
IAJ %IMce COMPares "Offer aDnuties
which allow the anultant to deata uAti
the data of wnuldtlan the form of
DAnnutY PirUSAI to Which his blAnete

wWl be psaid Th. MC belie thatI
the dfiability recmmendsdi by the
ce.ment wold be .o the advantage of

PIAS PMdILAAS an4 hU C-heilld the

Section Aet..(c) of the final
re~l~o~provdeethat the plea
admiutrtatmayhouo a pout.

tormimaatlonoelemton of an optional
sauJw7forma yables under the plan. if

e a %UOTAn~ui In th opt:onal
form tono $mto? tha the value of the

patdput was entitled on the date of
trmInation. The pMa admliile~tot may

wiseh to cosult with the IAtasal
RavieI See-Ie aseto whether eloetons
undof this provian an cowalst with
internalI RevenUe SevICe Mule1 14 A
P&MOIV CASe

Section 381L(c) fuohr provides that
th plan adminiati'or may Pu~chass an
annut7 which pertsu the paicdpa11t to
elec to receive his or her beneftt ta
for. that is provided by the plan or thit
provides (ot a series of periodic
p aymnsfr te fthe Ps pnt

does not increase the cost of the
Mitly.
Subpaa 1-ftrcedure for
Oemomits Moether a FLan WUl Be
IuScat
aoni real

Proposed I 3015 (d) prescribed the
method for damontratiAS sudflclency,
awd Wel~ method has been retained in ibe
ftal regulation (I201512). thes basio
tast ise whethat the assets expected to be
aviable for aloctio, on the da to of
dlitbutlon exceed the estimated
liability of the plan (or barteltu ut
prioriY rtgr C4 1I thn4Ih 4 As of the
date of dljuributlon. Section 2615-l2
provide a that the plan adminlstiator
must submit to the P9CC the vsluatIon
of planitoasts and beneft.t. rredein
accordance with II 1261,1 ad 38514.
noe valuation dae prsibod by

Nibhaiedo ty ThU 9LRtAU OF SA7:3SiAI AFFAIRS, t\C.. WASMiOTON. Z) C. 1001!
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

6ICRrTA" OP 1,A"
WASKNOINN. OC.

slm

The Honorable Howard H. Xetzenbaum
Chairman, Subcommittee on Labor
Committee on Labor and Human
Resources

Washington, D. C. 20510-6300

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your letter in which you raised some important
issues regarding the security of pensions that are provided
through the purchase of annuity contracts Cron insurance
companies upon plan termination. I am deeply committed to the
security and integrity of our private pension system and share
many of your concerns on this issue.

In order to address any immediate problems which may exist, I
have directed that the Pension and Welfare Benefits
Administration (PAW) and the Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corporation (PBGC) develop procedures for dealing with any
torinations where benefits of participants might be at some risk
as a result of the selection of the insurance company to provide
annuities. Under PBCms current procedures, terminating plans
must provide the agency with the name of the insurer providing
annuities within 30 dayi after the final distribution of the
plan's assets. PBGC is modifying that procedure to require that
the agency be given that information prior to the distribution of
the plan's assets. These modified procedures would cover the
PBOC's current inventory of pending standard terminations, as
well as future terminations. PBGC will refer to PWBA cases where
further inquiry may be appropriate under the fiduciary standards
of Title I of ERSA. It is important to note that while PROC
currently has an inventory of 13,000 standard terminations
pending, substantially less than half - preliminary data indicate
approximately 258 - of these cases involve the purchase of
annuity contracts. YA will consider these referrals and
determine whether an investigation for compliance with ERIBA
fiduciary standards is appropriate. In addition, PBGC is going
to consider whether additional standards of insurer reliability
are needed in connection with their pro-termination review.

I have been advised by the Executive Director of PBOC that PBGC
has not had a case in its 15-year history of an insurance company
failing and not paying annuities. I have been further advised
that no evidence exists that Congress ever intended PBGC to
guarantee annuities, and PBOC receives no premiums for such
liability. Under longstanding law, states have regulated the
insurance funds, and most states have guarantee funds. A federal
guarantee of annuities would add tens of bilions to the $800
billion in liabilities PBGC already insures. I believe that the
actions that we are undertaking will reinforce the obligation
plan fiduciaries have under ERISA when selecting insurance
companies. Where we find problems, we will certainly take
whatever enforcement actions are necessary.

I understand and share yiur concerns and will keep your Committee
advised of the results of our .iforcoment efforts in this area.
In the meantime, if I can be of further assistance, please to not
hesitate to let me know.

Sincerely

Elizabe Dole
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c. Requirements and procedures relating to distress terminal.
tions

In order to terminate a single-employer plan under a distress ter-
mination, certain requirements must be met. The plan administra-
tor must give 60-day advance notice to affected parties and must
provide pertinent information and certifications to the PBGC. Most
importantly, the contributing sponsors and the members of their
controlled groups must satisfy certain tests indicative of a financial
inability to continue th funding of a plan.

If all of the criteria for a distress termination are met and the
Ilan is terminated, as under current law, all future participation,
ending, accrual and vesting cease. The PBGC trustees all plans

which qualify for a distress termination and which do not have suf-
ficient assets to cover guaranteed benefits. Plans in which the
assets are sufficient to provide guaranteed benefits are closed out
as under current law. The PBGC appoints a section 4049 trustee in
those situations in which plans do not have sufficient assets to pro-
vide all benefit entitlements. The section 4049 trustee in turn es-
tablishes a trust which is used to accumulate certain profits liabil-
ity payments from the contributing sponsors and members of their
controlled groups, and to use the accumulated funds to pay to par-
ticipants and beneficiaries the difference between benefit entitle-
ments and guaranteed benefits.

i. Distress Termination Tests.-The Committee believes that the
four tests for a distress terminaliin contained in the bill describe
the types of hardship situations in which a transfer of liabilities to
the insurance program is appropriate. In fashioning these tests, the
Committee tried to balance the need to limit access to the insur-
ance system to cases of genuine need against the danger of making
the tests so stringent that nothing short of total liquidation would
qualify for PBGC assistance.

The first distress test requires that the contributing sponsors of a
terminating plan have received funding waivers in at least three of
the past five years, and thereby already have demonstrated "sub-
stantial business hardship" under section 303 of ERISA for each
year a waiver was granted. The first distress test also requires that
"substantial" controlled group members have received at least one
recent funding waiver for all their other single-employer plans.
This assures that the entire controlled group is experiencing finan-
cial distress. Otherwise, a strong controlled group could escape re-
oponsibility For the benefits promises by a weak member with a
large underfunded plan. Applying the test on a controlled group
basis discourages a controlledgroup from shifting assets within the
proup in order to leave a weak member with huge pension liabil-
ities and then attempting to transfer those liabilities onto the in-
surance program.

0 0
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d. Conversion option

Present law
No provision.

House bill
Both H.R. 3128 and H.R. 3500 require that a conversion option be

offered to qualified beneficiaries if under the plan the conversion
option is otherwise available.

Senate amendment
Although Title IX of the Senate amendment follows the House

bill, Title VII does not require that a conversion option be offered.
Conference agreement

The conference agreement generally follows the House bill and
Title IX of the Senate amendment. Under the agreement, a quali-
fied beneficiary must be offered a conversion option from any plan
(including a self-insured plan) only if such an option is otherwise
available under the plan to other participants.

Effective Date.-These provisions are effective for plan years be-
ginning after June 30, 1986. In the case of a group health plan
maintained pursuant to one or more collective bargaining agree-
ments, the bill does not apply to plan years beginning before the
later of (1) the date the last of the collective bargaining agreements
terminate, or (2) January 1, 1987.

S 0
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3. Involuntary Pan Termination

Present law
Under present law, the PBGC is permitted, but not required, to

commence proceedings to terminate a plan under a variety of cir-
cumstances including the inability of the plan to pay benefits when
due.

House bill-H.R. 3128
No provision.

House bill-H.R. 3500
Under the bill, the PBGC is required to commence termination

roceedings if the plan does not have assets available to pay bene-
its that are currently due under the terms of the plan.

Senate amendment-Title VII
No provision.

Senate amendment-Title IX
As under present law, the PBGC is permitted, but not required.

to terminate a plan under certain circumstances. In addition, the
PBGC may appoint a temporary receiver if the plan fails to meet
minimum funding requirements, is not able to pay current benefits
when due, or has been abandoned.

Conference agreement
The conference agreement follows H.R. 3500.
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4. Waiver of Funding Standard

Present law
Present law authorizes the Internal Revenue Service to waive

the requirements of the minimum funding standard no more fre-
quent'y than 5 times in any 15-year period. In addition, the amorti-
zation period for liabilities under defined benefit pension plane
may be extended, and a waiver previously granted by the IRSmay
be modified.

The IRS may grant a waiver on condition that appropriate re-
quirements are met.

House bill-H.R. 3128
The IRS is authorized to require that security be provided as a

condition of granting a waiver of the minimum funding standard,
an extension of an amortization period and modifications of a pre-
viously granted waiver. The IRS is required to notify the PBGC
before granting a waiver and is to consider the comments of the
PBGC. The PBGC has a 15-day comment period after the date of
receipt of notice.

The new provisions apply to waivers, extensions, and modifica-
tions granted on or after the date of enactment of the bill.

House bill-H.R. 8500
The bill is similar to H.R. 3128, except that (1) a "reasonable

period" rather than a 15-day comment period is provided, and (2)
the security, notice, and comment provisions do not apply to cases
involving less than $1 million of outstanding waived liability. The
bill requires that an employer that submits a request for a waiver
of the minimum funding standard notify each affected party. The
term "affected party" is defined under the bill as a plan partici-
pant, a beneficiary of a deceased participant, a beneficiary that has
been designated as an alternate payee pursuant to a qualified do-
mestic relations order, an employee organization representing par-
ticipants in the plan and the PBGC.

Senate amendment-Title VII
No provision.

Senate anendmen-Title IX
No provision.
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